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hew, Richard Merriam.
The April meeting of the City Government
Surveyors of lumber, Herbert L, Stevena, J.
died March 80th in
Mr. George G. Pierc
was held Monday evening, April 3d,
Mayor C. Durham, Sanford Howard.William K. Keene,
at the residence of his late brother,
William K. Keene presiding.
Chicago
Byron B. Greenlaw, Fred A. Holmes,
Ralph L.
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Cooper, Joseph E. Thombs, John W. Ferguson, Elbridge C. Pierce, 2864 Mildred avenue, aged
79 years and 6 months. His only brother
A. E. Brackett. H.
The following roll of accounts was passed:
Fair Holmes, Clyde B.
Holmes, Leslie B, Robbins, Alvin L. Howard, passed away just fifteen days before him.
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS.
Boon after the death of his wife, about nine
Thomas L. Decrow, Edward
E, Babcock.
Contingent.$ 268 93
Weighers of coal and hay, Herbert L. Stev- years ago, Mr. Pierce, who had a long and suc64 20
Highway department.!.
cessful business career in Belfast, went to
27 00 ens, Charles S Bickford, Herbert E.
Machinery and tools of highway dept,
Bradman,
School Charity.
S3 23 John A.
and made his home with his brother.
Chicago
Gilmore,
Ralph
Robert
H'
Street lights.
Mosher,
401 60
Patterson, A. D. Hayes, George B. Salter, V' He led a quiet life there, free from all busiMaintenance of city building.
168 90
health until two
A. Simmons, J. R.
Free library.
187 81
Waterman, Wm. H. Widde- ness cares, and enjoyed good
School contingent.
50 23 field, C. B.
years ago, when he had a shock and began to
K B. Craig.
Holmes,
Free text books and supplies.
105 66
and a second shock caused hia death.
Measurers of grain and salt, Herbert
School repairs and insurance...
L. Stev- decline,
5 80
Mr. Pierce was born at the Head of the Tide,
29 10 ens, C. S. Bickford, Herbert E. Bradman, John
Paupers.
the late Samuel Gordon and
22 48
Sidewalks.
R,lpl>
Moaher' Walter B. Dutch, Belfast, a son of
Fire department.
42 03
V
Mary Brackett Pierce. He was employed aa
of
129
60
Transportation
pupils.
a clerk for several years when a young man
Measutera of wood and bark, Herbert
Police department.
173 44
L.
Stevens, Fred A Holmes, C S. Bickford, John and his first business venture was in a meat
82 80
Support of city team.
General school purposes.
237 52 W. Ferguson, .Fair Holmes,
in partnership with the late Milton F.,
Clyde B. Holmes, market
186 60
Miscellaneous.
Ralph H. Moaher. Wm. H. Widdefield. Leslie Carter. A few years later the firm was disbecame a memTotal.*.$2,216 73 B. Roberts, Merle Whitcomb, V. A. Simmons, solved, and in 1863 Mr. Pierce
ber of the,firm of Riggs & Thompson (Aaa A.
Edward Sibley, collector of taxes, reported K. B. Craig.
Fred E. Ellis, elected sealer of
and Horatio P. Thompson) and the firm
from July 1, 1915, up to and including April 1,
weights and Riggs
name was changed to Riggs, Thompson &
measures at a previous
1916, as follows, and his report was accepted:
meeting declined to
Pierce. The firm, which had been operating
serve and Walter H. Booker was
Total commitment..
elected.
$98,817 98
a bakery, now added confectionery, fruit, toInterest on deposit.
18 60
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
out in the fire
The resignation of Rev. Haraden S. Pearl as bacco, etc. They were burned
Total.$98,836 58
of 1865, and later in that year Mr. Pierce esa member of the school
committee
from
Ward tablished the business at No. 67 Main street of
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The

following

matters

were

orally discussed

to committees:

A fence to be

DOING.
Belfast
In line

Convention City. Observance of
Maine Post Card Day.
with a policy recently adopted
by the

a

Belfast Board of Trade to make an effort to
entertain in this city conventions of various
organizations of Maine, a number of public interest will be held here this summer. The
Maine
Blacksmiths Association held their convention
here last month with a good attendance, and in
June the Maine Piano Dealers Association will
come to Belfast for their annual
meeting.
In October the
annual
meeting of the
Maine Chapter of the American Daughters of
the Revolution will be held here, and on the
last days of that month there will be the con-

which he remained the head until his retirement, doing both a manufacturing and retail
business, making candy and dealing in tobacco
cigars, fruit, nuts, paper bags and wrapping
paper, as well as confectionery. In 1874 Mr.
Augustus A. Hurd began clerking for Mr.
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A “HOLD-UP” ON
If you

T

1916.

should read in

NUMBER 14

THE
a

HIGH SEAS.

dime novel of

a

lower a boat to land him, you would credit the
author with the wildest kind of an imagination. Yet this actually happened last week.
The British steamer Matoppo sailed from New
York March 29th for Vltdiv jstok with a cargo
consisting chiefly of barbed wire and farm implements. Two hours later upon entering his
cabin Capt. Bergner says he was confronted
by a young man with a revolver in each hand.
“Hands up" on peril of his life was the order,
and the captain was then bound hand and
foot, locked in his cabin and threatened with
death if he gave an alarm. The stowaway
then made his way to the wireless cabin, put
the instruments out of commission and threw
the ship's guns, consisting of six rifles, overboard. He then returned to the captain's
cabin, rifled the safe and destroyed many important papers. He had expected, he told
Capt. Bergner, to find at least £2000 ($10,000)
in English money aboard the Matoppo, but in
this his hopes were shattered. There was not
a penny in the safe.
Later, however, Schiller compelled the captain and the first officer to band over their pocketbooks, containing a total of
Rounding up the
crew

of 56

men

in

threatened that if
would blow

£30.^

one

one

any

everybody

end of

to

made

pieces

the

ship

he

a

move

he

with bombs

he Baid he had placed m different parts of the
vessel. At 7 o’clock the next morning he re-

spent
two years in Kansas City, Mo., where he had
large real esiate interests, and presumably
hi3 business was continued during his absence,
but we have been unable to learn by whom.

captain and with a revolver in each
hand ordered the ship to head toward the shore
and put on all speed for the Delaware Capes,
and when in sight of land about noon ordered

In 1888 Mr. Hurd

Meanwhile the steamer’s

Pierce.

Prior

to

that time Mr. Pierce

leased the

small

boat lowered

The Churches.

sin-

gle stowaway holding up a steamship with a
crew of 56 men,
helping himself to the contents of the ship's safe and the pockets of the
officers, then having the ship put about and

PERSONAL.

the Unitarian church next Sunday mornMrs. J. F. Clements went to Portland last
ing Rev. .Arthur E. Wilson will preach on Saturday to visit relatives.
"Christ, the World Conqueror." Sunday
Mrs. Ada L. Wildes is able to be about
again
At

Bchool at

noon.

after

There will be preaching services next Sunday by Rev. William Vaughan at Mason’s Mills
it 10.30 a. m., and at Trinity church at
2,30 p. m..
Each service will be followed
by the Sunday
Khool.

weeka’ illness.

few

a

Betsey M. Bailey is in Brunswick visiting her sister, Mrs. Bell Parker.
Mrs.

M. Adella Limeburner went to Boston
a visit of two weeks.
Miss Irene Marks of Augusta was in Belfast
over Sunday with relatives and friends.
Mrs.

last

Monday for

Rev. David H. Tribou, U. S.
navy, retired
spoke at the Methodist church, Buckaport.
Mrs. Bert Hamlin and son Lawrence of Etna,
last Sunday morning, taking for his
subject
Bishop Aabury, the first Methodist bishop of spent Monday with Mrs. John O. Black.
America. The date, April 2, was the 300th anHarry H. Upton of Colby College is spendingthe spring vacation at the home of Capt. J. Q,
niversary of his death.
Hayes.
Services will be held in the
Congregational
shurch next Sunday as usual.with
Mrs. Elizabeth Bennett of Brooklyn, N. Y.*
morning wor»hip and sermon at 10.46 a, m. Bible school at ia the guest of Rev. and Mrs. J. Wilbor Rich12. The usual Thursday
evening meeting will ardson.
be held this evening at the residence of Mrs.
George Fletcher of Northport was the guest
L. A. Knowlton, 16 Miller street.
the past week of Earl White on Lincolnvillee
"The Christian Church as the
only Earthly
institution for the spread of Christianity" will
be the

subject

of the

Univerlalist Church next Sunday morning—the fifth
in the series of Lenten sermons now
being
given at that church. The Sunday School and
sermon

Men’s Forum will meet at

avenue.

Dewitt Brewster of Winthrop, Mass., was a
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A. S. Heal.

at the

week-end

noon.

There will be no preaching services at the
Methodist church next Sunday, as the pastor,
Rev. Horace B. Sellers, is attending the Conference in Camden. The Sunday school wil
meet at

noon as usual and the Junior
League
at 3.30 p. m. The regular prayer
meeting will
be held this, Thursday,
evening, at 7.30. All

Dther

meetings

for

Mrs. Lewis Hazeltine of Portland,
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas,
P. Hazeltine.
Mr. and

:

the week will be discon-

tinued.

are

^.Miss Mary K. Hayes arrived Monday from
Gorham Normal school to spenc the vacation
at her home
here.,
Carroll Thompson of Belfast, son of the late
William P. Thompson of this city, was in Bangor Thursday settling up his fath ir’s estate.—
Bangor Commercial.

Joseph Littletield was called to Waterlast week by the critical illness of hi^
brother, Abner Lhtleheld.
Mr.

ville

take him ashore.
Following the regular service in the North
signals asking for as- Congregational church last Sunday morning a
trank D. Hazeltine, a student at Bowdoin
between
the
Peirce
school
placed
and
the
H.
sistance
had
and continued m the firm until his death in
been sighted by the pilot boat
busi ness meeting of the church members was
is are among the novelties,
College,spent the spring vacation with hi3 parC. Marden house, or the city buy land of the
1897. About this time Mr. Charles F. Thomp- Philadelphia, which immediately responded to j held, at which it was voted to accept the restrimmings, and ribbons, fancy
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.
latter; referred to committee on schools. Comson of Montvilie began corking for Mr. Pierce
the call and took the small boat in tow, disrearid-made ornaments are in good
ignation of Rev. Hamden S. Pearl, which was
Hon. Arthur I. Brown of Augusta was in
that
the
Coe-Mortimer
plaint
and some years later became a partner, in garding the threats of Schiller, who threaten- 3ent in the first of last
Company keeps
month, and the trus- Beliast
the draw in the lower bridge up too long when
Wednesday, called here by the illness
1904
and
ed
to shoot anybody who laid a hand on him.
retired
Mr.
Mr,
Pierce
has
Thompson
Hon.
Robert
tees,
F.
b- Louise H.
Dunton, M. C. Hill. Har- of Mrs. Brown’b brother in Thorndike.
Ferguson
passing their barges; referred to committee on
of
He
since
been
at
the
head
the
business.
About
in
irons
was,
however,
and
M.
placed
and
will
carry
brought ry
Prentiss, Dr. Adelbert Millett, Ben D.
•y of sport styles
city property. Inspection of work of removAlfred M.
terguscn has returned homo
eight years ago Mr. Thompson bought and ashore and locked up in the jail at Lewes, Del, Field and Charles P. Hazeltine were made a
f these goods during the Beason.
browntail moths referred to committee on
from a six weeks’ trip, which included visits
ing
now
The
the
residence
of
former
Mr.
said
his
name was
prisoner
Ernest committee on pulpit supply.
occupies
angkok, Manila .Wenchow, etc.
in Boston, New York and Washington, D. C.
highways. The matter of beautifying the
Pierce, No. 13 Cedar street. Mr. Pierce mar- Schiller, that he had lived in Hoboken, N.
st attractive was a small Panau
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Richgrounds around the city building was referred
ried Miss Maria A., daughter of Hon. and Mrs. J., for the past eight months, and had been
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, son Horace
with a hand-made conventional
minister.
ardson,
Residence, 1 Northport avevention of the Boys Agricultural Cluns of
to the committee on city property.
William M. Rust of Belfast, who died Autr. 5. stowed .away on the Matappo for five days beand daughter Alice, returned Friday from e,
t.-ranges and leaves. A smart
nue, telephone, 212*3. In cases ot sickness or
The report of S. S. L. Shute, chief of the
cAjiccicu uiiu ai least
1907. Their's was a happy union and when fore she sailed. It is believed that Schiller’s
few days business and pleasure trip to Water*
..,-nrl gray had black facing on its
trouble, this church, through its minister, will
two hundred will be entertained. The Board
urt; ut'p<ii uiieui, was reau, ana
accepted, as folbusiness did not demand his attention Mr. sole object was to obtain the large amount of
ville.
and a soft band of reseda green
gladly serve anyone desiring such service,
lows: Four chimney fires without damage— of Trade expect to have at least two conven- Pierce was
always to be found at his home. In money which he thought was in the ship’s whether or not connected
Mrs. F. W. Patterson, Mrs. Thomas Robin«
the high crown, which aiso had
!j
with
the
church.
tions
each
month
in
the future hold their his
March 15th, Frank Roberts house at Head of
long business career he made an enviable safe. Government officials express the opinion At 10.30,next
son and son Francis have returned from a visit,
of dark gray leavel and French
.K
serSunday
in
morning,
this
preaching
Tide. March I6th, F, A. Gilbrath’s house at meetings
city. To this movement the record for integrity and industry and was that tne man’s mind is unbalanced. It is cergh bow of ribbon finished the Head of Tide.
vice; topic, “Not willing that any should per- in Albion with their siBter, Mrs. Hoy Cope
March 17th, George Salter’s aid of every resident is requested, for while
highly respected by all who knew him, While tainly the most remarkable “hold-up” case on ish—But!" a
;,.fve portrait hat in black Tuscan
c),
stirring sermon on a familiar sub- land.
Belfast has not the hotel accommodations for a resident of Belfast he was a
house on upper High street. April 1st, J, O.
record.
attendregular
i.tl with the wide, new style
hVV
ject. Bible school convenes at 12 o’clock; MMr. and Mrs. L. F. Marden,awho spent the
large numbers there are plenty of homes ant at the North Congregational church and
Hayes' house on Bay View street.
and clusters of curled flues in
visitors cordially welcomed. Young People's winter in San Diego, Calif., left there for
The trustees of the Belfast Free
Library which can be opened, and it behooves the resi- the funeral service was held there at 2 p. m.,
WEDDING BELLS,
led the leading novelties of the
meeting at 6.30, to which all young in years home April 4th. There is no place like Maine
reported the “Wilson fund,” so-called, be ex- dents of the city to offer their assistance to April 3d. The remains arrived on the mornand spirit are earnestly invited.
Evening for them.
pended for the purchase of books and pay- the Board of Trade in giving the people of ing train, accompanied by his nephew, Eugene
Saundeks-Logan. Mr. Theodore Marshall
Mrs. B. F. Wells.
preaching service at 7.30; minister's topic:
ment of necessary expenses of
Mr. Walter C. Shaw has been confined to hip
conducting the Maine, an opportunity of “Getting Acquainted Pierce, and his niece, Mrs. Mary Louise Eck, Saunders and Miss Marie L. Logan were marells displayed the season’s new“He sought it carefully with tears, but he
with Belfast.” The Board of Trade is
home on Court street for some days, witn ft
library. The report was accepted.
offering both of Chicago; his .sister-in-law, Mrs. Eu- ried at the bride’s home on Bridge street at could
not find it;’’ the place where the sincerat made a specialty of hats for
The petition of Franklin Waterman and free hall rent and other little eourtesies to
severe case of bronchitis, bat is now conva^
gene Rust and her son, Fred W. Rust, both of 9 a. m. Wednesday, April 5th. Rev. Haraden
est earnestness cannot alter a circumstance.
i:r
:.apple and those in mourning. A others that the street lights be extended on these societies and Belfast will reap the ^re- Boston. Rev. Haraden S.
lescing.
of
the
North
Pearl
S.
church
of
the
j
Congregational
Pearl, pastor
lonial
a
The
sailor
with
black
minister
will
deep
C
preach at the Northport
Congress street to Wight street was referred turns.
church, officiated and the regular choir, Mrs. officiated, using the double ring service. They
ound the crown had a single to the committee on
Baptist church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.; sub- jfc_Mrs. Mary C.Mansfield, who spent the winter
Maine Post Card Day has been officially pro- Thomas E.
lights.
Bowker, Miss Jessie M. Hart, Harry were unattended and only the family were
se with green foliage on
the
is
The petition of H, C«. Buzzell and others for claimed by Governor Curtis as the 19th of
ject, “Where willingness is smashed by unwil- with her nephew, Fred Carle Morrill, in Med
E. Coombs and John Parker, sang two selec- present. The bride was becomingly gowned
her home, No. 1
A extension of the sewer on
c:
ample and very stylish.
lingness”. This, Thursday, evening the weekly ford, Mass., has returned to
Court street from April, and it is desired that cards advertising tions. The bearers were Messrs.
James H. in white crepe-de-chene, overskirt of lace
hat in navy blue had three clusservice.
This is a meeting of spiritual Northport Avenue.
prayer
the H, M. Prentiss residence to that of A. J.
the beauties and aovantages of Maine should
Her veil was caught
Howes, W. A. Swift, Charles S. Bickford and and lace trimmings.
in terracotta, green and lemon Morrison was referred
Mi'S Elizabeth A. Marsano will return home
power, well attended, and those who wish a
to the committee on be mailed to friends and acquaintances in other Albert C.
Burgess. The remains were placed with white rosebuds and she carried a bouquet
a the high crown and was finished
t.
heart-warming are invited to attend and parti- from Gorham Norman School next Saturday to.
sewers.
on
States
that day, inviting them to come to in the
receiving tomb and later will be interred of white pinks. She wore the groom’s gift, a
with a small bow of marrow picot
cipate.
spend the vacation with her parents, Mr. and
The petition of Supt. of Schools William B. Maine this summer and visit the haunts of the
diamond and pearl pendant with chain. Her
in the family lot in Grove cemetery.
j:
shape, materials and trimming. Woodbury that the city appropriate $175 for Old Pine Tree State. In line with this moveThe vesper service at the Unitarian church Mrs, G. B. Marsono.
travelling suit was blue, hat black with blue
sailor in black Milan bad a hand* clothing, etc., for
Mr. F. W. Angier has been appointed Disj
last S unci y at 4 p, m. v as of unusual interest
needy children was submit- ment The Belfast Board of Trade have an inMrs. Nancy Jane Mudgett, widow of An- trimmings. They left on the morning boat for
band outlined with gold thread ted.
trict Passenger Agent of the Union Pacific
teresting advertising card which will be fur- drew G.
Rockland, where they will make their home The sermon by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson was on
died
March
30th
Mudgett,
at
her
amentation.
The petition of the Thompson Mfg. Co. et nished free of
with office at 16 East Santa Clara
charge to those who desire to mail home on Belmont
aiter returning fro m a wedding trio to Boston “The Ministry of Music,” and his text was System,
avenue, aged 94 years and 3
H. H. Coombs Store.
als., for a sewer on Church street, northwest a reminder to friends to the effect that Maine
from 1 Samuel,16th chapter and the 23d verse. street, San Jose, Caiif.
and Portland.
The bride attended the city
months. She was born in Montville Plantaof postoffice square to Market street,was refer- is alive to the desire for a
re was larger than usual, and of
The purposes of music and its beauty in
;
Fred E. Smyth of Boston* arrived Saturday
larger acquaintance
tion, now Liberty, Dec. 30, 1821, the daughter schools, leaving the High school to attend the
r
with the residents of other States. Visit
including hats for all occasions red to the committee on sewers.
Miss Mary E. Pierce school in Boston, where rhythm, melody and harmony were discussed. to spend a few days. Mr. and Mrs. Smyth plan
of the late Ephraim and Barbara Bullock
Ihe petition of Edward R. Pierce that a Maine this Summer will be the
1
trimmed models. One of their
Music
has
a
socializing and esthetic influence. to come to their summer home on Northpor*
she graduated. For some time she was emslogan of the Carter. At fifteen
years of age she moved
i 'e styles was a large portrait fence be built according to the law covering
i
many cities and newspapers of Maine, Will
ployed by Elmer J. Twombly of Boston, but It is the only uplifting influence the sol- avenue earlier than usual this year.
with her parents to Lineolnville.
Sept.
8,
case
the
between
his
diers have and it gives them courage and enresidence and the Peirce you send a few cards? Secretary Dickey of
A shades with a silk crepe top
^
came home on account of ill health, and later
Mr. and Mrs. F. Hendee Russell have re1844, she married Mr. Mudgett of Prospect,
?
ng trimmed heavily with blend- school was referred to the committee on the Board of Trade will supply these cards, and
worked in the law office of Judge Wayland ergy. Music creates good taste and sympa- turned to their home in Brooklyn, New York
who died Nov. 5, 1894, at his home in this
thetic feelings. Music is closely allied with
the picot edge ribbon. A close- school property.
friends in other States will be pleased to reK
after a ten weeks’ trip to New Orleans, Pencity. Mrs. Mudgett was the eldest and last to Knowlton, and for the past few years has held
The report of City Marshal George W. Fris- ceive from
and is a gift from God. Music and
t
Make them
; int purple hat had a solid crown
a responsible
you this reminder.
position in The City National religion
of a family of five children. She was the
sacola, Fla., and other cities in the Southwest.
go
1
have
come down to us from the
while the high back effect was bee was read ar.d accepted as follows: Ar- understand that Maine and Belfast are open
Christianity
Bank.
The groom is a native of Farmington
mother of nine children, and three daughters
Harry E, Bowker, who has been ill with
rests for intoxication, 6; furnished lodgings at to visitors this
i‘.
hand
in
hand.
Music
Poses with green velvet ribbon box
rests
ages
us
and
more
than
takes
ever before.
year
and one son survive her: Mrs. Ada F. Morton i and has been engineer on the Belfast Burnham
fever for the past eight weeks at the
typhoid
us out of daily cares and anxieties.
.nd crown and violets—decidedly police station, 33.
Near
the
of Portland, Miss Annid B. Mudgett, with Branch R. R., but was recently transferred to
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S,
The petition of the Belfast Yacht Club for
close of his address Mr. Wilson severely critand shades.
Another handsome
EAST BELFAST.
the Rockland*Lewi8ton run.
Both are weil
whom she lived, and who devotedly cared for
to help maintain their landing at the
'a''
icised people who persist in whispering, and Bowker, is gaining daily, the fever having
;ng or dress occasions was in the $100
her in her declining years, Nettie C, Mud- and favorably known in Belfast and they were
abated.
Eastern S. S. Co’s, wharf was referred to the
even talking,as they have in our recent
ese pink, with ribbon of the same
public
the
useful
Mrs. Edith Skelton returned to Addison last gett of Bangor and Andrew W. Mudgett of
recipients of many valuable and
concerts.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin P. Frost, who spent
ul music was rendered by
med very high on the crown. A city clerk for investigation.
Delight!
The
best wishes of many follow them
Saturday to resume her teaching.
Massachusetts. She also leaves seven grand- j gifts.
No action was taken on bids for printing
the church choir, Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, the winter in Florida, arrived here Saturday
wreath of fancy French leaves in
to their new home in Rockland.
Gertrude
The
Ladies
now
Aid
of
children—one,
the
wife
church
Banks,
will
meet
Trinity
^
Miss Carolyn G. Hatch, Mr. Arthur N. John- and will spend the summer season at their
aide and contrasting colors extend- the city’s reports of the past year and the
of Walter A. Decrow, was brought up
by her
clerk was instructed to secure bids from the this afternoon with Mrs. Chas. Hall.
son and Mr. A. P. Goodhue, with Mrs. Louise
home here and at their bungalow in East nelCir‘;-i.a the base of the crown.
Graham-Knowlton. A very pretty wedas an own child, and who in return was
always
local offices.
Mr. Arthur E. Stantial arrived home last
D. Beckwith, organist. The quartet sang two fast.
Mrs. Alban B. Wyllie
devoted to and considerate of “grandma." ding occurred at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F.
The following orders were read and passed week and will remain for the summer.
anthems, “O! Paradise" and “God is Love.”
feta
new line of up-to-date spring and
Henry B. Cunningham arrived Wednesday
Mrs. Mudgett possessed a sweet, cheerful C. N. Parke, Greenville, Maine, March 20, 1916,
“Thy Will be Done," by Mendelsshon, was to spend a month with hia bister, Mrs. Ralph
Miss Olive Morse of Congress street was a
Oilier hats—all her own work—at her home in concurrence:
when
Mr.
Frederick
Graham
and
Miss
Frances
disposition, was always kind and considerate
That the Mayor draw his order for $275, the
:
rendered by Mrs. .Wescott and Miss Hatch. D. Southworth.
is house so-called, on Cedar street. i
guest Tuesday night of Miss Charlotte Xnowl- and was beloved
He has recently recovered
by all who knew her. Al- Zelda Knowlton were united in marriage by
balance due Russell C. Carter on contract for t m.
were very moderately priced, including
from a severe case of pneumoriain the City
advanced in years her mind was clear Rev. C. H, Bryant, pastor of the local Methothough
removal
of
brown
tail
moth
nests from city
treer. op-sb and evening designs. Of the
THE MAINE CLUB OF HARTFORD.
Mrs. Esley Bowen, who
dist Episcopal church. The bride, formerly of
uffered a hemor- and she was conscious to the last,
hospital, Boston.
planning all
itter a dainty small hat in shell
pink had a property.
rhage a few weeks ago, is able to be about the the arrangements of her funeral, etc. Her Belfast and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MarshMr. and Mrs. A. R. Cobb, who have been in
That Edward Sibley, city treasurer, borrow
| tastes were
The Journal recently published a report of the west for about five
repe-de-chene crown and velvet brim, very
this city, was tastefully
house.
years, have sold tneir
simple; she loved her home and all O. Knowlton of
on five months time and
issue
$25,000
the
the
med with a drooping ostrich tip in
lcb)
meeting of former residents of Maine in ranch and returned east and are now visiting
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmtr j its interests, and she took a practical view of dressed in white voile trimmed with white
notes
for
the
said
notes
to
be
city’s
same;
kebacf, .ought with a small cluster of three
Mrs. Cobb’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. K
Decrew is able to be out after an operation by al, that concerned her. Her death was caused point-de-paris lace, with tulle veil, and car- Hartford, Conn., for the organization of a
j
•rei.ci !'• -ries. A stylish semi-dress hat was signed by the city treasurer and counterState of Maine Club and has since received a
Fletcher, in East Belfast.
Dr. E. L. Stevens.
by the congestion of the liver and kidneys j ried a large cluster of white pinks. The groom
the
and
committee
on
finance
signed by
DBCc "f
Mayor
of the popular and promising young neat little booklet containing the constitution,
birred black maline, both crown and
and she bore her suffering with great
i is one
Mrs.
patience,
Jennie
Carrow
went
to
las
and
claims
and
out
of
Bangor
R. S. Ward, a selectman and prominent
taxes
for
lf a
1916.
payable
trimmed high in the back with a butterThe funeral was held at her late home last men of Greenville, a carpenter by trade. The by-laws and roster of the club, and the menu
That the sum ot $150 be aDpropriated to be week, where she is receiving treatment from
Democrat of Unity, who was here to attend
iytow f black maline, while clusters of
of
their
first
annual
March
13th.
The
The
was
of
the
ring
banquet,
given.
very
guests
evening
Saturday at 2 p. m, Rev. Horace ri. Sellers
of Schools for clothes, Dr. Clough, an eye specialist.
!u
roster includes the following from Waldo the State convention Wednesday, remained
! k rose6 were used around the base of expended by the Supt.
were Mrs. M. O. Ki owlton, relatives of the
of the Methodist church, of which the deMrs. Chas. Adams and little son George of
“fc crown.
Searle M. Brewster, Belfast; Mr. and over Thursday and was the guest of Clerk of
A medium sized foliage hat of etc., for needy school children.
ceased was a member, officiating. The bearers
groom, members of the Parke family, and a county:
Copenhagen blue had a soft fold of maline Trial Balance of City of Belfast, April 3,1916. Waterville arrived last week, called here by were Messrs. C. F. and F. L. Toothaker, H. host of friends, who called for an informal re- Mrs. Henry W. Burrill, Searsport; Mr. and Municipal Court Robert B. Cookson at hia
the illness of her mother, Mrs. Esley Bowen.
home in Hampden.—Bangor Commercial.
f°URG
e
top of the crown. The upper
J. Morris and S. W. Newcomb.
ception between the hourB of 7.30 and 9.30, Mrs. Bert L. Knight, Belfast; Arthur F. LinRESOURCES.
M*_;i—
—i—
u___i__
band around the crown of rose foli- D. OL
when ice cream and cake were served to all. scott, Troy; Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Rollerson,
Mrs. Will Ward, who has been making her
I
a1. XV. XV. V>U. OlOCK.^W.UUIJ UU
were sewed flat and several
Alonzo
Shute, Belfast; Mr. and Mre. home in Belfast, where Mr. Ward is
large flat Trust Funds... 70,338 04 siding in the Cottrell house at the Corner, are
Joseph Benson Noyes passed away at his Many words of congratulation were spoken Waldo;
employed*
Assets & Liabilities Acc’t. 97,119 17 j moving to Camden, where they formerly
roses were spaced around the crown.
and good cheer was dispensed on every hand. Albert F. Skinner, Searsmont; Barba-a E.
hone in Lincolnville Center, Feb.
is piBsinga few days in the city with friends.
10, 1916,
Tax Deeds.
1,666 08 lived.
J.
A.
The
will
make
Smith,
Lincolnville;
their
home
in
Thompson,
Freedom,
happy
pair
Mrs. Ward plans to return to this city some
aged 78 years, 11 months and 10 days. He
Stone & Tarvia..
356 00
‘HL LOS ANGELES EXPOSITION.
and Mr. and Mrs, R. A. Warren, Islesboro.
Greenville.
The buzz of the wood-sawing machine has was born in
1916 State Road.
time in the near future to make her home on.
100 00
Lincolnville, a son of Cyrus and
Trie
officers
are
as
follows:
Elmer
A.
JackTeam.
00
°ne million five hundred thousand visitors City
been heard around the neighborhood, remind- Rebecca Noyes, and one of six
1,000
Ash street, where she formerly resided.—
children, viz:
Sewer Assessments unpaid.
Clements-Conant.
Frank F. Clements mar., Governor; F. W. Foss, Secretary of State;
1,525 00 ing us that spring is here. House cleaning
fc registered in the
Waterviiie Sentinei.
Benjamin F., Caroline A., Julia C., Joseph B
huge record books kept Belfast Free Library Balance.
117 47
and Mies Barbara Conant, both of Winterport, Arthur F.
11
State
Dr.
sailor reappears with
while

upeurved brims,

new

poke

and

referred

....

”ntu

was

admitted to

partnership

a

to

u,

.....

u
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;amber of Commerce main exhibit hall
Los Angeles, California. This count has

*•

U*!

completed by

tCfanK the

^tntp (,f

names

this

?

and
!

j

I,

|

secretary
several well known resi-

register has space for 84,000
is about half full.
There are

now

these books that have been filled with

autographs
1

of visitors, the largest of which
200,000 names.
ty civilized spot on the
globe is repreEach State in the union and Canada
r'Lutes names of tourists every week, and

tnii.g

1

|

and

city.

resent
s

are

the

tial total of

more

than

ICO,000 register-

attending the illustrated

lectures ranges

Liberia to South Africa. Presidents,
Vidors, foreign potentates and distin?
itizens in all walks of life are included.
exhibit of California products is said to
:a Rest and
most complete of its kind of
s‘
minercial organization in the country,
L**
rs

of the six story Chamber of Comare filled.
A daily program
This includes illustrated lectIt
i, l' ni°ving pictures and organ recitals.
imfd that the enormous number of visi18 ^ue fc*
the typical Southern California
u ?
J,'°®e extended to strangers, who in turn
r frien<*8 °* the
interesting sights to
^

j,

1

lE

J\lVen

uilding
Iffce.

ir

THE

ICE

GOING

OUT.

intended to house 600,000 tons of ice
,G
Kennebec, tut when 200,000 tons had
tj
cut a freeze on the Hudson made 12inch
i-,
Rd w°rk on the Kennebec was
stopped.
Wpek the ice in the Penobscot began
up antl Saturday there was open
Hampden narrows to Clarks. That
the ,ce went out, and
Wednesday the
^am<*en went up to Bangor. Aupcrted the ice in the Kennebec break-

*au,nK
Ik003
8t4n,
^fit»er
in»
K

«P last week.

Due from Brooks.
Due from State of Maine.
Free High school, March payments..
General school purposes, March pay-

3 75
51 81
299 91

will be next in

order.

Caroline A. and Vesta G. In his early manhe was a school teacher,and later was the
mail carrier from Lincolnville Center to Camden. He made his home at the farm of his

Linscott,

Treasurer;

P. H.

marriage at the home of the Ingalls. Adjutant General; Hon, G. B. Chandler,
officiating clergyman, Rev. A. A. Smith, in Attorney General; Frank D. Dingley, Commisweeks .ago, was out last week for the first
Bangor, March 31, 1916. They left immediate- sioner of Agriculture; Phillip A, Mason, Inments.
974 61 time. Friends of "Genial George" are pleased
ly for a brief wedding journey and upon their surance Commissioner}- T. Parker Higgins,
Due from Town of Northport.
I
35 00
to know he is gaining so rapidly.
parents and married Hattie E. Carey of Bel- return will
reside at the old homestead, which State Auditor; Dr. A. R. Keith,
Due from C.H. Sargent, Coll. ’08 09..
149 07 !
Superintendent
John Crosby has moved from the Robbins mont. Mr. Noyes was a member of the M. E. has been in the Clement’s family since 1833.
Due from Wayland Knowlton, Coll.
of Schools; Councilors, R. N. Clark, F. Irvin
'10. 1,120 31 I road to Cross street, and Alvin Clark has church and gave liberal aid and support to re- The bridegroom, who is the only son of Mr.
Davis, James M. Dow, Abram Elliott, W. C.
Due from F. W. Brown, Coll. '8-11work. He is remembered by all friends
moved from
the C. M. Enowlton tenement ligious
and Mrs. R. L. Clements, is a graduate of Mon12-13.
462 15
Holden, Dr. H. A. Martelle, W. A. True;
and
as a highly respectable and
acquaintances
roe High school and a young man of sterling
Due from S. A. Parker, Coll. 1914....
1.707 04 on the corner to F, A. Flanders house on SeareJ.
upright man. He was survived by his wife, worth, who remains on the fertile acres tilled Senators, James Rhodes, 2nd. President,
Due from Edward Sibley, Coll, 1915.
2,407 78 port avenue.
Oscar Casey, E, M, Foss, Dr. F. H. Mayberry,
Hattie E., and one sister, Julia C, (Mrs. A. F.
three
of
his
on
Misses Julia Leary and Ethel Savery gave a
acforefathers
generations
by
G. W. Staples; F. H. Harriman, W. A. Dudley,
Total.^....$679,333 19
Miller) of Camden.
count of his love for the business of farming.
social at the H. D. Club house Tuesday night,
G. N, Allen, Major J. N. Shedd, J. W. FreeLIABILITIES.
Mrs. Hattie E. Noyes, widow of the late
The bride is the third daughter of Hen. and man, C. O.
Bonded Interest. 11,740 00 March 28th. for Mrs. James DeVere of Brew- Joseph Benson Noyes,
W’ebb, E. S. Thompson, Josiah
at her
passed
away
Mrs. C. M. Conant and is a graduate of Mon- Smith, H. W. Burrill, Walter L.
er.
Miss Savery kindly loaned her Victrola
Sprinkling streets, unexpended BalWakefield,
home in Lincolnville Center, Feb. 17, 1916,
ance.
88 50
roe High school and of Hebron Academy in
for the evening and dancing was enjoyed.
E. E. Wilson; Dr. E. Pond Parker, Chaplain.
aged 71 years, 8 months and 12 days. She was the class of 1915. Both
Cemetery Acc’t.
259 65
There were also piano solos from the Club
young people have
Senator Burrill received the following note
BroArntail Moth, unexpended Balborn in Belmont,4a daughter of Theodore and
hosts of friends, who extend to them felicita- from
ance
350 00 ! house piano, singing, etc., and a very happy
Secretary of fctate Foss: “Please send to
She is survived by several tions and wish them many
(Hall)
Carey.
Notes outstanding.
years of future
6,500 00 evening was passed. Chocolate, fancy cookies nieces
in your native county a
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements will the leading paper
and nephews in St. Cloud, Minn., Tenhappiness.
Trust Funds. 70,338 04 !
and confectionery were served. The guests
go to their recently purchased home in the copy of the enclosed roster, with a sketch of
Bonded Debt. 590,000 00
nessee, California and Crmden, Me.
were Edward Hogan, Ben Gross, Wyatt Carvillage in tht near future.
the work done by the men of the club who
Treasurer overdrawn.
57 10 j
row, Will Mason, Will Leary and Miss Mary
come from your county.”
Margaret Esther,the nine-months-old daughBlackington-Nelson. Leander K. BlacaIn a note to The Journal Mr. Burrill says:
679,333 19 Woodbury.
ter of Thomas L. Carter of Lynn, Mass died
Respectfully submitted,
ington of Camden and Miss Viola F. Nelson of “All I care to state is that any man coming
3d after a brief illness. Mrs. Carter Rockland were secretly married at the Baptist from our dear old State, could they have had
Edward Sibley, Treasurer.
April
SECRET SOCIETIES.
died at the child’s birth and she had been cared
parsonage in Rockland January 19th. Friends the opportunity of looking in upon that crowd
in board of municipal officers.
were much astonished March 29th when the
of men and women, would have exclaimed
for at the home of her grandmother, Mrs.
It was voted to grant Arthur H. Welch a litruth became known, and the surprise extended “Thank God I am a native son of the State of
There will be work in the Adoption degree Esther C. Carter, formerly of Belfast. The to the
of
the
who
had
cense to operate a moving picture show in the
parents
Maine.” A finer, good-looking and well-dressed
young couple,
at the regular meeting of Tarratine Tribe of remains,
accompanied by Mr. Carter, arrived likewise been kept in ignorance. The cere- and a more congenial lot never came from any
Eaton block on payment of $5.
was
Red Men Monday evening, April 10th.
performed by Rev. W. L. Pratt,and State.
on the boat
Wednesday morning for interment mony
A petition was received from Mrs. Levi
and Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Lindsey were the at“With love and best wishes to dear old Walin Grove cemetery.
There will be a special meeting of the past
tendants. The bridegroom was captain of the do County in the future as it
Clay for permission to maintain a weir at Citygave to us in the
Camden
School
of
Waldo
baseball
noble
in
High
Yours respectfully,
grands
lodge, I O.O. F., at Odd
1911, and past.”
teagn
point and the clerk instructed to advertise the
Death
Thomas
of
is
J.
a chauffeur.
The
Lynch.
bride
has
been
a
clerk
in
Henry
W. BurrilL.”
Fellows hall this, Thursday evening to consame in The Republican Journal.
the Western Union Telegraph office for the
The petition of M. R. Knowlton to be ap- sider holding a past noble grands’ night someAugusta, April 4. Thomas J. Lynch, pro- past t#o years.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will attend the
minent in banking and railroad circles of Maine
pointed as auctioneer was received, and grant- time in the near future.
morning service at the Baptist church Sundav
died at his home here early Tuesday aged 69
Waterville Lodge, A. O, U. W„ of Water- morning, April 16th, when the
ed. James F. Sheldon was also reappointed
A stated assembly of King Solomon’s Counpastor, Rev. J.
years. He was unmarried, was president of ville, observed its 54th
anniversary March Wilbor Richardson will deliver a sermon in
auctioneer.
cil, No. 1, Royal and Select Masters, was held the State Trust Company, a director in other 28th. Judge Emery O. Beane
of Hallowell
with the day. This will be the annual
keeping
financial
institutions
was
and
of
postmaster
in
Masonic
hall
The following officials were elected:
and Ex-Gov. William T. Haines were the prinTuesday evening for work in
memorial service of the Red Men, and followduring the second administration of
speakers. Gov. Haines was a charter ing the church service the members will march
Cullers of hoops and staves, F. A. Holmes the super excellent master degree according Augusta
President Cleveland, Mr. Lynch had been ill cipal
member
and the first master workman of the to Grove
to revised ritual.
cemetery and decorate the graves of
W. G. Hatch, R. H. Mosher, Rufus Dyer.
two years.
I > lodge. The membership numbers 160.
I
^
the deceased members.
George H. Davis, who broke his leg several

hood

_

✓

were

united in

Parker returned last Saturday
where she was called
by the critical illness of her brother, Joseph
Burrows, formerly of this city, who was in the
City hospital. A partial operation has been
performed for brain pressure and he is on the
dangerous list.
Mrs. S.

from

A.

Cambridge, Mass.,

Conner spent the past week in
was accompanied by his niece
Miss Annie Rackliff, who had
spent the winter
with him.
Miss Rackliff is now in Burnham
the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Nelson
Rackliff, and later will visit the family of
J. C. Lan.b in Troy, her former home.
£>htalso plans to visit her brother, Nelson Rackj
>n Worcester. Mass.
liff.
Miss Rackliff gradu
j
ated last year from the York High school and
made the trip to
Washington, D. C., with the
Mr.

E. R.

Waterville,

and

class.

the war news.
The fighting around Verdun has continued
with

varying

fortunes and

assailants with

no

heavy

losses to the

material

gains. Yesterday’s
papers reported the Germans as forced to retreat in disorder from northwest of
Verdun,
with terrible losses, and as driven out of Chaffour wood. Other German attacks failed.
Holland has closed her German frontier and
is massing all her available forces there.
They
fear Holland may become another Belgium,
N orway is angered by the
torpedoing
ships By German submarines.
The latest from

of her

Mexico is that Villa was not
before reported, nor has he been
Burrounded. Gen. Pershing has sent 150 sick
from our forces back to Columbus
aud two
deaths are reported.
wounded,

as

the rainbow blended into a gorgeous
Reminiscences ot
whole, and viewed from a little distance it
Western Travels. did indeed greatly resemble a huge iridesBY HELEN

M.

cent

TODD.

XIX.

Among the Geysers.
As
the

we were

to remain in camp all day,
did not arrive to build

“pack rats”

the fires until quarter past seven next
morning, and we lazy “dudes” were indulged with an eight o’clock breakfast.
The wash water, hot from the kitchen
tent, had an unpleasantly sulphuric
smell, which seemed almost nauseating
realized that it was geyser water in its original state, piped directly
to the kitchen from Punch Bowl Spring
Then it immediately
on the hill above.
until

we

lost its nauseating character and became
something of a curiosity. By the way,
our guides about the formation unanimously declared its composition to be
solely lime and silicate, with not so
much as a trace of sulphur, apparent

testimony of noses and eyes to the contrary notwithstanding. I presume that
the guides know whereof they spoke,
but I
or

must

confess that

less “from Missouri.”
After breakfast, "all

we

were

more

for the

ready

the cry, and our party
front of the office tent to

formation!”

was

assembled in
await the pleasure of the

guides,

for our

steaming

with

punchbowl

A

In Which the Weather and Other

contents.

Topics

In the dining tent that noon the announcement was made that both the
Castle Geyser and the Beehive were due
to play in the course of the afternoon,
and that it would be highly advisable to

From one end of the basin to the other
trailed after him, learning the characteristics of each geyser in turn.
It behooved one to be careful in makthis “formation tour,” for pitfalls

ing

for the feet of the unwary, and
oft-times one would find oneself on the

With apologies to the Boston Journal,
timely tnd truthful ideas of the
weather in Massachusetts I have un-

“among those present”
occurred. Two o’clock therefore
found most of us on the formation again,
event

blushingly

made my own because of its
exactness. Lent and a Bnowstorm arrived together and one storm has follow-

the craters of the two geysers

necessary to be especially careful, for
the clouds of rising steam obscured our
vision, and our guide related at least
one

due to

tragic incident

that

very

of

these

cause.
The

intense

boiling springs

bine
was

ot

some

due to the

depth

of

the water, and it shaded from deepest
indigo in the apparently bottomless pit
in the center, through ail the intermediate tints to a pale grayish blue at the

edge, where hot water algae made a
reddish brown and yellow border that
Many of the smalwas very effective.
ler geysers
were more

playing,

were

ing hot pools

were

than

so

ever

and the steam-

abundant that
convinced that

attention to Old Faithful

huge gnarled

and from the

logs that

were

rustic and

As

we

were

and knotted

our

door,” dropped
big
ing cloth, calling excitedly,

“Beehive’s

r-iluvinrrf

huvp rrnnh

front

Tho

trraea

Hirl

nnt

his

of the geysers must be taken

to grow under our feet as
we raced down over the terraces to the
“formation,” and indeed it was a won-

opportunity

ful’s performance.
The stages from camp

were

waiting

for us, and after the last jet of steam
had died away v.e started for a short
drive to Black Sand Basin. There was
no two-horse rig for us, “Bill” having

passed us on to one of the other drivers,
who had two extra seats,and thus spared
himself the necessity of harnessing up
that day. We therefore made the morndrive in state, perched high and dry
driver’s box of a four-horse coach.
the
on
Once a fat woodchuck crossed the road

ing

in front of us,

and to the chorus

of

“dudes” behind: “Oh, driver, what
kind of an animal isthat?”our “skinner”
solemnly answered, “That’s a beaver.”
was accepted wunoui
most of the passengers, and
involuntary gasp of astonishment

His statement

question by
to

my
and Will’s

“Hump! Looks like a woodchuck to me!'1 the driver said half under
those
his breath, lest he be overhead by
11
in the rear, “Don’t give it away they
seen a
be happier if they think they’ve
So
beaver, and it won’t hurt ’em any.’’
with some
we kept quiet and listened
that
amusement to the delightful chorus
"had always wanted to see a real

beaver.”
Our drive took

us

within easy walking

distance of some of the hot springs justly famous for their extreme beauty,notably Emerald Pool and Sunset Lake.
bears
The latter, as its name indicates,
in
all the colors of the rainbow mirrored
of the
its steamingdepths,while the color
to reformer is a green, brilliant enough
the heart of a visitor from the Em-

joice

eiald Isle. Cliff Geyser, close to Iron
one of
Creek, was pointed out to us as
it
where
Park
the
in
the many places
the creek,
was possible to catch a fish in
the boiling
turn around and cook it in

one

for

the crater

we

had

so

beautifully colored springs. Its
bowl-shaped crater held all the colors of

ITaalf L

Massa-

T'l owivt m out

nrft.

of the information that mothers
should know in order to protect their
babies from disease. The exhibit visits
and is aca different town each week

companied by

a

nurse, who is

ready

to

the exhibit and
questions.
j explain
model
the panels there is
In addition
answer

to

a

nation-wide movement in Waltham took
the form of daily meetings in the

recently left. Many

GR1P ANQ NEURASTHENIA
neurasthenia that

the finest geyser in the Park—its cone
being round, with a diameter of only

eighteen inches,

the column of

Water

spouts forth as if from the nozzle of a
fireman’s hose, and rises to the height
The duration

very short, only
about five minutes, and in spite of our
mad rush down over the terraces from
the

eruption

Inn,

was

within

did not Bucceed in getting
“shooting distance” with the

camera

until the

we

eruption

had

begun

to

j

j

subside.
The show

was quickly over, and after !
brief visit to Klamer’s store, near the
Inn, which contained a bewildering ar-

to

find the Grotto

playing,

with

an

inter-

height, but because of the
of water thrown ill all direc-

of its

cause

great
tions,

mass

playing

around

the

fantastic

There is a form of
follows the grip. Doctors call it ‘'postof the
grippal” neurasthenia, fine of New
foremost medical authorities
York city in a lecture in the international clinics, said:
“Broadly speaking every victim of
the grip will sulfer from post-grippal
neurasthenia also. Lowering of nervous tone with increased irritability is
the most striking effect oi the disease,
languor of mind and body,. disturbed,
fitful sleep and vague pains in the head
The treatment calls
and elsewhere.
for rest and a tonic.
Dr. Williams’ Link Pills, a non-alcoholic tonic, are particularly suited for
building up the blood and strengthening the nerves after an attack of the
the
grip. The rich, red blood expels and
germs from the system
transforms despondent grip victims in-

fingering

to cheerful,

healthy, happy

gan, and for the remainder of the afternoon
there was a continuous performance in some part
or another of
the

men

and

women.

Tf you have had the grip get a box
of Pr. Williams’ Pink Pills now from
the nearest drug store and begin the
treatment at once.
On request we will send you a free
pamphlet, “Building ITp the Blood,”
which contains a chapter on the grip.
Address the Dr. Williams Jiedicine Co..

Schenectady, N. Y’.

the State

Depart-

ment of Health of the Commonwealth,
clergymen, and professional talks from

goes farther.

FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

See

a

PRESTON’S

day

Today, (March 14th) for the first time
history, the flags of the city are at

half-mast out of respect for two of its

Real Estate

and
until

Dunton &Morse
mere

chairman

for many years, indulged in
no extravagance when
they “Resolved,
that in all things he gave the besi that
was in him.”

other, Hon. Henry N Fisher, was
to the manor born, had received and
honored the highest offices of trust and
dignity in the gift of the community and,
enjoying the allotted span of man’s life,
went peacefully
and serenely to his
rest, mourned by citizens in every walk
The

one-half mile from

Total

a

contralto voice, who sang “A Perfect
Day” so well that I am sure, had a vote
been taken

the ten o’clock curfew
all off to bed, each and
every one of us would have unhesitatingly echoed the sentiment.
marshalled

as

us

JUDGE SPEAR WITHDRAWS.

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

age. There is no nation in the chronicles
of history that has not buried itB soldier
dead with stoic courage; but the babies!
Not even Poland the oppressed, Poland
the ravaged, can bear that blow, without flinching.
Then, when

we

shall have made

a

be-

ginning in protecting future life, by conserving her present opportunities—such
is the irony of fate—we mothers are asKed to attend a mass meeting, of a size to

man

seen

Belfast, Maine.

revival of the

j

been warned

Total

given

for

have us

see

through

through

our

hats,

our

telephones,

receive our mail aerially, and, it is to be
Armory, for expression on
hoped, crush the deliberate arrogance
enlist
for
and
to
preparedness
and fiendish militarism out of Germany.
the purpose of forming emergency cook- Meanwhile, I am aware that Dr. Bell’s
ing classes, making surgical dressings, prophecies will reach eyes and ears aB
as when Dame Partington
furnishing first aid and cooking without unimpressive
faced the Atlantic with her mop. We
We have passed the shall
conveniences.
Annie L McKeen,
see!
“peace at any price” stage; the need is
Waltham, March, 1916.
upon us and we shall take advantage of
New Scholarships at Bates.
the several opportunities as they present
American

themselves.

Hon. Robert Luce former-

Lewiston, March 30. Two scholarships at Bates College were announced
today. One is for $1000, given by Mrs.
Sarah D. Cooper of New York. The
other is a gift of $2000 by the will of Mrs.
Aurilla Carl Baker of Belfast, in honor
of Capt. Charles Baker, the donor’s husband.

Citypoint.

Hogan
Bakery
TRY THElit
^

Whole Wheat Bread:

G. C.

General

02
50
; Unearned premiums. 16,350.361
1,025.000 10
All other liabilities.
00
Cash capital. 2,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 7,350,972 90

DOUGHNUTS
PRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

:

10c. per doz.

Maryland Casualty Company,
Baltimore, Md.

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby Riven that Savings Bank
Book No. 16.372, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according.to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer
Belfast, March 16, 1916.—3wl2

Belfast Savings Bank
The annual meeting ot the corporators of
bank will be held at their banking

♦he above
rooms on

Wednesday, April 12, at 10 o’clock

a. m.,

the election of trustees and to transact any
other business that may legally come before
■aid meeting.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Clerk.
2wl3
for

Total liabilities and surplus.$28,277,827 42
J. TREAT, Jr., Agent, Winterport, Maine
3wl2

December 31,1915
$1,339,082 08
Real estate,
142,343 37
Mortgage loans,
4,468,910 38
Stocks and bonds,
293,262 59
Cash in office and bank,
1,298,220 79
Agents’ balances,
2,951 42
Bills receivable,
32,895 33
Interest and rents,
18,103 30
All other assets,
Assets

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

7,585,769 26
195,432 68

uic Daiuc

uy

warn.

All persons owning real estate, whoswas assessed in the wrong name
wrong description in the inventory of
who have purchased or sold real esta
ihe last year, will call at the Assess*
during the time specified below and ha*
er corrections and transfers made fo
And for the purpose of receiving
and making transfers of real estate, tl*
signed will be in session at the Assess
at City Building, the first day of April
to 11 30 a. m, and from *2 to 4 p in
Saturday during the month of April.
2 to 4 p. m., and any personal exan
conversation about the valuation tr
the Assessors will not he considered as
for neglect of any person in bringim
and perfect lists as required by law
Those persons who neglect to com
this notice will be barred by law from
ing from the decision of the Assessorapplication for abatement for any
property taxed to them.
Blanks for returns may be bad on

December 31, 1915

1,551,493

DOUGLASS,

Manager. Portland

erty

$1,533,750 44

losses.

are no

in to the undersigned, assessors of
and perfect lists of their poll
their estate, real ami personal, includu
on hand, bonds, deeds, notes, due
memorandums, or in any manner so
that interest or other considerations
paid or become due thereon, except mdebts due more than owing, and all
held in trust as guardian, executor nr
wise, which they are possessed of on
day of April, 1916, and be prepared to

tion-

Gross assets.$29,639,680 49
admitted.
1,361,853 07

unpaid

35
4
5
01

true

$ 715,577 93
Real estate.
465,500 00
Mortgage loans.
35,000 00
Collateral loans.
22,902,622 37
Stocks and bonds.
87
and
bank.
1,691,928
Cash in office
Agents' balances..!. 3,501.366 70
16,170 82
Bills‘receivable
272,591 49
Interest and rents.38,922 31
All other assets.

Net

11
til
Ell
12

Assessors’ Notice,

77
624,403 27
83,573 50
400,000 00
359,220 90

Admitted assets.$28,277,827 42
Liabilities December 31, 1915

till

THE inhabitants of the city of 1
1 others having taxable property w
city, are hereby notified and request*-

! Deduct items not

j

35
45
54
02
10
25
35
45
50

10 08
10 17
10 3"
HO 4
10 55
11 05

WALDRON,
General Passenger

••

;

i7 00
10 02

H. D.

Hartford Fire insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Assets

8
9
*9
9
t9
t9
9

16
00

Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Bouton
$5.25 from Belfast.

3wl2

talk

wireless telepathy,

orndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

66,652

Capital capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

more

nee

unpaid

Total liabilities and surplus.

interested in
Personally,
the aerial prophecies and promises of
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, who will
I am

Tl

December 31, 1915

Unearned premiums.

EVERY DAY AT THE

tween the hours of two and five ir. the
afternoon and seven and nine in the
evening, advertising the week. The
amount in prizes will be
the best dressed windows.

Unity

31, 1915

All other liabilities.

AM

3 0(1

AM

4.181,989 35
314,321 72

losses.

BELFAST

Waterville. 7
Bangor. 7
Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8
Winnecook. *8

uaie

Net

the business streets be-

be held in the

ly of Somerville, presided at the meeting and addresses were made by Henry
A. Wise Wood of New York, writer, inventor and promulgator of preparedness
ideas, who stated definitely that we are
not preparing for war, but were met to

Fresh Food

3 2y
5 50

Portland. 12 00

_$1 RSta 7Rft 44

Liabilities

8 48

I’M

Gross assets..$1,564,012 56
30,262 12
Deduct items not admitted.
A

12 2"
*12 2.5
tl2 35
j 12 47
12 59
1 06
.1 18
*1 28
.1 35
*3 00

Boston. 10 00

Real estate.$
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 1,243.420 62
93,429 39
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 209,313 65
Bills receivable.
9,249 52
Interest and rents.
8,599 38
All other assets.

uauiuuu

same

Benton.

liabilities and surplus.$3,867,667 63

Assets December

I’M

05
10
20
82
44
50
58

Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, p m. 3 20

liabilities and surplus.... $11,320,710 41

Rhode Island Insurance Company,
Providence, Rhode Island,
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.,
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postoaid by
^ mail. The Paxton Toilet Company. Boston, Maas, ^

7
t7
n
7
17
7
7
f8
8

Winnecook.
08
20
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor. 1145
Clinton. 8 39

3wl2

time

on

Unity.

Admitted assets.$3,867,667 63
Liabilities December 31, 1915
127.790 43
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.. 1,587,509 15
37,925 87
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
18
over
all
liabilities.
1,114,442
Surplus

Basin.

mcitiiaiuo ui

Brooks

Knox.
Thorndike.

Assets December 31, 1916
estate. $ 173,186 38
Stocks and bonds. 3,000,503 81
588,556 45
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 330,135 43
833 33
Bills receivable.
46,292 95
Interest and rents.
42,481 00
All other assets.

that such would be the case 1 should
have been shocked, since I agree with
the great
orator
Ecclesiastes, that
“there is

Waldo.

Real

DUNTON 8 MORSE,

Before the supper bell rang we
walked across the bridge and down the
road for another glimpse of Morning

depart.

Citypoint.

11,664,103 22
343,392 81

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

1

BKLFASTJ"
AM

Belfast

TO

postoffice,

the stage in a short skirt or skirts,
Savings Bank Building,
fashion demands more than one and

FKOM

Orient Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut.

Cottages at the Battery, for sale or rent.
FOR RENT. Six-room flat, Spring street
block, up two flights, steam heat, bathroom
electric lights.

upon

BELFAST AND BURNHa'1

3wl2

9.

1

1

On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains c.
at Burnnam and Waterville with thr
for and from Bangor. Waterville, Pur:
Boston, will run as follows:

....

8.

of life.

not

1

RAIlRftl

MAINE CENIRAE

Admitted assets. $11,320,710 41
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
728,992 98
Unearned premiums. 6,471,723 01
All other liabilities.
220,537 :‘5
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,899,457 17

The Herbert Flagg farm, 100 acres, m re
2.
less, well wooded, excellent tillage land and
buildings, water in barn, late frosts, 7 miles
from Camden, 3-4 mile from Lincolnville Center, beautiful view of lake and mountains.
3.
The Lovett farm near Winterport village, overlooking Penobscot River and sloping
to its shores, 100 acres, more or less, excellent
buildings, beautifully located.
The Flagg farm in Belmont, formerly
4.
owned by Herbert Flagg, 7 miles from Belfast,
ICO acres, more or less.
Lumber lot at South Liberty, 44 acres.
5.
6.
The Warren Sheldon wood lot, 100 acres,
more or less, on Moody Mountain, Searsmont,
about 8 miles from Camd. n,
7. The Monroe pasture and wood lot, Belfast, on Lincolnville avenue, about 70 acres,

system of government, and the Democratic city committee, of which he was

assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

The Mason farm in Montville, 95 acres,
For sale or rent.
or lass.

or

and to the American

possible

COE-MORT1MER COMPANY,

Gross
1.

Waltham than that which attended the
funeral services. Mayor Kearns was an

those wired—a

\

December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
235.774 34
Mortgage loans.
1,176,030 00
0 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
8,305,203 71
Cash in office and bank.
606,393 75
Agent’s balances. 1,173,132 78
Bills receivable.
34,531 62
Interests and rents..
84,067 67
All other assets.
48,969 35

FOR SALE BY

clue

obtained until his body waB found
March 8th wedged among the rocks in
the Charles River. No more representa
live body was ever gathered together in

crinoline—and had I

1

Assets

was

It is something of an innovation to
the occasional visitor to the theater and
concerts, to see the leading lady come

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE:

pany, Saint Paul, Minnesota.

home Dec. 30th during illness with grip

people

l

1

a

honor to his

& Transient Stable

__

in its

delirium, and disappeared;
though searching parties worked
snow obstructed their efforts, no

*

..

Livery, Boarding

suitable coast defences.

ll.'l

"\f!

can't take three
is usually weak
or
ailing. Food, anil plenty of it,
is necessary to health and strength.
When a man is off his feed, the first
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have
thing to do is to get the stomach in
single ami
order and coax hack the appetite.
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronAnd “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is
age issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
the thing to do it with. A great remW. C. PRESTON. Proprietor
edy for the stomach, liver and bowels,
that soon sets these organs working
^
properly, and creates a natural and I
healthy desire for food, which is one
of the fir 4 signs of getting well.
1867
“L. F.” Medicine is an old-fashioned
> have in
the
t.
and
a
thing
good
They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
remedy
house when any member of the family
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Relfast, Maine.
y
feels weak and out of sorts.
)
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.
FREE.—On riveipt *»f a yc!l«*w outside wrap
per with yoc.r opinion of the medicine, we will
THE
NEW YORK
send one of our Needle Books wa good
assortment of high grade
needles, useful in
every family.
Portland, Me. saint raui rire ana Marine insurance Com“L. F.” Medicine Co.,

voice of the meeting that the UnitPd \
States be protected by the building of

The one, Hon. Thomas F.
young and self-made man and
honnrpH piliy.pn uunnHprpH frnm hie

Hj

Ohio Red Winter Wheat. If
you
to
blue
ribbon
aspire
bread, cake
and pastry that keep the
family
looking forward toyour next treat
tell the grocer that
nothing will
do but William Tell—the flour that

who

man

meals

square

difficulty 1 restrained the j
ready tears. Before closing a resolution
was unanimously carried that it is the

to every purpose under
physicians on their specialties,
the heaven;” and while I
heartily apwith salient suggestions for pre-natal
prove of the short skirt, sanitary and
care, as well as insight into post-natal
comfortable as it is, I have yet to aprequirements, in order to conserve infant
prove its use on the public platform.
Glory Pool, shimmering in the sun, and birth and life.
On the occasion of which I speak, Mme.
looking for all the world like a huge, iriOne drawback is the foreign mother’s
with her husband, Mr.
descent specimen of its namesake flower, disinterest in
anything new; the old way Scotney who,
glowing with life and fire.
It was to White, was heard by Belfast people in
was good enough for them.
concert work in Northporc in the sumAt supper that night the edict went teach
them, the foreign mothers and
mer of 1915, sang just as well as though
forth that there must be no venturing on
fresh
fathers, the virtue of cleanliness,
her costume was one to be admired. A
the geyser formation at night without a
air, wholesome diet, loose clothing, to
guide, from which we deduced that some try to influence their minds to calmness, most enthusiastic audience filled Tremof our hair-breadth escapes from the to overcome the habit of fussy dressing, ontTemple on the occasion of the sixth
boiling pools the night before had been which is bad for baby as well as expen- concert in the ccurse, and the liberality
observed. Will and I made an expedi- sive; to give directions when the doctor of the singers in response to the enthusiasm of the audience created a
tion lin thf* rn«H tr* PunnH Rnw 1 Snrinor
sympathy
should be notified and all general informthat betokens future musical successes.
once more, and went a fishing therein
ation which would conduce to the mothwith a bottle on the end of our line, er’s comfort and the
are raising
baby’s safety, that
trying to fiil it with the odorous geyser moving picture lectures were introduced subscriptions to conduct a Dress-Up
week, April 1-8, to take the place of the
water for the edification of the noses of into the
campaign.
now
defunct Merchant’s Week. The
the folks at home.
We reached camp
that
or
legislative,
Any act, personal
again just in time to escape being caught works for the health and comfort of one object is the same, the amount raised to
be used for advertising, through the
in a heavyshower which literally threw
baby or a million babies, is an important
street cars, bill-boards and eleccold water on the much anticipated campa
small
and
A
is
act.
noisy press,
baby
only
tric signs, and a “Kube” feature will be
fire. We all, “dudes” and “savages”
animal—but this is only a small and noisy
secured, who will discourse on the adalike, gathered instead around the piano
planet. The milk shortage in Germany
of Dress Up week in a manner
iii the recreation tent for a “sing.” Old
and Austria probably has been exag- vantages
to attract attention and draw people
songs and new, college songs and rag- gerated, but it is certain that importafrom the surrounding towns, which in
time, were all in ourrepetoire,and every- tions are needed to some extent and we
the end means trade.
An incentive to
one joined in, regardless of musical abilalready know about Poland, where chility. The honors of the evening, however, dren have faded like blighted flowers, visitors and Waltham people to “dressup” is prizes of $10, $5 and $2 for those
were unanimously awarded to a young
and whole cities have been bereft of the
“savage” with a particularly beautiful infant nnnnlfltinn nnHpr Ihrpp vpars of who find the best dressed man or wosuccessful

The

extra fine flour to make
A all
three equally well, but

William Tell does it, because it is
milled by a special process from

Family.

“You Should
Jim Eat

H'1

TT takes

•

army. Six of them have been
wounded and two are in German prisons.
Their record in the King’s army is one
)f which any fam ly may well boast,
and it is not surprising indeed that King
jeorge has sent a letter of congratulation to Mr. Amos father.
It is doubtful
f there are many families in England or
France that can exceed the record of
his family.

cooled and with

Kearns,

ft *

English

en masse, made
realize how little was required to in- !
flame an audience to the exigencies of j
fifty and more years ago, and my ardor I

ex-mayors.

England.

Charles E. Amos, cook at the Bangor
State hospital, has nine brothers in the

when the audience rose

as

churches and different school-buildings,
addressed by speakers from the District

Directshapes
ly the “Grotto” ceased, “Riverside” be- Nursing Associations;
of its grottc-like crater.

A Patriotic

one

and

critics have declared the Beehive to be

the

of the very most beautiful of the

many

Qtota

some

the magnificent column of
water that was shooting upward from

only

were

Handkerchief
water
geyser.
Judge Spear has withdrawn from the
Pool proved to be a fascinating spring, contest for the Republican nomination
for
United States senator. In a letter
where handkerchiefs dropped into the
announcing this decision Judge Spear
disappearstraightway
Bwirling depths,
says:
“Although I have made no active
ed from view, to reappear a few minutes campaign, yet my experience is such in
later, and be fished out hot and steaming the meagre way in which I have come in
the present operation of the
We must touch with
as from a unique laundry.
primary law that, after fourteen years
have presented a ludicrous appearance of the independent and dignified service
as we moved away from this pool, each on the bench, I find the practice, if not
the necessity, of personal solicitation
one bearing a steaming handkerchief
under this system very distasteful, and
held gingerly by the upper corners, and feel so
strong a reluctance to the conflapping like a very wet banner in the duct of such a canvass as the primaries
require that I prefer to retire to the
breeze.
of the law to the purOn the way back to camp we passed congenial practice
suit of a political campaign.
off
the
source
the
Punchbowl Spring,
Beemed to me
camp water supply. This
Children
of

right
many
prevented. The

baby’s bed, a home-made refrigerator
der that we did not go head-iirst a little for the baby’s milk and a display of tne
faster than we intended, for our thoughts necessary clothes for a new baby. This

exactly opposite an ordinary photograph, ested group of spectators. The Grotto
that is, into the light, with the geyser is a pretty sight when in action, not be-

between the camera ar.d the sun, the
shutters of the various cameras clicked
busily, and most of us carried away
most satisfactory records of Old Faith-

To Boom New

with its

a
traveling exhibit of twenty
panels, presenting in an attractive form

polish-

o’clock found us grouped
around Old Faithful, watches in hand, ray of souvenirs and curios, from Navajo
waiting to verify its far-famed punctual- blankets to post-cards, we started leisity. Promptly to the moment the first urely back to camp, giving up hope of
symptoms of disturbance manifested seeing the Uastle Geyser playing that
themselves, and in exactly 72 minutes day. A huge burst of steam, and the
from its last eruption Old Faithful was roar that accompanies a geyser in acthat tion, hastened our steps, and we arrived
justifying its name. Forewarned

pictures

Week,

Lost.

Invitat ons have been sent to the governors of the six New England States
asking them to attend a conference at
the Copley Plaza hotel in Boston on Friday, April 7th, to organize a “Boom
New England” campaign in all the New
England States. It is believed that ail
the governors will attend and have valuable suggestions to offer in the New
England boom movement.

sales of better autos,
into history, to be fol-

rides

spection, the hall bey, who had been industriously “polishing up the handle of
the

be

can

'hliauf to

tour of in-

a

Eleven

deaths

picturesque.
finishing

of its

range ol that awful “Ear” at least.

breaking
now passed

formed the newel posts of the

we

of hiB anatomy, to say nothing of sundry
of his possessions. We all felt that it
would be well to behave with circumspection and say very little until out of

HUBBARD

James J. Storrow of Boston, presented
the woman’s idea of preparedness, which
is, to mobilize the women to serve the
has
in their own peculiar way, to
lowed by the National Campaign for country
their standards high and to bear in
Better Babies Week and the slogan ex- keep
mind the keynote of urgency. It was a
hibited in all the larger cities reads:
stirring
meeting and 1 was fired with
“Baby Week, not Weak Babies.” It is
zeal at the prospect of doing something
istimated that ten thousand babies die
to remedy our lack of national defense;
“very year in Massachusetts before they
but the martiai music, the entrance of
ire a year old; if the mothers of the
the Boy Scouts, Co. F. M. V. M., the
State can be taught to care for their
Grand Army Post, and finally the colors,
of
these
in
the
aabies
way,
The 1916 Motor Show

record

stair railing, to the immense fireplaces
on each side of the huge central chimney, the appointments and furnishings

of from 200 to 250 feet.

had reached the abode of the Evil One,
when we were shown ‘‘The
Devil’s Ear,” and various other parts

AND

cfyxr/s^Caps

we

especially

LAMSON

watching
the proverbial cat watches a mouse.
ed another until, to quote the schoolboy,
Trying to “see the sights” on the geyser Maine is “not in it” with Massachusetts
formation was like chasing a circus parsnowdrifts and icy walks, and this month
ade,—as soon as one reached one end of of March will become
history which it is
the basin there was sure to be “somewill not repeat itself.
devoutly
hoped
thing doing” at the other, and we Bpent Why one should choose to be born in a
our afternoon literally "chasing geymonth proverbially spoken of as “The
sers.” As the UDper Basin is over half
March has come at last,” is unstormy
a mile in length, we got plenty of exeraccountable, unless to be able to say,
cise before the day was over. “Daisy,”
“Oh, March! we know thou art kinddown near the camp, was almost as reghearted,
spite of ugly looks and threats
ular as Old Faithful, and while not nearout of sight, art nursing April vioand,
ly so large waB a very pretty sight when lets.” The writer pleads guilty to a
in action.
birthday in March and she imagines some
Beehive showed apparently no more one
saying, “I wonder how many years
than
the
immediate
of
activity
signs
ago it was?”
previous night, so after an hour or so of
consider the urgency for adequate prepHow many years ago? Don’t ask me!
“watchful waiting” we became tired of
I do not remember my birth, you see!
aration for national defense, and he
it
were
not
the
almanac
for
turned
our
Though,
and
our
mousehole,
watching
universal military training. Mrs.
urged
I should say I was forty-three.
Inn. This is a
as

yawned

very edge of a boiling spring that looked
anything but desirable for a bath-tub.
Those of us who wore glasses found it

Discussed,

whose

justly celebrated hostelry and the reality
morning’s program included a personally was
quite as picturesque as imagination
basin.
conducted tour about the geyser
had pictured it. There were no guests
Here was our chance to absorb knowlas yet, but the Inn was being put in
edge of the guide, whom we strongly readiness for the deluge of tourists exor
of
one
suspected of very recent study
pected the coming week, and we we.e at
more of the numerous guidebooks of the
liberty to enter and inspect to our
his
learned
had
he
region. However,
heart’s content. The whole interior was
for
lesson well, and we had no cause
quaint and fascinating in the extreme;
complaint as to his store of information.
we

are

u

Stonington. Me., March 30. The
schooner Metinic, owned in Rocklahd,
Me., which sailea from New York on
Feb. 26, for this port with coal and machinery, was given up today as lost. It
was believed here that a heavy piece of
machinery lashed on her deck, broke
loose during a storm early in the month
and smashing through the side caused
the Metinic to sink with all on board.
The Metinic was 172 tons net and was
built in Rockland in 1901. She was commanded by Capt. Huntley and carried a
crew of four men.

Timely

No sun to dazzle our weary eyeB,
No leavea expected to grow,
No hope have we. Spring ever to see;
Nothing but beautiful anow.

when either

be

Sch. Metinic Given Up

Medley

March

\

WILLIAM H. BRAY. ,
CAKLETON DOAK. -Ass
JAMES KSHELDON. \

_3wl2_

ORRIN J. DICKEY]
Notary Public,

ESTATE

REAL
Titles

Investigated

Deeds Executed
Summer Homes

Cottages, larms.

^

£

Kents,
Pythian Block,

Belfast,

TRUCKING

$7,390,336 58
Admitted assets,
I am prepared to do all kinds of tiu.
Liabilities December 31,1915
Furniture and piano moving a spn
Net unpaid losses,
$1,834,206 71
the staoie corner ot
3,182,804 40 Leave orders at
Unearned premiums,
451,776 33 and Cross streets, and they will r*
All other liabilities,
1,000,000 00
Cash capital,
comn'
921,560 14 prompt attention. Telephone
Surplus over all liabilities,
W. W. BLAZ*>.
58
$7,390,336
Total liabilities and surplus,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belts*1
3wl2
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all, and abe can be repaired
pletely at Sen Francisco. The

not at

Republic,

steamer

irnier|v

captured

Germans.
Salvaged by
Kecapture by
a native ot SearsCurtis,
Libbeus
l(t
who was highly Complimented on

!

I

com-

moat
conspicuous hole in the superstructure
was aiove the engine
room, where a
shell tore a great gap,sheared off a ventilator, and exploded, peppering the starboard side with small fragments. There
was another hole above the
engine room.

the German Steamer Walkure.
by French and Sunk to Prevent

[Drink,

Father of AH Crimes.

[Washington,

In

a

D. C., Post, March 22nd.]

forcible

temperance

dral of the

sermon on tbe evils of inbefore 3000 men at the Cathe-

Holy

Cross last

night,

the

third night of their week’s mission, the
p0lt,
Angelo, C. P., declared:
American Registry Granted.
“^•Father
‘This degrading evil is the feeder of
his V\ ork.
Curtis
took
Captain
F. Biack writes under
many photographs vice, the generator of poverty, the pa1 leut. Fred
of the work and had motion
pictures rent of lunacy, the fomenter of dissenShatter, H. I., March 12, made.
The photographs
3te 0f Fort
have been sion, the. propagator of enmity, the insome
from
clippings
‘1 am sending
copyrighted.
■tigator of lust, the suggester of murder,
American registry was granted the the hurler
pacifie Commercial Advertiser of
every year of 100,000 men in
Walkure
and
she, was renamed Republic. America into the drunkard's grave, the
the salvage of the
ji.ini'lulu describing
Her arrival yesterday morning created destroyer of
society, the father of all
Kepulilic, formerly the German something of a stir, for many thought crimes, the father
of all abominations,
Walkure, which was captured by she was German still, and she was con- the best friend of the devil, the worst
nected in report with the German auxil- enemy of God.”
harbor
of
the
in
Papeete,
French
in the Pacific—but she’s
m September,
1914, and soon iary cruiser
Worst of Demons.
perfectly harmless.
,-unk by them in the harbor to
Most uf the salvage crew returned to
Every seat in the Cathedral was occuI San Francisco in the Chehalis, but two pied. It was the largest attendance so
vtllt recapture by the Germans.
of the divers, J. L. Porter and Theodore far at the men’s mission.
j, ifie account of this rather notable
Wick, are aboard as first and second offiAmong all the demons in hell only
be'of
will
interest
to many
job
,ag
ces.
J. F. Brander, Mr. Hopper’s rep- one can rob you of your manhood-the
as
Libbeus
Curreaders
Captain
resentative, came in the Walkure, act- ?££0n .Blcohol»” said Father Angelo.
Ihe demon of pride may so blind
was in charge of the raising of
ing as purser. The whole crew is fiftyyou
as to deny the existence of
I was two, three more than she may take from
is a native of Searsport.
God, but you
11
are
still a man. The demon of lust
as she has no wireless.
There
Honolulu,
may
r! the Republic, which was in are
twenty-four Chinese and several so inflame your passions as to make you
from the 8th to the 10th of
her way from Tahiti to San
sco,and found the visit very inter-

Polynesians,

,,

of the deck showed the rethe fourteen months she was

water.M
Pacific Commercial Adver,rch 8, 1910:
out of the South Sea came
ulu harbor yesterday morning
i, of a snub nosed,
black, turvessel,bearing still the marks
shell-fire, flying the AmeriI having oil her bow in great
rs the name Republic,
once the German steamer
captured by the French at the
of the war and taken to Pa! a iti; target for German guns,
Spee’s Pacific squadron bomFrench port late in 1914, and
\ the French, her seacocks besold {last year to John A.
if San Francisco and raised by
Curtis, who brought her into
fie

1

THE

There
in

lighted

little

a

Million.

had

a

nice time.

The tables

glass candlelittle candle in a

verse

or

We had

anecdote which

we

read

a

one

paper gives the following report of the
meeting:
A Colonial tea was given by Mrs. W, F.
Brewer, assisted by Mrs. E. H. Riley and Mrs.
W. F. Schoppe, Thursday, March I6tb, for
Mount Hyalite Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution. It was the anniversary
of the Chapter, and all the members living in
Bozeman were present and enjoyed the meetMisses Gertrude and Helen Brewer,
ing.
daughters of Prof, and Mrs. Brewer, dressed
in colonial costume, did the serving.
man

ilio 1 if she is worth a cent.
Walkure has 800 tons of copra
■■!Is and about 2000 tons of phosk, the latter having been in her
hen she was sunk.
This may be
trged here for the Pacific Guano
I rtilizer Company.
Captain CurSan Francisco for instructions
The vessel will
iy afternoon.
inker coal and will be here until
r Friday at least,
the war broke out the Walkure
mred by the little Frpnch gunVe. Inasmuch as the Zelee took
the first news of the beginning
ties, the Walkure really didn't
great opportunity to escape.
f her crew were held prisonven of them arrived here SepJ'k 1914, in the harkentine, S.
with other Gergians deported
: Iliiti.
Walkure and Zelee lay in the
Papeete when the German
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau arbombard the city.
..

■■

we

biscuit, pickles, jelly tarts, red, white and
ice cream, sand cookies, little Bponge
cakes, tea and old-fashioned candies, everyone seemed to have a good time.”
A Boze-

prices, she is worth

wveral Shells Struck Vessel.
W idler, who was at Papeete at
was about the Republic yesuiking Tahiti Polynesian to
the Society islanders of the
lie said that the French attempt.'k the harbor channel with the
: German
vessel and that the
i.y between her and the fire of the
cruisers. She suffered, at any
Several shells struck her. One
[trough the stern, from port to
rd, as she lay port side to the
■i.ps, doing the greatest damage,
ers struck her hull and superThe Zelee broke in two amidiiid sunk, Widlersaid.
;*il the shells had struck the Walkuve the waterline, and she would
remained afloat had not her seabeen opened. The French scuttled
prevent the Germans from gettug 1000 or 1500 tons of coal in her
0 k
Even with her seacocks open
remained afloat for abuut ten days,
r
continued, and she was drawn
shallower water, where she finally
1
down in some eleven fathoms,
i|'iam Curtis said, the stern being sub;'-- [ more deeply, as there was thir!
;eet of water above her main deck
r [. but
only eight feet or bo above her
[mtle deck.

present,

all the active members

blue

tWO,090.
a

papers.]

with blue candles in

at

The rooms of the Brewer home were decorated with American flags for the occasion,
and the table was decorated with red and
white flowers, blue candles and miniature
spinning wheels. Among the good things to
**at that were served, were sand cookies and
sponge drop cakes of grandmother's time Mrs.
W. T. Thompson, Mrs. W. F. Brewer, Mrs. W.
F. Schoppe and Miss Helen R. Brewer entertained the company with patriotic readings.
At this anniversary it is worthy of note
that the ladies gave a picture of George Washington to he placed in the Y. M. C. A. building.
At the February meeting they gave a large
American flag that floated over the Y. M. C.
A. building for the first time on Washington’s
birthday anniversary, February 22, 1916.

Bozeman’s “Baby Week”—two
the National on account of

March 19

weeks later than
the
I

Tournament—began yesterday.

went

down in

the

Whipples

counted 78 auto6 in line

we

wallow in all manner of
sensualtiy, but
you are still a man, but the demon of
drunkenness lays hold of you and deprives you of your manhood, degrading
and depraving your whole
being.
“The almighty created man to his own
and
likeness.
This
image
image of God
in the nature of his soul is in an
especial
manner constituted by the intellect to be
sublime and lofty, and by the will so
divine and God-like in its operations.
The dignity of men lies in this, his intellectual nature, which distinguishes
him from the brute. Take it away, and
he is like a brute, no longer has he that
quality which maaes him like an angel.

Injects'Venom
Letters and Bozeman

little “Mt. Hyalite” made of
end of the table and a log
candy
cabin of candy sticks, each surmounted by a
flag, at the other end. The menu was pressed
chicken, sliced ham, creamed potatoes, hot
rock

war

MONTANA.

sticks, and each one had a
little candlestick. The centerpiece was red,
white and blue carnations. The place cards
were cut out teapots, with our national numbers on them instead of our names, and inside
aloud.

Worth Half

14

were

town, and

were

,ee

lay’s

R. IN

Bozeman, March 17, 1916. “Last night we
had our D. A. R. anniversary party at Mrs.
Brewer’s. I was on the supper committee.

and dollars, dollars and rohand in hand here, as they
M.uesdo. For it is reported from
::ineisco that the Walkure was
Hopper for $29,000 by the French
im-nt as she lay in eleven fathoms
•per at Papeete and that the exof raising her was not more than

[

D. A.

[From Home

go

Now

packages.

sum.
A more profitable investment
could not be imagined, for the vessel is
nine
only
years old, having been built in
1907 by William Doxford & Sons, Sunderland, England. She is 3836 gross
tonnage, 2403 net, 249.1 feet long, 49
b<>am and 23.9 deep.
Her home port,
under German registry, was Hamburg.

and the worm-eaten condition

■

Mail

Captain Curtis would not say what the
expense of salvage was, but it is probably that $100,000 is approximately the

se'iions

;

five sacks and two

was

The holes in the upper works
the German shells were very

: ier

who will be returned to Pa-

One Chinese stowed away.

peete.

Billie and

car to see

It

was

it and

quite

a

and some of the cars were really very
pretty. The parade was led by the Montana
State College regimental band. A Bozeman

!

j

!

! One

car

was

prettily decorated with

sweet

peas.

Gallatin county’s first baby was in the par| ade. William Nelson, a pioneer, who is better
U
/1
V——
known to bis friends as “Pike” Nelson, who
1 was born in Bozeman in the summer of
1864,
0 the flying bridge of the super- I
had his family with him in a large car on
tore remained above the water. On
which hung a card with the words “Born and
Poors of the officers’ cabins, when i Raised in Gallatin County.” There were sevsf
arrived here, was the mark where ! erai cars carrying three generations, and a
■i
w
terline had been.
I number in which rode men and women who
Thus she lay for a year, until the were born in or near Bozeman. “How They
Trench took it into their minds to sell Grow in Bozeman,” “Bozeman’s Best Crop,”
were carried by
1
She went for about $29,000. In a and other appropriate posters woman had with
A pioneer
some of the cars.
issue of the Saturday Evening her four
one
and
granddaughter,
Tost Peter B. Kyne wove the Walkure all natives daughters
of Bozeman.
n to a
Ricks
Gappy
story, which may
Sunday afternoon we went for a walk into
ave told the “inside” of her sale.
the country a little way and got some pussy
aptain Curtis, formerly master of the
willows and saw bluebirds and bobolinks and
on tanker Santa Maria and son of
Capt.
Tiber, Curtis of the ship Tillie E. Star- heard prairie larks—the prettiest bird song I
Tuck, a famous old craft of the Planters know—and saw gophers; so spring is really
was surveyor for the San Francisco here. The roads are dry and have been dragr
of marine underwriters.
He was ged, so are in excellent condition. We are
‘'■•en leave of absence by his
employers getting ready to plant sweet peas. Everyone
“
Muled, in charge of a salvage crew, is asked to plant an extra quantity this year as
tie steamer Chehalis from San Franthey are planning for a carnival. Last year

|

■

■

January

the Uarnival Club furnished the N. P. with
M. P. S.
good many.

Chehalis arrived at Papeete No9th; the Walkure was afloat Janith. Two hundred and fifty thoufeet ot lumber had been taken by
Chehalis to be used in making a

■''

1

r

1

Lobsters are

a

Salving
temporary patches

put

on

hull and the Walkure was floated,
-opium Curtis was modest about the
II
k.but it was a notable job, and he was
eralulated by his old acquaintances
'he office of the B. F. Dillingham
'"ttpany, his agents, yesterday afternoon.
IJn January 29th the Chehalis sailed
C ,rn
Papeete for San Francisco, and the
:,|kure sailed for Honolulu February
first reports from San Francisco
8W(! she would come
here; these were
succeeded by uncertainty here, and finai|y it was stated in San Francisco that
B'"‘ had sailed for
that port direct, so she
*
not expected here.
Her engines are in fine shape, due to
foresight that coated them with grease
•'hen she was
facing long idleness at
Her
I aPeete after being captured.
"-mers suffered more, and they gave
some trouble on the
up voyage. Woodwas
bitten deep by the teredo
*orm and here and there the iron work
showed its immersion in salt water, but
me vessel
may be ,said to have suffered
■

work

Does Your Child Have Worms?
Thousands of children suffer agonies from
and their parents do not know it.
Familiar symptoms of worms in children are:
Deranged stomach, swollen
upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard and full belly
with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel, pale
face of leaden tint, eyes heavy
and dull, twitching eyelids;
itchiDg of the nose, itching of
the rectum, short dry cough,
Tra<_
grinding of the teeth, little red points stickon
tongue, starting during sleep, slow
ing out

worms

fever.
Grown folks are subject to worms, also.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir,
the Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. Good
for adults also. Mrs. Curtis of Houston, Texas, believes this, and writes that she will be
glad to tell her friends of the benefits she has
received. Get a bottle today—at your dealers.
35c, 50c and $1.00, Advice free.

Write

me

today.

Auburn. Maine.

&/v

Sfc

flame, and does
sene

a

quality sign and

and Emily, are
in Everett and Andover, Mass.

Master Frederick Gray while at play
March 22nd fell from a scaffold, a distance of 15 feet, sustaining injuries of a
broken arm. Dr, E. F. Gould was called
and set the bones and made him comfortable.
Master Frederick is a special
favorite of the “kids” and all are anxious
for his recovery.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OA S XOR I A

ordinary kero-

of the easiest ways to

recognize

reliable dealer.

a

of New York

Company
Principal

Offices
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MONTVILLE.

TROY.

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

in this section suffering with
Many
severe colds.

C. W. Talbot has been very ill.

are

seriously ill.
There was a good attendance at Cook’s
Unity.
schoolhouse Sunday afternoon, March
Waterhouse is |at home 26th, at the meeting and Sunday school,

MrB. W. J. Bean is

J. F. Caril i9 at home from
Mrs. Eliza G.
from Searsport.
B.

D.
town

Plummer, of Brooks,

in

was

Wednesday.

Mrs. Elden Howell passed last week
with friends in Washington.

ill

Mr. Hartley Cox, who has been quite
for the past two weeks, is gaining

\

slowly.
Mrs.

Pittsfield

H. Ramsay and son
are in town for the

spring

va- ,

cation.

Oramandel Morse took six hogs to
Knox Station, March 27th, and sold them
to Mr. Anson Shibles.
Melvin R. Rogers will be traverse juryfrom Montville at the April term of
S. J. Court in Belfast.
J. J. Clement, E. B. Bean, and C. B.
Cushman were delegates from this town
man

the Republican
Portland.
to

State convention in

Mrs. G. A. Oxton w. s able to leave the
Waldo County Hospital March 25th, and
at present is at Burleigh Sheldon’s in
Belfast.

Mrs. Henry Clement of North Montville, who was recently operated on by
Dr’s Tapley and Small of Belfast, died
March 25th at her home. She leaves
husband and two adopted children.

a

Mrs. Volney Thompson went to Belfast
March 27th, and took the train there for
Danforth,where she will visit her daughters, Mrs. Arthur Gilpatrick and Mrs.
Samuel Gilpatrick, for a few weeks.
NORTH MONTVILLE.

Mias

Gladys Oxton

was

sick with grip, is I
J. ;

a

Bagley, who recently undersurgical operation in a New York

hospital,

all will be pleased to learn has
returned to Bennett school, Millbrook,
where she is a trained nurse.
The many old neighbors and friends of
Mrs. E. E. McCaushn (formerly Mamie
Estes) will be glad to learn she is doing
finely since undergoing a Burgical operation. Mr. and Mrs. McCauslin have been
living in Lowell, Mass., for some time,
where he is engaged in trade.
The seventeen Troy students at Maine
Central Institute were at home during
vacation. Several will graduate in June.
The celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of M. C. I. will be
June 9-15. Probably more than half of
the earlier graduates have passed away
or are in distant lands, yet it is hoped
that every class will be represented and
that all who can make it possible will be
Wednesday, June 15th, there
present.
will be a parade of classes in costume.
PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Lester Harriman entertained the

H. H. club March 21st.

Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Thompson of Rockland
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis

Jackson.

terport.
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston,TuesLeave Winter
days and Fridays at 5.00 p m.
work spoke to the citizens of South Montville 1
port Mondays, and Thursdays at 10 a. ni. for
and vicinity Tuesday evening, March 21st, at Boston and intermediate landings.
the Grange hall.
His subject was the origin, j
growth and success of the boys and girls
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
agricultural clubs, and his address was very
BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW YORK.
and instructive.
At the close a
Ralph P, Mitchell of the U. of M. extension

J

interesting

;

organized with El !
STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND
mer Colby, president; Normand Davis, vice !
AND NORTH STAR.
president; Clarence Ludwick, secretary and
Reduced Fares. Induced Stateroom Prices
Harold Eastman, treasurer.
They are all Schedule disturbed. Information
upon request.
young but have the “grit” and we expect to
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
hear a good report of them at harvest time.
Belfast, Maine
boys

sweet

club

corn

was

__

MORE MEN THAN WOMEN
HAVE APPENDICITIS
Surgeons state
to

appendicitis

men are

than

should know that

a

slightly

women.

few doses of

thorn bark, glycerine, etc.,
i-ka, often relieve

or

as

more

Belfast

j
subject
j
people j

simple

buck-

mixed in Adler-

prevent appendicitis.

This mixture removes such surprising foul
matter that ONE SPOONFUL relieves almost
consti; ation, sour stomach or gas.
INSTANT, easy action of Adler-i-ka is
surprising. The Old Corner Drug Store Co.
ANY CASE

The

Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Quincy, Massachusetts.
Assets December

31, 1915.

Real estate.

Miss Mary Davey of Brewer is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Meda Avery.

Collateral
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Springs
Harding’s March

Gross assets.$913,798 83
Deduct items not admitted.
25 46

Henry Grant and sister, Mr3. Fred
Clows, were in Searsport March 26th,
calling on friends.
William Sibley from Topsham.Me.,

Admitted assets.$913,773 37
Liabilities December 31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses.
7,041 33
Unearned premiums. 304,693 18
All other liabilities.
3,929 02

toJGranville Thompson’s
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bartlett

Stockton

26th.

of Freedom visited at E. F.Banton’s March 26th.
Mr.
who had been visiting his son,
Sibley Jr., has returned home.

William

Miss Esther Banton and Miss Margene
Foye, who have been visiting in Ma»sachusetts and Rhode Island, returned home
March 22nd.
Rev. Claude Nutter from Princeton
visited his parents last week on his way
to Lee, Me., where he is to occupy the
pulpit for a few Sundays.
The three Nutter Bro’s. who have
been in the store at Halldale, have dissolved partnership, and the business in the
future will be carried on by Mr. J1. R.
Nutter, and is to be strictly a cash store.
-----—-

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Mr. Jesse Bates, a student at the M.
was at home for the Easter vaca-

Evander Harriman and Dale Harrison
visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harrison in
Stockton Springs March 22d.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Peirce and daughter Minerva of Sandypoint were weekend visitors with Mr. and Mrs. W. D.

for a lot of pleasure this summer with the horse and carriage she re-

cently bought.

over

all liabilities.

Total liabilities

598,lo^ 84

and surplus.$913,773 37
Agents, Belfast

JAS. PATTEE & SON,
3wl4

Harriman.
Harold and Buford Grant, who had
been spending a two weeks’ vacation
with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Harriman, returned to their home
in Sandypoint March 26th.

Every

Home

Needs

“First

Aids.’’

James H. Duncan, c. E„
searsport, Maine,
Land

necessary in every home is—Sloan's Liniment.
Bruises, muscle-aches and pains get quick relief.
The penetrating, antiseptic and healing
properties of this liniment have been proven
time and|Lime again. It is the kind of a remedy
thato nee tried makes a constant friend. The
ever increasing use of Sloan’s Liniment show 8
that its merit has obtained greater and greater

recognition.
“Safety First”—for the aches and rheumatic
swinges of old age and the bruises of youth
meet relief in the use of Sloan’s Liniment.

in the village and for
little distance beyond.—Fort
quite
Fairfield Review, March 29th.
about

.finished
a

limberlands,

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys,
General

Clark,

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.

George A. Clark of Frankfort, in the County
Waldo and State of Maine, in said District, respectfully represents, that on the 19th
day of February, last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
aod has fully complied with all the tequipments of said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.

of

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 24th day of March, A. 1). 1916.

GF.ORGE A. CLARK,

Bankrupt.
ORDER uF NOTICE THEREIN.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 1st day of April, A. D. 1916, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 12th day of
May,
A. D. 1916, before said Court at Portland, in
said District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
and that notice thereof be published in The
Republican Journal, a newsj aper printed in
said District, and that all known creditors, and
other persons in interest, may appear at the
said time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to oil known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable CLARENCE Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof
at Portland, in said District, on the 1st day of
April, A. D. 1916.

|

L.s.

A

£

JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

true copy of petition and rder thereor.
Attest:
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
<

Surveying,
Valuation of

A.

Bankrupt, )

OFFICE

Among the safe and trustworthy “first aidB”

Mr. H. M. Coombs returned to Orono
March 29th, after a week’s visit with
his family.
Aroostook Potatoes.
Miss Beulah Bates left March 27th for
Lincoln, where she has a position as
Green Mountains are still bringing
teacher in Lincoln Academy.
$2.75 and Irish Cobblers $2.50 in the
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Pendleton of Fort Fairfield market. This haB been
Belfast were recent guests of his par- practically the standard set of
prices
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pendleton.
for the past two or three weeks. Stock
Miss Olive Coombs, a teacher in Lime- has been coming in rather rapidly the
stone, was at home last week. She is past few days, the going being now

planning

Surplus

Petition for

of

matter

George

loans’.’.’.!”!!.’*!’.!!."^!!!!!!""!. 83]o00 00

Bowdoin visited
last Sunday.

live.

Bankrupt's
In the

None

680,609 00
34,107 57
Agents’ balances. 17,234 63
Interest and rents.
7,089 44

to

BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamship Camden.
Leave Belfast Mondays, and Thursdays at
2.00 p. m.. for Camden, Rockland and Boston
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and Saturdays at
7,30 a. m., for Searsport, Bucksport, and Win-

are

Mr. Fred Felker has gone up river to
survey lumber for two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Mr. Charles Whitten is in very poor relatives in
Sandypoint
health.
Miss Grace Clifford of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Perry have moved visited at Mrs. Jessie

MATER

Everett

tion.

Miss Etta

1 lit n A } Li

WINTER SCHEDULE.

Q. Adams to work.

is attending the conference in Camden
this week and all are hoping and expecting he will be returned to Unity and
Much sympathy is expressed for Edwin
Carletnn (familiarly known as “Ned”)
who had the misfortune to break his
ankle March 26th. Dr. Whiting is attending hint.

[astern Steamship Lines.
ALL

of Montville is back at

Morse, who is attending the High
school in Belfast, is at home for a week’s vaca-

went

Embert of

Conner, who
slowly improving.
M. A.

although there is much sickness and the
traveling very bad. Rev. William Snow

Troy.

Mrs. H. E. Rameay and E. A. Ramsay
of Pittsfield are guests of relatives in
town.

1

visiting

one

NEW YORrK—BUFFALO

MrB. V. A. Woodbridge and her daugh- C. L,
ter, Mrs. Velma Ordway and her two tion.

children, Vesper

clear full

a

the grocer’s boy when he comes to take your oil can. Look
sign in the window of the grocery, hardware or general store

Standard Oil

"Be there any one here addicted to
this abominable vice, on my bended knees
I implore you in the name of your temporal and eternal happiness, in the name
of that sacred day when you knelt at the
altar of God and promised in the presence of men and angels to be faithful to
your wife, in joy or sorrow, in sickness
or health; in the name of the tears of
your inconsolable wife, in tie name of
the sobs of your weeping children, in the
name of your sweet little babe that now
slumbers at home in its cradle, in the
name of that neglected grave in the cemetery where sleeps your broken-hearted
mother, in the name of that great accounting day, when husband and wife
and parents and children shall meet
again, to be eternally united or separated, in the name of the sacred thirst endured by your Saviour on the cross, I
beg you bridle the unrestrained appetite
for drink, and with one strong and unconditional resolve, dash from your lips
the accursed cup of liquor.”

Mrs. Abbie Cross, who has been very
ill, is rapidly improving under the care of
Dr. E. F. Gould.

burns with

much better than

so

We recommend the following oil burning devices as the best of their kind: New
Perfection Oil Cookstoves and Water Heaters, Perfection Smokeless Oil Heaters,
Rayo Lamps and Lanterns.

Bridle the Appetite.

Malcolm Nutt is at home from Hebron
Academy for a two weeks' vacation.

not

to

the Socony

It is

to meet the consequences that
arise from drunkenness. All this wasteful expenditure includes several millions
in loss of time and in destruction of ma
terial, so that no less than $2,400,000,000
are annually swallowed up in this country by the demon drink.J

Mrs. Grace Mahoney has been appointed superintendent of schools.

have given the
Ask for Socony

we

where you buy your kerosene.

required

Miss Jessie Young has returned from
visit in Winchester. Mass.

Accordingly,

our

make wick crust. It is
that it is decidedly worth asking for.

Say “Socony”

for

lyzes.
“Statistics clearly show that every
year in the United States $1,400,000,000
are Bpent in alcoholic liquors. It has been
proven that no less than $900,000,000 are

Spring-

are sure

a name

best grade of kerosene oil.
Socony
of getting the best.
to

buy from your grocer—sugar, or flour or butter.
Sbcony Kerosene is flee from dirt or other impurities,

Leech in Society.

Mrs. Ora Brock has returned to
field, Mass.

giving

name

you

“Drunkenness is a leech in society,
sucking its life blood, a leprosy, covering its members, a cancer slowly, but
surely eating into its vitals, threatening
degradation and ruin. It is a vast conflagration, girding our cities and towns
with a chain of eternal fire.
It is a
tornado sweeping over our country, fillwith
ing
victims, jails, reformatories,
Its billows
poor houses and asylums.
are rising bolder and higher, undermining civil society, battering down the laws
of the government, whose arms it para-

a

to.

the Home.

LINCOLN VILLE.

j

Job.

were

j

“Once the drunkard had a magnificent
home.
He had a happy family by the
fireside, where blossomed the flowers of
domestic happiness. He was the sturdy
oak, she the clinging vine, the little children the fragrant flowers blooming beneath. That home in which the husband
loves the wife and the wife loves the
husband, and the loving arms of the little
ones are around the necks of both, is a
heaven in this world. Now that oak is
blasted, that vine is withered, those flowers are drooping. That once happy home
is wrecked and desblate.
“The demon of drink came to the door
and opened it and stood on the threshold,
and in hellish laughter exclaimnd, ‘I
curse that home into wretchedness.
I
curse the bread of the table.
I curse
that home with an eternal curse.’ Alas!
Alas! that curse has fallen upon it. The
husband is a confirmed drunkard. The
tavern is his church, blasphemies are his
prayers, tne demon of alcohol is his god.
In tiis wild passion for drink he gulps
down that fiery fluid, which sparkles with
adders, glows with destruction and foams
with the fire of hell.

High.

1 i-dam.
LobsterB just out of the water netted
In the crew there were
twenty men, including four en- : a Vinalhaven fisherman 70 cents a pound
-. four divers,
tenders, a carpen- I Tuesday. That is believed to be the top
! price this season. —Rockland Courierblacksmith and others.
Gazette.
was Notable
>ur

on

A good product is worth

Socony

Every gallon of Socony Kerosene conforms to certain fixed standards of quality.
And quality is just as important in kerosene as it is in any of the other
things

It rushes the blood to
power of action.
the brain and causes a whirl of thought.
In his frenzy he gulps down another cup,
which creates confusion, and another,
which completes total suspension of reason, destroying the vital operations, both
of soul and body.
un, grow no trees near the tomb ot
the drunkard, for the hideous and eternal
gloom that settles there is shade enough;
plant no rose, no jessamines, no forgetme-nots on the grave, for flowers were
not made to bloom on such a desecrated
spot. Visit it rot in the light of day,
for that would be mockery, but in the
dismal midnight hour, when no stars are
out, and the moon is darkened, when the
thunder rolls and the lightning flashes,
when the spirits of darkness are shrieking and howling in the winds. Then,
and only then, visit the grave of the
drunkard.
A Curse

all dealers who sell genuine

and you

in Mind.

SAFF.ST nnH RFST

is the Socony sign—displayed by
IT(So-GO-ny)
Kerosene Oil.

trademarked

mar.

and thus deprives himself of that noble
prerogative that distinguishes him from
the brute. Alcohol injects its venom into
his mind, disturbing and suspending its

....

■'

WhereiouSeeThisSi^n

drinks to excess, he
robs himself of his intellectual nature, |
“Now, when

sight

paper says:
The youngest baby in the parade was Juanite
Rose Winsler, who was but thirteen days old.
There were several babies in the parade that
were less than six months old, and a large
number less than a year old. There was no
limit made by the committee regarding the
when all
age of children entitled to ride, and
the babies and their mothers who cared to ride
were provided with seats, the cars were filled
with the older children. A number of mothers
were on the street with their little ones in
their baby buggies and carts, and they seemed
to prefer to watch the others rather than ride
in the line, but it was certainly evideni that
it was baby’s day out.
There was no attempt at elaborate decorai tion on any of the cars, though many of them
: looked attractive with the pennants made for
i the occasion, and others were decorated neatly
in the blue and white baby colors. A baby’s
cradle decorated with pink and white chrysanthemums adorned the front of one automobile
and in this cradle rode little Margaret Kayser,

BuyibtirKerosene

To

in

iei

Inquire

Odd fellows block
ot

RALPH H. HOU RS.

Engineering Work.
lyrll

geo. t.

Johnson!

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

aispecialtv

Courts.^. Probate practici
2ft

postal card
Te

ephone

MEN
their

ai

d you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER II. OOMBS,
04 Main Street, Belfast.
249-3

WANTED—TO.BRING OR MAIL

Safety Razor Blades

to me to be sharp-*
ened better than new. Single edge, such aaGems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex

60c. per dozen. C.

1 Belfast, Me.

E..Sherman,

72 Main street

in

our way.
His troops, supposed to be
aiding our forces, were at one time reported as having joined Villa, and although this was denied later, they are
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one

square,

the border until he was

cross

} Bu^neBB Manager
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Baid to have twice aided Villa to escape.
Carranza refused to permit our troops to
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to allow

decorating their

another in

one

meaningless, some are ridiculous,
are—disgusting.

by

are

a

guard. That

never

reach

means

that

destination,

they

A REVIVAL

fact,

disappointing.”

Japan
Department of Finance, gives the daily
wages of shipwrights as 43 cents. At
this rate of wages Japan can build ships
at half the cost in any European country
cost in

the

the

United

j
doing j

this country by
that now beset

tor

complications
The

German

sunmarines

British and neutral ships

sniKing
without warnare

coal

carrying

trade and

already has
port, which,

a

to the South American
it is said,
any nature, and the Reichstag will net $50,000 or a little more than half her
sanctions “all means” instrumental to cost. Percy & Small of Bath have launched
President Wilsoi is said to be the schooner Charles D. Loveland and are resuccess.
the frame for a
new
four-masted
convinced at last that Germany has not ceiving
schooner they are to build.
A New York
Kept her promises, and people generally j corporation has leased two shipyards,
adjoinwere convinced long ago that she had no
ing, in Bath and will do considerable building.
them.
Germany
intention of keeping
The chief difficulties in the way of a general
has simply been playing with this eoun- revival of the industry are said to be the high
trv, to the amazement, and amusement, prices of Southern pine and oak, and the
“Watchful wait- scarcity of vessels for the transportation of
of the world at large.
in
result
plunging this these materials to Maine ports. It is thought
may
yet
ing”

country into two,wars—with
and with Mexico.

Germany

On another page is an interesting account of the salvage of the German
steamer Walkure, now the American

Republic. While laying on the
bottom of Papeete Harbor, Tahiti, she
was sold to San Francisco parties for
$29,000, was raised under direction of
Capt. Lebbeus Curtis, a Searsport man,
steamer

that in

j
1

yards native spruce may be used
for trames, as is often done in Nova Scotia.
It has often occurred to the writer that aside
from the material vessels might be built for
the general coasting trade at considerably less
cost by using less sandpaper, gold leaf and
fancy woods in the cabins, 'ihe Provincial
vessels are not finished as ours are, but they
some

get there just the same. As to materials, we
told that in Rockland they are using native
oak, obtained nearby, for frames, and in
Aroostook there is an abundance of oak that
can be brought to tidewater at Cape Jellison
over the B. & A. R. R. From what was said
by a
former local builder of this city there would

are

at the

an

last week took action which

practically
They held a
complete county

the mother country in France and elsewhere.

nullifies the primary law.
and nominated

caucus

a

;icket. and this action

was

TRANSFERS

IN

REAL ESTATE.

carried out

nominating speeches, cheers and
hard-clapping just as in the good old
days before a primary law was enacted
by the people. Later the circulation of
nominating petitions was begun. Be'ore the gathering dispersed a messenwith

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week

Georgia

E.

ending April 5, 1916:
Gray, Morrill, to Arthur W. Leon-

ard, do; land in Morrill.
Caroline Parker, Frankfort, to J. N.
Parker,
Westbrook; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Lizzie S. ThomaB, Lincolville, to Adelbert A,
ger secured the attendanee of United j
States Senator Charles F. Johnson of Hall, do; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Charles R. Hill, Winterport, to Inez M. RobWaterviile, who congratulated the “caucus” on its selections. It is predicted erts, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Arthur W. Leonard, Morrill, to Daniel Methat a hill will be introduced at the comservey, do; land in Morrill.
Harold S. Moody, Islesboro, to Idella M.
ing session of the legislature to repeal
the primary law, for which there seems Moody, do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Adelbert Drake, Lincolnville, to Alvina L.
to he a general demand. To amend it Drake, do; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Marcia D. Jordan, Albion, to L, L. Rogers,
would be likely to make a bad matter
Troy; land in Tj*oy.
worse.
It i9 a conspicuous example of
Elbert H. Lear, Northport, to Irving C. Lear,
do; land in Northport.
what is well termed “fool legislation.”
Irving C. Lear, Northport, to Mattie I. Lear,
do; land and buildings in Northport.
in me current issue oi trie maepenCora E. Herrick, Belfast, to Maud J. Wight,
ent Bryan assumes the role of prophet do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mallio n Fornnlrl Tpnw tn flpnirap P P..
and gives ten reasons why he construes
do; land in Troy.
"the prospects to favor Democratic sucRose M. Richards, Lincolnville, to Charles
cess.” But it is a half-hearted prophecy French, do; land in Lincolnville.

Bryan may not fully realize
that his political race is run; but he
knows that he is not in the running this
at

best.

year, and it is safe to say that he will
shed no tears over Wilson’s defeat. One

of the

ten

achievements which he credits

to the Democrats,
with Mexico,” is

"Avoidance of war

everywhere recognized as a national disgrace, and President Wilson’s “watchful waiting” policy

•should be sufficient to ensure his defeat
for re-election. In point of fact we have
not avoided

war

second time

we

with Mexico.
have

in

Bankruptcy.

Portland. Me.. April 2. The Mount Waldo
Granite Works, incorporated, of Frankfort,
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the
federal court Saturday. The assets were
given as $£ 14,000, of which $313,000 is real
estate, and the liabilities at $293,500, including
$72,500 of secured claims and $205,100 unsecured claims.
The petition was filed by Arthur Pierce,
clerk of the corporation, who stated that the
stockholders of the concern had voted on proceedings in bankruptcy. Large granite quarries at Frankfort are owned and operated by
the company.

that country, and ever since President
Wilson has been in office Mexicans have

FOUR-FOLDJENEFIT

murdering our citizens, not only in
Mexico but on our own soil. Not only
that, but President Wilson has so man-

From Two Grand Medicines in Spring
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Peptiron Pills.

aged,or mismanaged, affairs as to arouse
the enmity of all factions in Mexico
against Americans. We could have

physicians often
give two prescriptions, perhaps more,
for medicines to be taken together, or
alternately or at different times, be-

been

avoided

with Mexico with honor, and
saved that country all the bloodshed and
war

destruction of property due to the meddling of President Wilson with its affairs,

by recognition

of Huerta

as

Great Brit-

ain had done.
The

censorship

over

the

news

from

Mexico does not conceal the fact that the
situation is such that it may result in a
with that country that would continue for several years and entail armed
war

occupation.

Villa, President Wilson’s
first choice for president of Mexico, and

supplied with arms and munitions through an embargo enforced only
against Huerta, is now pursued by our
troops, and Carranza, who has been
recognized as president by the administration, is placing every obstacle possible
who

was

You know that

desired results cannot be secured by one medicine alone.
The most successful combination
spring medicine treatment that we
know of—because perfectly “ compatible” and productive of the best results—is in Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Peptiron Pills. The former thoroughly
searches out and expels impurities
from the blood, creates an appetite
and promotes digestion and natural
action of the kidneys and liver, while
Peptiron Pills give the powerful tonic
—they literally “put iron into your
blood”—that just balances the requirement of perfect health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla should be taken
before meals and Peptiron Pills after
meals—patients taking them so report the benefit is four-fold—prompt,
positive and permanent.
cause

inhere

know the

terrible storms

had

everything

we saw

worth

seeing

both places. We reached here a week ago
and have taken several trips,
including of
course, the

«

is small, but

Miss Ethel

Nickerson, laborer, of Belfast. Liabilities, $404 73, of which $218.73 is secured and
$276 is unsecured claims; assets, $253. Attorney, H. C. Buzzell of Belfast,
ter J.

Two blasts, the fire chief's call, followed

im-

mediately by 15, were sounded Saturday at
10.45 a. m. for a chimney fire in the Capt. J. O.
Kayes house. 34 Bayview street. Chief S. S.
L. Shute and several fireman responded tut
there

damage whatever.

was no

Daughter was presented at
Thursday evening before a large and appreciative audience. The
parts were all taken by local players, and
each was a star in his or her particular role.
The

Miller’s

Equity Grange

A

ennnor

and d

Hall last

a

n r> a

frvllrvujod

a public supper in Memorial
Saturday night from 5 30 to 6.30 under the

There will be
hall

direction of the committee of the Home and
School Association, with Mrs. John A. Fogg
chairman. Beans, clams, cake, coffee, etc.,
will be served for 25 cents. The proceeds
will be applied to the Victrola funds for the
High and Grammar schools.

About 50 attended the parish supper of the
North Congregational church in their vestry
Tuesday evening. The menu included cold
meats, stuffed eggs, hot rolls, cake, cream and
The supper comlemon pies and coffee.
mittee was Mrs. John W. Jo^ep, chairman,Mrs.
Clarence O. Poor, Miss Julia M. Perry, Mrs.
Robert F. Dunton and Mrs. E J. Morison.

ashington Hose Company elected the following officers at their annual meeting TuesW

day evening: Capcain, George
Wm.

A.

Darby;

H

fore-

foreman,
Decrow;
Francis X. Pendleton; first pipemen, Henry
Brown and Ralpn Darby; second pipemen, W.
L. Robinson and Walter H. Juan; third pipeman,

asbistant

mother,

Veazie) to
feel quite
two

or

Santa
our

at

some

home,

three weeks

Barbara.

trip

we can

old army
and shall

longer

As

we

take

and

tnen

go on to
have nine months for

me

were

coast,

distance of

a

Gunter

cost

v
V
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The One Writing Method of handling accounts.

high, put

trolley

the

once

familiar

your account

not

wonder that it has

N. D. ROSS, Center Lincolnville, Maine.

]

a

The News of

burned down by your d-d Yankees
during
war.”

Miss

the

Mexican

G.

no Yankee," was the
rejoinder.
“Where’d you come from," asked the guide.
“From Boston," was the reply.
“I reckon youse one of the-of-who
did the business," was the comment.

Rockport

was

By Modern Scientific Metho

ed

(without the aid of drugs)

Eames and J. F. Libby attended the
Democratic convention in Bangor last week.
C.

I

recent

a

guest of his sister, Mrs. Lester Shibles, for
week.

a

M.

And

Mrs, Edward Bridges and son left Saturday
for Hartford, Conn., to join Mr. Bridges.

daughter Gertrude,
been ill with jaundice, are able

to be out.

l

it

the

Most

Up-to-Dat

Glasses

W. H, Marden of West Medford, Mass., was
recently to attend the funeral of his
sister, Mrs Josiah Colson.

At Reasonable Prices

in town

Mrs. Kate A. Lane and
who have both

The Eyes

were re-

Bangor.

Mrs. Freeman Bachelder of Frankfort visitMrs. B. G. Bachelder Maich 30th.

recent-

George Elwell of Citypoint spent the
week-end with her sister, Mrs. George Miller.
Maxie of

We Examine

Tues-

Harry F. Hich-

I. M. Cummings and W. E. Booker

va-

Mrs.

Herbert

in town

was

Mrs. F. L. Ward visited Mrs.

cent business visitors in

Mrs. Kate Lane and Mrs. F. H. Lane
ly bought new pianos.

A California subscriber writes:" The dear old
Journal is an honor to journalism and the
otate of Maine. Its
size, general make-up,
editorials and literary articles, make it one of
the
cleanest
ablest,
and most interesting
weekly papers in dear old Maine. Long may
it live and
prosper."

C. Ward of Frankfort

CO.,
MEDICINES

day.

cation.

“I’m

the market.

•'

born in Brewer last week.

short

on

DRUGS

PROSPECT.

Brooks.
a

them down.

put

A. A. HOWES &
GROCERIES

1

Cheap

We have the best Water Glass

an

Edith Hobbs is at home for

are

Now is the time to

grassy plot thar seemed prepared for build- ire hot there is a refreshing breeze at night
One of the visitors remarked to his Confrom the Gulf of Mexico. The sky is usually
federate guide, “You do not build as we do in I loudless, of an intense blue, and the moonthe North; you build
your chimneys first, ! ight rivals the daylight.
while we build the house and
put them in as |

shape the structure or in finishing it."
“Why the houses of these chimneys were

to

Eggs

ings.

we

glad

Water Glass

increasing
lumber of northern visitors.
The climate,
which probably has mot changed, is an added
attraction. No dew falls, and while the days

Virginia which had been ravaged by Union soldiers and noticed some
chimneys standing in

*
<■-■

we,

i

years ago the writer
Eojnd San Antonio attractive, and as it is to-

iay does

as

shall be

e

Fifty-nine

cars.

0

AND IN THE SAME HAND WRITING
explain The McCaskey System to you.

^

automobiles and

see

Syst-'

-•

Now these plazas, as
views, have trees, shrubs and grass
plots and are surrounded by fine buildings;
of

M
v

YOU ALW AYS KNOW WHAT Y T OH F
Your .account cannot grow over night v >u ahvavs liave
item from your sale slip to see that everything has been delivered
that
item is correct.
We furnish a shpholder to each customer. File the slip in thi-* h
tl»*glance will tell you what you owe. By preserving these slips \.>n w.!! have ti e same

ful colored

place

f

W'ith each purchase, our customer receives a sale slip showing th- g
.j„
price of each article and the balance previously owed ail footed up With the McC»«k

seen

venders.

this.
Heard in Virginia this good
story: “Some
northern men were rambling in the fields of

I
i

Mexican fruit
shown in beauti-

and in its shade would be

generally shipped

>1

were

which the Menger hotel is situated, was a
dusty, wind swept space surrounded by shabby
build;ngs, and the main plaza and the military
plazas were little better. There was but one
tree in the Main Plaza, near the Read House,

and in

For your protection, Mrs. House
keeper, we have just installed

/

over

:arts and mule teams you

weeks earlier than

There

160 miles.

ploughed; nothing planted except
spinach, which has been cut ba^k op. account
of the freeze and is now about
three inches
above ground. The nigs gather it when a
foot
it is

JONES.

'

/

/

An-

oan

private residences, skyscrapers for
offices and other business purposes, and the
plazas have been improved and embellished
beyond description. The Alamo Plaza, on

M.

barrels,and

in

cnanges

fl

Today costly

not all

in

3

The

$1,500,000, the St.
Anthony a like sum, the Menger, described
by Mrs Dinsmore in her paper recently published in The Journal; parks, hc^dsome and

Line all the way on
the sea. Had a little
spell of good weather.
Season slow around Virginia. Truck farms
are

pairs Black Lisle for $1.00.
Very truly yours,
CARLE &

our

the earth—of their presence. All
hauled by ox teams from the

supplies

—The

Coronado.”

Norfolk, M. &

today.

very few buildings of even two stories in
height. The majority were Mexican jacals or
built of adobe.
There was nothing in the
place that could be called a hotel. The Read
House, a two story building in one corner of the
main plaza, was little more than a boarding
house, and of course without modern conveniences. Now San Antonio has palatial hotels

Dr. W. H. Winslow writes from
Roxbury,
Mass., under date of March 29th: I have returned from a week's travel and
sojourn, Boston and

are

uicaiet

place—and

to go to Point Loma in Mrs. Johnson’s
car, if the fog should lift, and tomorrow we
for

with the schooners of

tonio. In 1857 it was a crude frontier town, in
hands of cutthroats and thieves until a
vigilance committee was organized to rid the

we are

plan

Try

the

friends, so we
probably stay

things leisurely.

foreign nation are
connecting the island of

6,000,000.

i^veu

who lives here with her lather
and Mrs. Pratt is here (Abbie

visit

from every

on

sompared

bitter cold weather; so it is not strange
that illusions vanish!
I have seen Mrs. Ed-

and

Dyed with pure dyes, has heavy spliced heels and toes, re-enforced
J
garter tops and perfectly shaped.
Ladies, Misses, Children’s and Infants.
Cotton, Lisle, Silk and Cashmere.
Cotton andLisle, 25c., 39c. and 50c.
Silk (in all the popular shades) 25c., 50c., $1.00 and $1.50.

Pox, the first ship launched in Belfast, was
auilt by Major William Cunningham near the
jpper bridge in 1805, and was about 300 tons, i
rhere was a gradual increase in size in the !
ships built in succeeding years, but the largest
built up to and including 1857 was the Coronet, of 1,367 54 tons, and later three ships of
700 tons were built.

and

Johnson,

|

But to return to Galveston. A view of cotthe Galveston wharves for export re:alls the time when the ships that came for |
:otton laid in the roadstead and loaded from
ighters. The ships of those days were small, !

cisco, but there will be another formal opening on Saturday. The grounds are within easy
reach from the city, and in the midst of a
lovely park. The weather has not been good—

ward

Because more people wear Gordon Hosiery than
any other make.
And the basic reason behind the
unparalleled success of Gordon
Hosiery is the fact it is what the people want. Why?
Because it is made from the finest yarns.

1 on on

Evelyn Wilbur of Rockland has chalRogers of Belfast to a one- foggy and cold with high winds—and I am
mile race for the championship of Maine, The much
disappointed in the far-famed California
race will De held in thfe Coliseum Rink in Belclimate. The dowers, too, are a great disapfast next Saturday evening.
pointment. I expected to see fields filled with
wild flowers, especially the yellow
The $25,000 temporary loan which the city
poppy, and
n all the months i
treasurer, Edward Sibley, was instructed to
have been here I have
obtain pending the collection of taxes due the never seen one growing wild. If people would
city, has been secured of Blake Bros of Bos- only tell the truth about California there
would not be so many disappointed ones.
ton at the rate of 3.24.
There is, much that is beautiful and interThe nominations for the Senior class parts
and committees at the U. of M. have been esting here, but when they tell you that ir is
made and the election will be held Friday, perpetual sunshine, and that one never really
needs fire, and that it is a land of flowers as a
April 7th. One of the nominees for class
carpet for one’s feet—it is certainly a great
orator is.A. A. Packar.d of Belfast.
mistake. We had a heavy snow storm in RedA petition in bankruptcy was filed in the
lands—two terrible tempests, an earthquake,
United States District court April 4th by WalMiss

lenged

|

which

WHY?

nd it is said that this waterway cuts the
ailroad rate from 21 to 6 cents a hundred
.ounds and annually savei Texas planters

in

j

GORDON HOSIERY

mainland, 10,675 feet in
which is a county roadway, a sin;le track interurban and a double track steam
ail way. This causeway, which cost $2,000,00, is beautifully illustrated in colors in the
louston booklet, Houston has a ship cans
hat makes this inland city & port of entry,

could Dot

and I think

ships

ength,

the world for several weeks. As
get here we stopped at Los Angeles and spent several weeks there and in
Pasadena—the latter a mest attractive place—
we

the

marvels

een, and a causeway
ialveston with the

for Easter.

J, Clifford;
hydrant men, G. F. Gilmore, F. O. J Horne
and Benj. Jenney; clerk, W. L. Robinson.

Fogg, D. B. Plummer and Harry
Brown are transporting the scholars from

the

Shute of Bangor, who has been
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Granville Shute, has returned to her work.

Broken Lenses Replaced'l

West, East and South Brooks.

Monument fund fair will be held in the
3pera house Wednesday and Thursday, April
L2th and 13th, and should be liberally patron«i
zed by the public as the object is a patriotic
ind commendable one. Fancy articles, aprons,
'ape, candy and cooked food will be on sale
luring both days. The admission to the entertainment the first evening will be 25 cents;
:or the military ball the second evening the

picture house
Wednesday evening, March 29th, by the quar;et from Belfast was much enjoyed.

F. E. Harding and daughters, Phyllis
Maxine, returned March 30th to their
home in Brewer, having spent the spring vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward.

Chase & Doak,

men, Harvard

Salisbury

gentlemen’s tickets will be 50 cents and ladies

There will be a meeting of the gencommittee this, Thursday, evening in the
>ffice of Dunton & Morse.
15 cents.
eral

The

Universalist Easter sale opened in MeHall Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
rhe tables were covered with white and deco•ated with bouquets and bunches of flowers
Mrs. Arthur A. Blair and Mrs. J. G. Paul were
n
charge of the doily table; Mrs. Guy L.
Peavey and Mrs. Arthur W, Morse of the |
:andy table; Mrs. Eegene L. Cook and Mrs. F. i
Mrs. Fred Rackliff and Mrs. Wardj. Mixer,
veil soli aprons and useful articles; Mrs. Chas.

Crosby and

Mrs. Charles B.

Eaton, food;

Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and Mrs. A. L.
ce

cream, and

;he fortune tellers tent.
it 6
.he

Supper

was

over

served

warn ui

Mrs.

kJMuntiiv.

mioo

uimc

*_».

juu^ou

the guest of honor at a kitchen shower
given by Mies Velma Mitchell Wednesday
evening, March 29th, at the home of Mr. and
Vlrs. M. L, Mitchell, Congress street. The
evening was spent with music and sewing.
Fruit pudding, whipped cream, cake and cocoa
were served from the dining table which had
centerpiece of pussy willows. The place
sards were decorated with violets, jonquils
ind other spring flowers. The kitchen utenlils were so arranged in the chairs by the
lining table that they fell to the floor with a
great clatter when the chair were drawn back,
greatly surprising the guest of honor. The
at
g uests were the present and recent clerks
;he City National bank—Misses Myrtle M.
was

lenkins, Alberta Farnham, Edna D. Crawford,
Leota A. Patterson and Winnie Sanborn Mudgett. Miss Logan’s marriage with T. Marshall
Saunders takes place in April. She left the
oank last

Saturday.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

©ASTORIA
x

)

Mrs.

Crockett's

inurnuiK.6 ib assist,

and

Miss

It will pay you to see our
line before purchasing.
Sizes from 6 years to 46
bust measure.
Very truly

spending

is

spring.

sister,

a

few

Annie

Nickerson

FOR SALE
A comfortable country estate in Sandypoint,
one of the suburbs of Stockton Springs, Maine.
The natural scenic beauties of this section of
the Maine coast, coupled with the well known
hospitable attention shown by the inhabitants
of the town, warrants a particularly bright
future as a fixed summer resort for that whole*
some New England village.
SAMUEL STOWERS FRENCH.
South Weymouth, Mass.
Iwl4p

The community

ing of

March

Mrs. S. D. Greeley of
elatives in town.

was

25th

saddened

by

on

the

Rat* destroy nearly
billion doll.,.
worth of food and property every vear.
rats and mice and rtopjour leas with

morn-

the

is

Miss Doris Nickerson returned to
daven April 1st to resume teaching.
William
i )artmouth

McKinley Damm

is

at

visiting
North

home from

college for JJthe spring vacation.

Clarence Curtis has returned from Lincoln,
/here he had been employed hauling pulp
/ood.

oars,

1

ranery

warden

oi

tnis

In Seed, Hardware, Drug

and General Store*.

town,

was a

were

present.

The floral

FOR SALE 1 Y

SWAN-WIII1IEN-BK KfOKi) G0i\

for sale, showing t
Now occupied by
Snow, plumbers. Sale carries five ye;
of block if desired.
Bargain price ter
sale. Apply to
DICK E Y -KNOW LTO N
2wl4
REAL ESTATE COM I

offerings

were

Many people suffer the tortures of
lame muscles and stiffened joints because
of impurities in the blood, and each succeeding attack seems more acute until
rheumatism has invaded the whole system.
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as important to improve y^ur general health as
to purify your blooa*iind the cod liver oil
inScott’sEmulsion is nature’sgreat bloodmaker, while its medicinal nourishment
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities and upbuild your strength.
Scott’s Emulsion i9 helping thousands
every day who could not find other relief.
Refuse the alcoholic substitutes.

The High school at the
short vacation.

'■

I

village is hi

Mrs. Elwin Dickey has been
the serious colds prevailing.

Contemplates

Bangor Commercial]
Washington, D. C., April 3. Senator Bur(
leigh in a statement here Saturday made it |
plain that he does not intend to be bowed politely .out of public life at present. He spoke
out in answer to a recent despatch from Auto

gusta that he would not be

a candidate for another term and that Representative Peters
wou]d be his successor.
“I have not authorized the statement that l
contemplate retiring at the close of my present term,” said Senator Burleigh.
“My health is good and my physician assures
me I have sufficient strength to perform my

public duties acceptably.”

g

Mrs. Elsie A.hase of Winterport has
visiting Mrs. Lora Chase.

Retiring,
[Special

L

MONROE.

j

Sen. Burleigh Denies He

I

Brick Block
On Phcenix Row
cent investment.

profuse and beautiful. Rev. A. A. Smith
of Bangor spoke words of comfort to the sorCharles A. Damm and Miss Ruby Gray re- I
rowing family. The interment was in Maple
t urned to school at Hebrcn Academy and M.C. ;
Grove cemetery. Sympathy is extended to
1 the first of the week.
the bereaved husband, daughter, aged mother,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cunningham attended
sisters and brother.
, he funeral of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Colson,
1 a Prospect, March 27th.
“She’s safe within her Father’s house,
Where many mansions be;
The many friends of Mrs. Nancy Nickerson
Oh pray that thus such rest may come
re Borry to learn that she has been ill with a
In Thy good time to me.”
tad cold which has settled in her throat.

RHEUMATISM ARRESTED

1

RAT CORN

In

and many

M

Kill

It is safe to use. Deadly to rats
but harmless to human beings.
Rats simply dry up. No odor
whatever. Valuable booklet
in each can, "How to Destroy Rats.’* 25c., 50c. and
$1.00. 6-lb. pail. $5.00.

successful school teachyouth
October, 1883, she became the wife of
Josiah Colson, aiso of Prospect. It was an unusually happy union, and was blessed by the
advent of one daughter, Lina, who with her
father has been untiring in ministering to
their loved one. The funeral services were
held from her late home Monday afternoon,
er.

Hampden

ana

and in her

Kent’s

dill, April 3d.

yours,

CARLE & JONES

years ago and by his honesty
dealing had won the respect of all*
Welcome to another such dealer!

and fair

accepted her cross uncomplainingly. She was
born Sept. 16, 1860, the second daughter of

returned to

Belfast, Mai

building, eight

Mrs. A.

Mr.

MIDDIES.

We carry perhaps the most
complete stock of Middies in the city.

mis

SWANVILLE.

and Belle

Entirely New

ner

25 Main Street,

passing away of
The spring term of school began Monday,
Mrs. Josiah Colson, a life-time resident of
tfter a week’s recess, with the same teachers
this town.
Mrs. Colson had been a confirmed
is before: High school, Lester M.
Shibles,prin- invalid for several years, but maintained an
cipal, Miss Blanche Butterfield, assistant; active interest in all going on about her, both
grammar, Miss Erma M. Barker; intermediate, in the home and outside.
Being of an optidiss Flora Tasker; primary, Mrs. Mertie
mistic nature, though suffering severely she
lailey.

Marshall

are

Cole

mg

^Optometrists,^

We note with regret the intended departof our local tradesman, L. C. Dow, from
the store in the Pythian builiding.Mr. Dow has
been in trade here since the opening of the
ure

E. Dow. She
vas accompanied
here by her two grand*
laughters, Carrie and Alice Lander, who made
short visit.

Fayette,

These Lines

J.

Sarah

veeks with her

Cade & Jones’

o’clock, followed by the entertainment in

evening.

at

Frances Merritt will hold her spring
nillinery opening Saturday, April 8th. Miss

Thayer,

Mrs. F. H. Mayo presided

music

Mis.

The

norial

Miss Maude

Frank

and Walter

The

!i.

For the

armed force in

an

Granite Works

■

the rest of

Sherman camps, Swan

estimated cost of $100,000, and a
Honolulu paper estimated her value when
But The Marine
rioated as $500,000.
seem to be another difficulty in the way, and
Journal, New York, reports that her that is in
The X-ray examination which Stephen S. L.
obtaining skilled labor. The old
be
now
said
to
owners are
considering shipwrights have mostly died—he could recall Shute, clerk in the American Express office,
an
offer of $1,200,000, which would but two now
living in this city—and there are had taken a few days ago in Bangor, following
give them a profit of at least one million none to take their places. This difficulty has an injury to his shoulder which he received
%
been met in the past by geiting men from the about 10 days ago, showed that the collar bone
dollars.
Provincial yards; but now they are likely to was torn from the shoulder. The shoulder was
from
The delegates
Washington county have employment at home at increased wages, dislocated by his fall and the muscles badly
to the Democratic convention in Bangor and many no doubt are fighting the battles of lacerated.
at

uigineering

carried away all the bridges and flooded the
tracks for miles, so that we were cut off from

Reedv Wilbur Blodgett and
returned last Monday from

June, when she will return and continue her
duties in the office ot Matthews Bros.

charter

ing of

Sherman

Personal Letters.

reexposition,
mar.;ably pretty and interesting. Most of the
are
closed just now as they are placbuildings
Miss Hazel Ramsdell went to Milo Tuesday
ing the exhibits sent down from San Franto remain with her mother until the first of

Jones,
tons gross was
launched at Bath March 31st and is nearly
ready for sea. The schooner was built for the

us.

Raymond

ers

of 1891

Jerome

er

Norman

Aurora Rebekah Lodge will meet next Tuesday evening and a large attendance is desired,
A silver collection will be taken to buy flow-

second in

other nations and the

Messrs.

a week’s outing
Lake.

March, 1917, che others to follow at
States. Japanese ships
like intervals.
The contract aggregates
practically all of our trans-Pacific carry- j about $800,000 and the work will extend over
three years. Mr. Bean is a son of H. M. Bean,
;ng trade.
who built many large schooners and has built
If conclusive proof that the ships were several vessels since his father’s
death. Netorpedoed without warning is secured the
are in progress for the Bean shipUnited States would probably act prompt- gotiations
yard, which had passed to other ownership.
ly.—Washington despatch.
Elsewhere in the State the outlook for buildwho
President
If
Wilson,
Probably?
is promising.
At Machias, agents of a
ing
his
in
nas the United States
keeping,
New York concern have bought a tract of land
had acted promptly in the early stages
on the harbor front and will build there several
of the game, “probably” we should not good-sized schooners. Several schooners will
have had to regret the loss of so many be built at Rockland, one at Rockport and two
American lives, the loss of
respect or more at Milbridge. The five-masted schoonnow

are

running—you

Mrs. Elmer Keene has resumed her duties as
stenographer at the office of the Consumers’
Fuel Company, after a month’s absence.

trip through

recent

a

of the present age, ten
nillion dollar jetties, mammoth grain elevators, many sky scrapers, a million dollar
lotel, Great Southern Pacific docks, wharves

1

A former resident of Belfast writes from
San Diego, Calif., under date of March 10th
"We left Redlands as soon as the trains were

The schools of the city and outlying districts
reopened last Monday morning after a week’s

SHIPBUILDING.

Robert L. Bean of Camden has a contract
for six four-masted schooners, five of which
will have a carrying capacity of 2,000 tons
each while the sixth will carry about half that
cargo. Each will be equipped with an | engine
of 300 horsepower, and the engines are to be
made in Germany. Mr. Bean would not say
whether the vessels were to be built for home
or foreign account.
The frame for the first
schooner has been ordered in Virginia, and it
is expected to launch her in the fall, and the

The Financial and Economic Annual of
for 1915, issued by the Japanese

and one-third

Home and

vacation.

cruits thus far won from the Progressive Republicans is not encouraging—in
it is

OF

Belfast, Maine.

News of Belfast.

The

waiting.”
Pro-

Bryan does not count on much
gressive support for Wilson. He says,
in The Independent: “The number of re-

NORTON,

Front Street,

would

SELL

•outh and to the Pacific coasr. They include
Lshville, the “Land of the Sky;” Chattanooga,
?enn.—one booklet with beautiful colored
'iews of Lookout Mountain, and another book*
et with views of Signal Mountain; Galveston,
louston and San Antonio, Texas, and Caliornia’s Missions.
Uf special interest to the writer were the
iews of Galveston and San Antonio, showing
he changes in 59 years. In 1857 Galveston
vas little more than a town, with no
railway
onnections and streets ankle deep in sand,
■low it has a cement sea wall that is one of the

but would be

side-tracked to fall into the hands of
Villa or Carranza.
More “watchful

and

■others

'hompson during

JONES]!|

CARLE &

llustrated booklets collected by Mr. and Mrs.

fresh and second
hand horses. Our
Deal and Right Prices.”

B. O.

and that

front

Some

with feminine faces.

covers

Square

I

and San Antonio.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Selwyn Thompon we have been
looking over a number of

•

motto is ‘‘A

Travel.

of

kshville, Chattanooga, Galveston, Houston

to be used for

the railroads

individual not connected with the army,
they ipnst not be accompanied

to have followed

seem

|

granted

transporting supplies to our troops, but
later said he would permit their “commercial use,” and although the authorities at Washington did not seem to
know what that meant they readily acGerman submarines have sunk two
his terms. In San Antonio, howcepted
and
Red
Cross
flags,
hospital ships flying
understood that supplies must
ever,
they
from one ship 115 are missing, including
be shipped as ordinary freight to some
fifteen Sisters of Charity.
magazines

HORSES

like permission for his troops, which was
readily accorded him. Then he refused

inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
«nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents for three
months.

The

Souvenirs

I

having

n

Mrs. Lora Chase will entertain the
U, Friday afternoon, April 7th.
On account of the bad traveling the Gr>
meeting and church sociable were put ovMr. Henry Conant from Searsport
his sister, Mrs. Woodman, one day last *
Mr. Richard Packard, an aged and res;
citizen,passed away March 21st, aged 7>
Mrs. Bertha Nealley has not been u:
several weeks. She has a cold and a v<
cough.

The Monroe Sunday school will haEaster concert Sunday evening, April
which all are cordially invited.
Mrs. Ellis Cooper and three childrei
returned to New York after a long stay
with Mr. Cooper's parents. She made
friends here, who will miss her, especia' >
the church work.

*'

There were only five prisoners in the county
jail last week, all tramps.

| *l 1"q uV d'a t Vo n'|
| -SALE|
Z
{Men’
s
Z

Mre. Louisa Keen, who haa been ill for some
time with grip, is now able to sit up.
Mr. and Mrs. V, A. Simmons, homeward
bound from a tour of the South and the Pacific
coast, are now in Uhrichsville, Ohio.

[NATURE

Some
■Will he revenged.
answer to
must
you
feet. You can’t break
■'
8 |.,w< of foot health and

■d.)V

Marie L. Elwell of Brooks has entered the
employ of the Industrial Accident commission
in Augusta, in the recording department, and
began her duties last Saturday.

H,',,.

Suits,

Miss Charlotte W. Colburn will read a paper,
“Edward McDowell and the McDowell
Memorial Association” at the meeting next
Tuesday evening of the Reading Department
of the Woman’s Club.
An unusual sight

recently
six-horse supply wagon driven by
was a
Bert Crie of Searsmont. Tne load was not
more than is usually taken out but the condition of the roads is unusually bad.

pOUND GRIPPERS!
foot health and
it.
They should

c

[ store
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last
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ingrowing nails and
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Congress street is having
room installed by Goodhue

.to
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lurch Guild met last Monday
B. Steward, 4 Court
ss Clara

present.
Hospital
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Belfast for the
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steel ceilings in both offices
f Courts in the county building
day and later these offices, and
f

painted.

will be
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Ames, Miss Annie BratGarcelon, Miss Helen Garce-
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Hospital Notes.

charge of the
held by the Port-

to have

exposition

..

do

Dorothy,

the

Stevens, Adelbert Millett and Harry
L. Kilgore. The patient is now doing well,
having passed the critical point-Miss Lytle
Drs. E. L.

SO.

j

J
I

then made a brief visit with her mother, Mrs.
John A. Hamblin, in Augusta, returning to !
tine will have employment with his j Belf ist by the Saturday evening train.
j
aw, Mr. Samuel Small. Benjamin
A Music-Social. The music social at the
>f the superintendent’s office in Banchurch last Friday evening under the
Baptist
present acting agent in the Belfast
\
direction of the church social committee was
a very successful innovation on the regular
church social. The evening was devoted to
is ril
meeting of John Cochran Chapwith chorus singing of old songs led by
R., was held Monday evening in the music,
Mr. A.T. Gay.with Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher at
a Club room, with Mrs. Henry G. Hills
the piano. America and other patriotic selec-Janetta Rogers hostesses. The rolltions were sung, all p resent who could sing
‘•a- answered with historical public buildVocal solos were rendered by Arthur
joining.
a
read
Maine. Miss Lucy A. Cochran
N. Johnson, Harry H. Upton and Earl L. Tal-*P«c
“Lovewell’s Fight.” Miss Amy E.
bot. Maude L., Edna M., Elsie L. and Flora-no'aiHrd, the regent, gave a report of the
M., the four little daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
uuncil’s mid-winter session in LewisDaniel A. McLeod—two sopranos and two ales. Viola R. Mayo, Mrs. Ida W. Matos—sang Starlight and the Whip-poor-will
v und Mrs, Edith S. Ferguson were made
song with remarkable sweetness ana expres'7: mating committee to report at the next
sion, winning the hearts of all present. The
case
and
mar-’••‘■g. Cocoa, sandwiches,
clear, sweet bird-like calls of the sopranos in
were served after the business.
the chorus of the latter song were delightful.
The song was repeated by request later in the
thday Party.
Eleanor and Mildred,
y with Mrs. Haseltine and little son
make their home in Dexter, where

aughters of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Talbot,
and 5 years, celebrated their birthdays
■•■rig
•n

party to their little friends April
guests brought their dolls and the
was
spent playing games. At 4
a

adjourned

iey

table

was

cream

ake

were

prominent

and

served and

feature.

a

The

Leach, Ruth King, Ernestine
ihelma Dexter. Harriet White, Eleapnenson, Alice Brown, Wineva Craig
re

•'

was a

dining-room,

to the

decorated in red

and cake

but

Alice

-irena Leach.

a

very

pleasant

j

evening. Miss Ethel
solo, accompanied by
and responded to an

Dexter
her

played

a

violin

little sister Violet,

encore,

Hayes.

a

reality

accompanied

uy
in

After a short intermission,
Curtis.
which all the cake, sandwiches, doughnuts and
caffee were readily.disposed of, Misses Margaret and Beulah Young played a piano duet,
and the evening closed with a few short,
bright stories by Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson,
Messrs O. E. Frost and Harry ti. Upton.
There was a large attendance of old and
young,who were seated in groups around the

Ada

room.
__

Successful Cooking School. The cooking scnool held in the Universalist vestry
March 28th, 29th and 30th, under the auspices
of th^ Belfast Woman’s Club, with Misses
Catharine N. Platts and her assistant, Marian
Estabrooke, of the University of Maine in
charge,was successfu lin every way .There was
an average attendance of 35 at the six sessions
with about 50 present at the last session,
This was the tenth
Thursday afternoon.
school these ladies have held the past season,
and their efficiency and willingness te explain
every detail of the work made attendance a
pleasure as well as a profit. The school was
not as a benefit to the Belfast Woman's Club,
but a benefit to the individual members and to
all who cared to attend. The sociability of
the gatherings was worth the club’s output,
to say nothing of the benefits derived from instructions, demonstrations and the recipes
given the students. Misses Platts and Estabrooke, with others, were entertained at tea
Thursday by Mrs. Charles S. Bickford and
were also guests of Mrs. James 8. Harriman at
the Woman’s Club.
A

coma

|

of the enter-

day of five of them—Bessia Allen, Georgia
Knight, Harriet Towne, Florence MacNeil and
Fern McDonald—and a special dinner was
served and all were made happy with gifts,etc.

13 years

be held with the teachers at the
1 Mornll of Belmont, a surgical patient of last
oolhouse Monday afternoon, April
Thursday, is improving; also Mrs. Trask of
j
from
lesson
call, current events;
Unity. The condition of John F. Smalley of
C. book. “American Ideals,” chapI this city, who has been in the hospital for some
:;nd eleven. The program follows !
__:„nknnf tha
Mica Morion
A full attendance is desired.
E. Hamblin, superintendent at the hospital,
Haseltine, for six years in charge j went to Bangor last Thursday morning to atmerican Express office in this city, i tend the meeting of the State nurses. She

|

com-

among the girls, including special observance
March 26th was the birthof their birthdays.

old

expected

day,

to

a

to be

Gay

done to make the real home spirit

runabout in

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alexis Gross of
Camden, who wae visiting her aunt, Mrs. D, P
mber of Commerce, June 5th to 17th
Palmer,was taken suddenly ill last Thursday,
Dr. E. L. Stevens was called at once and she
was taken to the Waldo County General hospiral years it has been customary to
! tal as it was found she was suffering from
-tores afternoons on Patriot's day,
An operation was decided upon
which is a le&al holiday in Maine, appendicitis.
and ^t was a very critical one, lasting from
the grocery stores and markets
about 4.30 until 10.33. It was performed by
and it is
close all

j

general

George Brackett was in Portland for
several days the past week on business in connection with the Girls’ Home. There are now
twenty girls'in the home and five were recently placed in homes and one taken into the
Home from Houlton. Everything possible is

eastern waters.

Charles R. Coombs of this city

,r

|

of the

Mrs.

between

be the

Z

2

CLARK,

Z

Z

4wl3

Accidents.

Hiram

Ellis, aged nearly

80

years, met with a very serious accident March
29th at his home on the Swanville road in

North Belfast, where hq lives alone. He was
For several years he has been
never married.

obliged
feet

to

and

use a

legs

cane

swell

about the house

badly.

He

had

as

his

been

in the open door of his home and
turned to go into the dining room when he
slipped and fell under the table, fracturing his
left thigh, and laid there helpless until neigh-

standing

Kilgore and Wilson
were called, and bis only near relative, Edward
Ellis of Conway, N. H., a nephew, was notified
by telephone and arrived last Thursday to
bors found him.

Doctors

him. The fracture was reduced
afternoon.... Francis, the fouryears-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Roberts
of North Belfast, was injured Friday while at
play in the dooryard. He was running with a
stick when he fell, the point of the stick
puncturing his soft palate and entering the
back of the throat.
He was taken to the Waldo County hospital, where his attending surgeon, Dr. O. S. Vickery, dressed the wound,
care

for

Thursday

which

required three stitches_Mrs, William
Keene met with an accident last Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. Eugene L Cook.
She slipped on a rug on a newly polished floor
end fractured the bones of her right wrist. As
K.

she is

naturally

handed the accident to her
right wrist is not so inconvenient as in most

BASEMENT SALESROOM

cases.

_STERNO—

The big picture feature to be shown this

Thursday, afternoon

and

evening

at

the

Colonial Th. ater will be “The Turn of the
Road,” a blue ribbon feature made by the
Vitagraph Co., and one of their best productions.

The third in the series of At Homes as beneto the Woman’s Club will be given
to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Eugene. L. Stevens. An interesting program
on Kipling will oe given by members
of the
C'ub. Tea will be served and a silver collection
taken. All members of the club will be
wel-

Bts

I. Morse and A. T.

Marian

North Islesboro and Bar
the coming season,' L, L. Biddle of
Harbor
Philadelphia is having a high speed yacht
built, to be fifty-six feet long and six feet, nine
inches beam. It will be driven by two Harbeck
motors of 200-300 horse power each, and will

photo

effort to sell

buildings

fine

er

with

E.

'/For service

of the Peirce and McLellan

make

!

Friday

special meeting

a

Ralph

afternoon.

Mrs. Thomas Gannon of this city,
i, licious
oranges from Fruitland

I

White Bark

Frost and Miss Grace H. Hall ! was enjoyed. Home-made candy was served
were
the story tellers at the Peirce school j during the evening and ice cream and cake at
McKeen’s orchestra, with Mrs.
last Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Frost read from 1 intermission.
Kate Douglas Wiggin’s “Fairy Ring” and Miss Bessie Keyes at the piano, rendered good
Hall “Unc’ Billy Possum” by Thornton Burgess. music. The committee in charge were Roy E.
ElMrs. Horace Chenery and Miss Louise Hazel- Sholes, A. B, Smalley, J. E. Braley, Mrs.
Mertie Sholes and
Misses
tine will be the story tellers next Saturday mira McKeen,
Mrs. O.

Z

Belfast, Maine.

mittee for the monument fund March 30th

Pro-

tumes,

S

remained uncalled fcr

.,g letters

Corner,

tainment committee were instructed to secure ushers for the entertainment and a floor
director and aids for the military ball. Walter
J, Clifford and C. L. Wright of the advertising
Hall.
Bert j committee were instructed to have large bills
Mrs.
Mr.
and
the
of
Lillian,
daughter
and to advertise the fair in all its deL. Davis, has returned from Augusta, where printed
tails.
she spent the school vacation with her aunt,
She was given a
Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook,
The masquerade ball at Seaside Grange ha?j
birthday party March 30th by Rev. and Mrs. j last Thursday evening did not materialize as
Philbrook and received a postal shower from |
only two couples were massed and in cosher little friends at home.
and social dance

of the Supreme Judical
term
; County will open in the courtApril 18th, with Judge John B-

j

WM. A.

Congress street.

Miss
gram: Paper on Dublin, written by
“Irish IndusE, Clark Camp, Sons of Elizabeth A. Kelley; reading,
Miss Annie V. Field; reading, “Cusrequested to be present next- tries,” by
toms of an Irish Country,” by Miss Grace H.
mg for drill practice,
f A.

v

Garments at less than wholesale prices.
Men’s and Women’s Raincoats 1-3 off regular price.

cipes. The next meeting will be tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon with Mrs. Walter B. Dutch,

Club will meet with Mrs.

Tuesday, April

Z

Boys’ Sweaters, 48c.; 98c up to $4.50 for Z
$6.00 grade. Men’s best Work Shirts, 45c. Men’s Z
Z
Heavy Jersey Shirts, 48c. Odd Vests, 75c.

Emma

mittees.

Haraden

Z
S

Men’s and

circle met

report

The Traveller’s

75c.

Tent, D. of V„ sewing
Mrs, G, Parker Cook,
Main street. The afternoon was spent with
sewing, reading patriotic selections, and a
special feature was the exchange of tried re-

the

summer

June.

press

Z

m

ex-

committee and Harry R. Hichborn of
j county
Stockton Springs on the district committee.

presi-

2 30 p, m., with the
oert Millett.

short visit

a

Chase and to loot after

Northport

to

come

for

contained an
| Convention in Portland
! in regard to the county and district

meet to-

at

Saturday

tneir

first week in
of

last

lar

Suits and Overcoats 1 -4Joff.

PHONE 69 14

Mrs, C. P. and Miss Anne C. Crosby arrived
Boston

A

Z

regular prices.

{Clark’s
—————————s

ginning.
from

Regular $10.00 Z

Pants, 98c.; Dress Pants, 50c. off reguprice; Boys’ 50c Pants, 35c.; $1.00 grade now

|

day of the week. Mr. Carter remarked
the increase in the amount of the mail, but
said the work came as easily now as at the be-

me

Mackinaws,

£

Z

Thompson began their work in the Belfast
office just 23 years ago April 1st, and on the

sale

kind.

Z Many Odd

of the aband Mrs. Essie P.
in Boston this week.

afternoon

of Mr6. Amos Clement

Carle, who

c" that follow these

8

Monday

sence

a

Your choice at $5.00.

and Overcoats 1 -4 off

Good Work

Z
Z
£

business

Club will be

callouses and fallen

street

meeting of the Woman’s
held next Monday, postponed from

April

The

the

on

two, three of

Hart, Schaffner & Marx and Leopold Morse Co. Suits Z

Z Boys’

on

Vi

■

Z

paint.

coat of white

one,

and $12.00 Suits.

Mrs. Camilla A. Hazeltine is expected to
arrive from Boston April 10th and open her
house, No. 1 Court street, for the seasorr. M.
W. Welch has just given the house a fresh

left

Logan, who left the City Na-

Boys—■«

desired.
The New York Sun of March 26th has a full
Peep into

page of illustrations captioned “A
to the Innermost Circle of the Truly

AS WELL AS

Artistic,'

Mothers of

which included the studio of M. Pierre Tar-

toue, “painter extraordinary to New York Society, viewed at last through the profane
a

Alliance of the Unitarian church gave a public
entertainment. The program was given entirely by the girls of the Junior Alliance. The
entertainment opened with a greeting to the
guests by Miss Marian Waterman, president.
Then the Junior Alliance yell was given. The
Belfast Junior Alliance Song was sung by the
members, Miss Helen Wescott singing the
solo part. Miss Grace Hazeltine played a fine
“The Flower

^
you a nice line of

Song”byGustav Lange.

new

Jennie Spear sang the solo, “Tnere’s
Miss Char-,
Only One Mother,” very prettily
Miss

lotte

Riley,

James Whitcomb

by

paniment
WOU1C

tuc

Miss

IJIOJ

iUC

musical
Littlefield.

with

Julia

uuuoc-uui

C*WU

ms

accom-

Then
I.

I*UJ|

prologue

was

Burgess

Ruth

Dinsmore

as
as

Address by Hon. Payson Smith. The
Me s Club of the Unitarian church observed
ladies night in Memorial hall
Tuesday evening, The special guests included the members
of the Woman’s Alliance of the
church, ladies
of the club members, the
city teachers, and
others. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson presided in the
absence of Mr. Ira M. Cobe, the club
An

and

president,

service.

1 c=ioi=51

post, mail

express
packages prepaid on $1 purchases and over.
Carle & Jones sell the Gordon hosiery and tell
you why, and they also quote prices. They
have an entirely new line of middies, in sizes
Parcel

™

For Cooking Cereals, Boiling Eggs, Heating
for sick room and Heating Baby’s Milk.

or

Guarded as jealously as Stradivari
guarded his knowl-

edge of how to produce the transcendent tone found in
his violins, Thomas
A. Edison keeps inviolate the secrets
of the perfect ReCreation of sound.
Years of unwearying toil and countless experiments
showed the way to
make a perfect;

CARLE & JONES.

If

j
|

re-creating
instrument.
It is

the Edison Diamond !
Disc Phonograph— ;
a scientific and ar-

j

tistic
accomplishment, lifted out of 1
the realm of the

worth havworth sav-

causes

head-

Broken lenses replaced while
you continue your shop-

ping.

machine into that of the finest
instrumusical
ments. The herald
of
a new era in
music, since when
performing sine by
side with the living
artists who made the records it played, cool,
calculating, skeptical critics were not able to
distinguish between artist and instrument.

talking

our

and let
Yours truly,

store any time

us

A complete grinding equipment is at your service.

FRANK F.

Edison

Phonograph

GRAVES,

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,

SHOW

BELFAST, MAINE.
Successor to F. L. Adams,
I. O. O. F. Block.

CARLE & JONES,

in welcoming the guests
spoke of the canned heat put up in seamless cans—non-expleasure in store for them in the presence of plosive, does not leak and cannot spill when
Hon. Payson Smith. State Snru>pintan^ant
carried. Let them show you....A five-room
the Maine public schools. The first
number on tenement to let. Enquire of Mrs. W.C. Mason,
the program was a piano duet
by Mrs. Elon B. 43 Pearl street... .The Camden Anchor-RockGilchrest and Mrs. Louise D. Beckwith, who
jand Machine Co., Rockland, Me., want boatplayed Drahn’s Hungarian Dance. This was builders, wood workers and machinists... .The
followed by a vocal duet by Mrs. Clement W.
citv of Belfast calls for bids for sprinkling the
Wescott and Arthur N. Johnson, who
sang streets for the current year....Small furnish- I
“The Passage Birds’ Farewell,” In introduc- ed
cottage at Northport wanted for theJ
ing Mr. Smith as the speaker of the evening, months of
July and August_This 13 the
Mr. Wilson remarked that he had been unable
time of year when you need the Ground Gripto learn what he was to
speak on, but the ma- per shoes, sold only at The Dinsmore Store_1
jority of the audience knew that the head of See statement of the U. S. Branch of the Em-

are

Strained vision
aches.

sound

YOU.

from 6 years to 46 inches bust measurement.
their basement Carle & Jones sell Sterno

voui- eyes are

ing they
ing.

j

Call at

In

Distributors for Waldo

County.
The 47th
nobscot

annual fair of the Waldo and Pe-

Agricultural society

at Monroe

will

be held Sept. 12th, 13th and 14th, if these
dates do not conflict with the Central Maine
fair at Waterville.

FOR SALE

|
(

SOME REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
RENTING SEASON IS AT HAND.—
are being received for
apartments
and single houses, both in Belfast and
outlying
districts. People having reutahle property are
invited to list same with us. We give
personal
attention to all our clients.
THE

Many calls

Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley left Tuesday
spend a few weeks in New York, Dr. Tapley for hospital practice work and Mrs. Tapley to continue her studies in painting. Miss
Christine Hall will remain at the Tapley resiDr. and

to

Miss Lucena Ide
BUILDING LOTS,—located in Belfast and
dence during their absence.
ployers Liability Assurance Corporation, Ltd., j will spend several days in Boston, before going vicinity, in prices from $100 to $700.
of London, England, represented in Belfast by to her home in Winterport, and Miss Georgia
OVERLAND TOURING CAR-will
R. W. Rogers.... N. D. Ross, Center Lincoln- Blake will visit her parents in Morrill for the
exchange
for reai estate or personal
ville, handles the McCaskey System, the one month.
property.
j
writing method of handling accounts. Let J
FARM WANTED —ds your farm for sale?
The following have recently been granted
him explain it to you... .See professional card 1
U. S. pensions under special acts ot Congress: If so, send us full description, lowest price,
of Carl H. Stevens, M. D., 14 Main street,
j
M. Elliott of Freedom, $50 per month? ] there’s a
purchaser waiting for it. We are
Telephone 241....The Dickey-Knowlton Real 1 Joseph
A. Holmes of Belfast, $40 per month;
Charles
more Maine farms, than ever.
Estate Co., Pythian block, is offering some
Farms
j John C. Gray of Belmont, $36 per month; selling
listed
real estate bargains.... Now is the time to put i
free; no sale, no charge.
Moulton of Stockton Springs, $30
S.
Henry
down eggs, and A. A. Howes & Co. have the
j
Edward Mason of Belfast, $40 per
SHORE ACRES IN NORTH PORT.—Thirteen
best Water Glass on the market... .The Penob- I per month;
Charles Thurston of Belfast, $50 per acres, cottage and wood lot-2
ronments of the cities or towns, the amuse- scot
Bay Electric Co. is prepared to do elec- j month;
P. Lombard of Belfast, $30 per
ments provided on the
playgrounds or by trical job work of any description—there is ! month; Gilman
PARK ROW, NORTH PORT—Ten room cotE. Adams of Islesboro, $12 per
the citizens,
the
moving pictures, pool none too large or too small for them to un- j month; Mary
filed through the tage with grand view of Penobscot
Bay, second
He did not condemn moving dertake... .Annie B.Mudgett and Mr. and Mrs. month. The petitions were
rooms, etc.
F. A. Greer U. S. Pension Agency of this city. from wharf.
pictures, per se, but severely censured the Walter Decrow publish
of thanks.. H- L. 1
a|card
type that was providing motives that had Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
SIXTY ACRE FARM—Five miles from
Stevens, pub- j
Pcor’s Mills. Capt. O. A. Wade has gone
city,
led children to commit criminal acts.
He lish a card of thanks.... New scallops at Bramhis with good buildings.
2wl4
to Hartford, Conn., to take charge of
does not approve introducing military tac- hall’s
market_Brick block on Phoenix Row, !
barge_Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Stevens
tics into the schools, but would recommend
Keal Estate
now occupied by Jones & Snow, for sale at a j were called to the c^ty last w**ek by the illness
|
drills, etc., with the war spirit eliminated. He
bargain price for quick sale. Apply to Dickey- j and death of Mr. Stevens’ mother-Henry i
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.
1
said that he had recently returned from a
Knowlton Real Estate Co....Water Glass, 50 Wentworth is sawing wood with his engine j
visit in Fairhaven, Mass., where the best High
cent per gallon, just received at Poor’s Drug for the neighbors here.... L. F. Rankin of Lin- ;
school building in New England has been comStore.... Farm for sale in Center Montville.
colnville spent the day recently with Capt. j
pleted, and was speaking in a city that was Inquire on premises or address Mrs. J. O. Bart- and Mrs. O. A. Wade....C. A. McKinley of
In
using the poorest building.
speaking of lett, R. F. D. 2, Brooks, Me_The Edison Camden made his sister, Mrs. Cole, a short
the local schools he complimented Belfast m
visit last, week_Richard Merriam is having j
Diamond Disc Phonograph is a perfect musi!
Main Mreet,
possessing one of the best and most painstak- \ cal instrument. Call at the store of Carle & his house fitted with all the modern improve- (
ing superintendents in the State in the person Jones and let them show
cold
hot
and
water,
a
furnace,
mentp. He has
you. They are the
MAINE.
of Win. B. Woodbury. At the close of his reHer- i
Edison Phonograph distributors for Waldo and is having a bathroom put in....Mr.
TELEPHONE 241.
3ll)14
marks he was recalled to speak further on
his
with
is
stopping
county....A very desirable estate in Sandy- bert L. Stevens of the city
military tactics and was even more severe
point for sale....Next week B. O. Norton,: son. Herbert M. Stevens. ..Mrs. Francis;
than in hiB general remarks, quoting Dr. Dudon a
Front street, will receive a bunch of horses ^ Stevens has gone to Charlestown, Me.,
ley Sargent as an authoiity against it. Dur- direct from the woods of New Hampshire, visit_Mrs. Arthur Higgins has been having
ing the social hour that followed ide cream and
better at this writA woman to cook for twenty-eight
right out of work. He has constantly on hand | lumbago, but is somewhat
people at
cake were served. The Club’s first ladies’
an institution. Experiet ce in
ing.
fresh and second-hand horses.
cooking for number larger than ordinary family, desirable, but
night was a decided success.
not necessary.
Ample assistance will be given
in the preparation of vegetables, dish
washing,
etc.
References required. Salary $35 per
month with living and laundry. Address

Maine’s schools would speak on what was
newest his heart, and to which his best
thoughts are devoted—Education in some
form. Mr. Smith said that if his
hearers
wished him to name a subject he would
say
“The Four Fundaments of
Education,” but in
his address of over an hour he touched on a
dozen or more fundamentals and eave his audience the impression that he could have devoted an evening to any single one. He
spoke
of the schools as only a part of a child’s eduwhich
cation,
included the home, the envi-

j

j

■

Dickey-Knowlton

Co..

1

14
BELFAST,

WANTED

j

New

Scallops
-AT-

Liquids

SUPERINTENDENT,
Box

706, Meriden,

conn.

TO IJIT
Tenement of 7 rooms at 49 Cedar street.

City water, flush closet, good cellar. Wood
and coal all under cover. Inquire on the
THOMAS GANNON.
premises.
Belfast, March 29, 1916—tfl3

Bramhall’s Market.

Sterno (Canned Heat) 10c. per can.
Sterno Stoves, 35c., 75c, and $1.00
Yours truly,

n

A Perfect Musical
Instrument

2w23

USED in homes for: Diningroom, Nursery, Bedroom, Kitchenette and Porch, Out-of-doors while
Travelling, Camping, Motoring or on Excursions.

In
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CANNED HEAT
Is put up in Seamless Cans. It is non-explosive, does
not leak, cannot spill when carried.

[U

was

They have received a full line of spring dress
fabrics, and their sample department is always
at your

o

12 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

dance closed the program.
much enjoyed. The title was “The Spirit of
Youth and the Spirit of Mischief,” and the
dancers, Misses Elizabeth Doak and Betty
Hanshue, with accompaniment on the Victrola.
After the program the guests were invited to
the dining room, where tea and light refreshments were served. Home-made candies were
on sale during the evening, and a silver colMonday at 6 30 p. m. The menu included
lection was taken at the door. There was a
fruit salad, hot rolls, cocoa, ice cream
and
large attendance and the Juniors feel very
cake. I,ater they were guests of Miss
Logan much pleased with the proceeds of their
at the Crescent Theater.
efforts.
Base Bali,. The Belfast High school has
New Advertisements. The snow has disarranged for 14 games to be played before the
close of the school
appeared, the ground is drying, and some have
year, with the following
already planted their sweet peas. A. A. Howes
schedule:
& Co. have their usual large stock of flower,
April 22. Belfast at Camden.
29.
farm and garden seeds, in bulk and packages,
Camden at Belfast.
May 6. Thomaston at Belfast.
the best varieties in all lines, fresh and pure.
10.
Belfast at Freedom.
The packages contain more seed and cost only
13. Belfast at Thomaston.
17.
Freedom at Belfast.
half as much as those ordered from seedsmen I
20. Rockland at Belfast.
out of town. .The South worth Store, Main St.,
24.
Belfast at Vinalhaven.
is a store for boys, and now has a new spring
27. Castine at Belfast.
30.
line of suits for boys in the latest patterns and
Belfast at Rockland.
June 3. Vinalhaven at Belfast.
styles; also a nice line of boy’s furnishings to
7. Belfast at Castine.
go with the new suit... .Carle & Jones have
10.
Brooks at Belfast.
some interesting announcements this week.
14. Belfast at Brooks.

Bank last Saturday to prepare for her
coming marriage>ith T. Marshall Saunders.entertained the bank force—Misses
Myrtle Jenkins, Edna D. Crawford, Leota A. Patterson,
Alberta Farnham, Velma Mitchell, Messrs.
Fuller C. Wentworth and N. Houston
Small.
Mrs. Winnie S. Mudgett, a former
clerk, and
Miss Grace Mitchell, at the Woman’s Cluh

tional

We are also prepared to show
Boys’ Furnishings to go with his

Suit.

the White

This number

j

Ralph D. Southworth Co.

Queen, Miss
the Red Queen, and Miss
Alice. An interpretative
as

<

0

Barbara McKenney her mother, and Katherine
Frost as the fairy. Chopin’s Waltz in B flat
major was then finely rendered by Miss Julia
Littlefield. Another little plrylet followed,
entitled “A Scene from Alice in Looking Glass
Land.” The parts were very finely done by
Miss Ava

[

“The Home of Good Values.”

spoken by• Miss Margaret
Chenery, and the parts were well played by
Misb Hope Dorman as the goose-girl. Miss
The

=

Mothers or fathers who buy for Boys should bring
them here now-today, and be convinced of the big
values we are offering. Telephone 67-2.

gave a very entertaining,
Sweetheart of Mine,” by

Wadsworth

reading, “An Old

o

We have our new spring line of
Suits for Boys in the latest patterns and styles. We are able to
show you this season the largest
line of Boys’ Clothing that we
have ever carried, in both Fancy
Mixtures and Blue Serges.

Junior Alliance. Mrs. Jas. H. Howes was
hostess last Friday evening when the Junior

piano solo,

^

Boys

Here’s a boys’ store planned to
make friends of boys—just as
much as to make friends of their
mothers.

camera.” The half-tone illustrations
are very distinct and include the artist and his
wife, formerly Miss Alma Dodworth, the interior of his reception room, M. Tartoue at
work on a portrait of Mr. EM ward B. Close,
with a full length portrait of Mrs. Close nearby, and a portrait of the artist himself.
eyes of

Store

a

The Women% Alliance of the First Parish
will meet at the home of Mrs
Wilmer J. Dorman, Cedar street, this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o'clock. Mrs. Dorman will
give a paper on “Thomas Mott Osborne, The
Man and his Work.” This will be the last
meeting of the season and a full attendance is

(Unitarian)

Helen Wescott

come.

Miss Marie L.

Potato buyers in this county were paying
dollar per bushel last week. Eighteen
hundred bushels were shipped March 27th
from Palermo and China stations for Mr.
Weeks.

one

j

Season Closes April 15th.

PATTERSON’S
MUSIC
47 Main Street,
MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

LEE

SHOP,
Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

Two Poets Clash

on

War’s

Mission.
Who is crying that war makes brutes of
men?
There, on the field of carnage and death.
Stand forth the highest instincts of the soul;
There find ye courage, strength, nobility, ungrudging service;
There find ye infinite tenderness and compassion.
those who die on the field of
the souls that leap forth
...

Happy
Happy

there!

battle.

singing

...

the proud and
with loving arms!

Happy

loving Uod who

waits

...

(Our country calls! Our country and
King!)
Lincoln Colcord, "Vision of War,

our

A curse upon each king who leads his state,
No matter what his plea, to this foul
game.

...

Who fill the rivers of the world with dead,
And turn their murderers loose on all the
seas!
To go torth killing in White Mercy’s name,
Making the trenches stink with spattered
brains,
Tearing the nerves and arteries apart.
Sowing with fiesh the unreaped golden
...

plains.

the sin no purging can atone:
To send forth rapine in the name of Christ:
To set the face and make the heart a stont!
Vachel Lindsay, “War, September. 1914,”

This is

As the two men shook hands, they
looked to me as though each had written
the other’s poems on the Great War.
Yet it was Lincoln Colcord, belying the
of a stuspare, chiselled face and frame
dent and the gentle introspective look
behind his eyeglasses, who had glorified
the European holocaust and war in general, and Vachei Lindsay, muscular-lookstrong-voiced, kinsman to the white-

ing,

fleshed, blond-haired, fighting Norsemen
of old, who had written a curse on the
Great War and all other wars and their

I had brought them together
to thresh out their difference face to
face.
Their first interest was in each other.
Their works had met in the same magazines and were brought out by the same
publisher--Vachel Lindsay’s poems and
tramping sketches and Lincoln Colcord’s
Both had been
poems and sea tales.
wanderers. Colcord, born on board his
father’s ship off Cape Horn, had sailed
the seven seas.
Lindsay, forsaking the
city, had begun life anew and had tramped half the States of the Union, begging a “handout” and a night’s bed in
Both
return for a little sheaf of verse.
men, entering on their thirties and
emerging into recognition, became absorbed in comparing and agreeing—
which was not what I had planned.

engineers.

VV Naim)

you

IN urn.

Ui

wai:

x

aoivcu

in the first lull of their get-together
talk. The spark touched powder.
“War is not only man’s greatest curse
it breeds all the other curses!’’ Lindsay exclaimed, turning on Colcord. “How
can you see any possible good i:l it?”
He shot his challenge out, flinging himself down on his bed, and ground his
chin in his palm.
Colcord, scrooged
down to a smallest space in his chair,
—

melee!” Lindsay retorted with the positiveness of personal experience. “And
issues that are just as great! Just consider the vocational education fight we
had there, or the Gary school system fight
now on in this city. Think of the cultural,
economic, religious, educational.psyetioland philosophical issues involved
these two school fights! And suppose that at every point in the tight we
shot 400 school-teachers, children, pr
parents who disagreed 01 them! In the
end, I suppose, we’d have to acclaim that
side right which had shot away the
greater number of alimentary canals on
the other side!”
Colcord did not reflect Lindsay’s ironic

ogical,
just

in

grin.

seem to think that death is the
terrible thing that can happen.” he
said, slowly and seriously. “You forget
tnat nothing teaches so vividly as death.
Girls burn to death in a rat-trap of a
factory, and the others get better factories to work in as the result! A Titanic goes down with thousands of lives,
and the result is more life-boats and less
speeding for records on other liners!
John Brown dies on the scaffold and a
million souls live and fight the more vividly for it! A man dies for his faith and
his cross becomes the conquering symbol
of a world religion! Is there any more
vivid revealer of the spirit than death?”
“Yes—life!” Lindsay replied. “When
the minds of men were cruder, death
may have been the more effective wqy of
impressing them. But the day has come
when a man can do more by living for his
faith than by dying for it. Martyrdom
It’s just as
never was a proof of truth.
hard, it not harder, to live for a cause, if
that cause is not popular, as it is to aie
for it—and you have to suffer longer for
it. And between the two, it seems to
me, living gives you a longer chance to
reveal the spirit and to propagandize.”
Colcord again insisted that only the exceptional individual finds a spiritual substitute for war in times of peace. The
rest live in a miasmic swamp of material
deterioration which only war could drain
and sweeten again.
“When
“Look at Belgium,” he said.
it was at peace it thrilled the world with
horror with its exploits in the rubber
hellish
forests of the Congo. Such
cruelty, such fundamental dishonesty,
selfishness—all
tor
dollars!
such colossal
Then came war! Belgium again thrilled
the world.
But this time by its heroism,
unselfish devotion to the cause of the
spirit! And the story is the same of
France, of Russia, and the other belligerents.
I tell you, the highest object of
life is not peace and material wealth,
but the spiritual character! There are

“You

must

vii luca

uuiu
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precious than contentment and
rest and prosperity of the body.
What
our own America needs most of all is
war! America, supremely materialistic
on the surface, too successful, too rich,
has built too high buildings of material
wealth to pull them down in safety when
the day comes to pull them down! We
will require the dynamite of war for the
more

job.”
LindBay cheerfully agreed with much
arms tensely folded, legs tightly crossed,
of Colcord’s arraignment.
“But the soscrutinized his man over the tops of his
glasses.

“Did you ever fight? he shot back.
“No matter whom—yourself or someone else?
You did; and you know the
good that came of it—the tautened will,
the access of strength and power! Y'our
body lost fear, your spirit took on more
daring! ‘Well, nations are only individWhat struggle
uals acting together.
does for the individual, war does for the
nations of men. I grant you the horrors
But man’s spirit transcends
of war.
them. He loses his fear of war, wages
war
than before. He seems to
greater
He
feel some need that war supplies.
gains in courage to dare, to sacrifice
himself, to aspire! Isn’t that gain?
There is no loser in any war. The vanquished as well as the victor has screwed
up his spirit to a higher, sterner test
than peace ever makes on it!”
"Then you forget what demands on the
spirit peace can make, Lindsay retorted.
“Look at the fight Tom Osborne is waging against the forces of rottenness in
our prisons!
I’d sooner take three years
of physical war than go through the wallow of unspeakable filth the penitentiary
ring is heaping on him! I admit the
transcendent moment of sacrifice the
soldier feels at the moment of attack.
The very next, moment, however, he is
only a welter of torn flesh—dead! After
Tom Osborne or his like has passed
through his hell fires, you have the man
left, to pass on what good his soul has
got out of the struggle. We don’t have
War
to cut throats to develop our souls.
But
means only winning or losing lives.
the conflicts of peace mean winning or
losing souls.
“But for every Osborne who keeps his
spirit alive there are millions to whose
spirit peace brings only decay,” Colcord
objected. “Man is born of pain, is inured naturally to strife, and is equipped
physically and spiritually for struggle and
hardship. Then he strikes easy going in
peace, becomes self-indulgent and soft;
too conscious of his body and his comfort;
makes mountains of mole-hills; becomes
selfish and pampered. Or, he slavishly
truckles down to exploitation and the
sapping of his spirit by slow starvation.
Look at society today—divided between
the few who have too much and do not
earn
it but decay by it, and the mass
who have not enough and who break
their bodies to get that little and whose
spirits starve because their bodies do!”

Lindsay

sat

bolt-upright.

Colcord, 1 remember some such picture as you draw, in the South. I was
tramping it from Atlanta, Ga., to Asheville, N. C., some years ago, and in all
that stretch I met only two wheeled vehicles—I remember because a wagon
meant a lift for me.
Well, fifty years
after the Civil War that country was still
like a scraped bone—its people hollowchested, poor, full of hookworm, undernourished, benighted, holders of the
lynch record—and all largely because one
of those wars you consider so beneficent
had passed over that land as far back as
half a century I”
“Do you deduce, then, that the Civil
War had done no good?” Colcord asked.
“Eleven million negroes are freemen today because of that war! The whole
American nation owes its independence
to another war!
Do you suppose the colonists in 1776 could have secured their
independence ny any other means than
war? Are these not great issues to win
at any cost?”
“But what great issues are involved in
the war to-day?” Lindsay demanded
“Ask 999 out of 1,000 soldiers in the
trenches in Europe, ‘What are you fighting for?’ Will he be able to tell you?
'To keep the other fellow from winning!
‘To keep the flag of my country flying.”
But ask him just wh it difference there
is at bottom between his flag and another.
Which means the greater freedom, the
greater civilization for the nations of
men? And is that difference in freedom,
in civilization—if there is any#—so great
that it is worth the millions;of productive
lives snuffed out, the cities destroyed, the
fields devastated? Aren’t the soldiers of
to-day blood-blinded cattle, stampeded
by their herders into goring each other
to death, without clearly knowing what
it is they are doing?”
“They may or may not be able to state
the issues they are fighting for,” Colcord insisted.
“But the issues are there
just the same—great issue of race, of
survival of nationality,of the only culture
and traditions under which these men
care to live.
These are issues enough.”
‘‘Then I find a thousand times more issues in a Springfield Board of Education
election than in the whole European

lution
votes,

and substitute is not war but
he insisted.
“Not till the voting is intelligent!”
“But shooting is
not intelligent!”
Lindsay retorted. “I tell you it is the
of
the
ridiculous
to bind the world
height
together with ties of cables, ships, postal systems, telephones, and then sever
again with war. War between nations
is as ridiculous today as war between
Ohio and Indiana would be. Mark my
words, the Hague Tribunal is going to
be the center of historv more and more
from now on! The history of the United States of America wili be the history
of the United States of the World. War
will be supplanted by the international
Constitution of the world!”
“So? And what will back up the mandates of that constitution?” Colcord
asked.
“An international police.”
“But suppose your international court
decides against your country. Suppose
the decision substitutes for the only culture your people will tolerate, a foreign
culture under which you cannot survive.
Will you and yours submit and consent
to die out?”
“Such a supposition is becoming more
and more impossible every day. The
different cultures of the worid are growing together, blending in the crucible of
greater understanding, of strengthening

bonds,of greater interdependence! Right

in our own country, the melting pot of
races is both the
prophecy and the verification of the passing of nationalism and
the coming of internationalism!”
“A.nd the war proves to me just the
“It
contrary!” Colcord maintained.
tells me that we are getting farther
away from intern tionalism than ever.
Consider the most internationally minded people in the world—the Socialists.
Before the war the Socialists of Germany, of France, Belgium, and the other
countries were ready to join hands in an
international war against the capitalists
of their own countries. Today these
very men—or the survivors—are fighting
each other in the trenches! What must
the non-Socialist masses of the different
countries feel toward internationalism7
And do you suppose they will feel any
more like it after the war when they
count up their dead?
No, I don’t see
the slightest hope for the blending of
peoples in view of what is going on over
thprp.fr
“It is precisely what is going on over
there that makes me sure of the passing
of nationalism!" Lindsay replied. “Think
what, long standing rivals and foes the
English and French were! Of the intense rivalry and suspicion between
England and Russia! Remember Napoleon and Russia! Consider the severe
thrashing Germany once administered to
Austria! And yet see these one-time
bitter enemies now mingling their resources, their hopes and fears and
dreams of the future, their very blood,
when in the past they slashed at each
other’s throats! If they could forget
and combine so for slaughter, how much
more certain that they will be ready for
peace, for upbuilding, for progress!”
The two men had come to a deadlock.
They appealed to the referee for decision, a responsibility which he promptly

dodged.

“Both
and tne
tion you
what do

of you seem to find in the past
present proof for any proposilike to set up,
I said.
“But
you two see for man in the

future?”
Which brought the debate to an end;
for in their vision and hope the two
poets met on common ground. Lindsay
had

prophesied:

a

spirit-dawn

Shall come—the shining hope of Europe free:
The league of sober folk, the Workers’ Earth,
peace to

And Colcord,
ion of War,”

as

corn-land, alp

and

sea.

the climax of his “Visto the future, has

looking

rejoiced:

O perfect day! O certain day!
Democracy of the World, I see! Republic of

Humanity!

The Brotherhood of Man!

—Joseph Gollomb, in the Book Section
Evening Post.
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LIVER.

they contain the best liver medcines, no matter how bitter or nauseating for
the sweet sugar coating hides the taBte. Dr.
King’s New Life Pills contain ingredients that
put the liver working, move the bowels freely.
No gripe, no nausea, aid digestion. Just try a
bottle of Dr. King’s New Life Pills and notice
bow much better you feel. 25c. at your Drug*
Because
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Free Medical Book—in celebration of sixty year* we have

published a revise^ edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
and
treatment
care
of
the
the sick with
Humphreys’
Remedies.
No.
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Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.£7
Worms, Worm Fever.£.’
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants £
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults. £
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.£

WHITE'S COSHES, WIHTEBPOBT.

LESS POTASH? YES! |
LESS FERTILIZER? NO! Academy,

C. C. Clements! attended the Fruil
Growers’ meeting in Bangor March 24th,
/

Toothache, Faceache, Seuraicia.•;
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.£
Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.£
Sr.!t Uhrum, Eruptions. £

lliieumntlsm, Lumbago.£
Tcvcr and Ague, Malaria..
Files, Blind or Bleeding, External, Interna l.£
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
Whooping Cough.£
Asthma, Oppressed, Difllcult Breathing.£
ILidncy Disease.£
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness .l.C.
Urinory Incontinence, Wetting Bed.£
Sore Throat, Quinsy.‘

77 La Grippe—Grip.r
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt or price.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
William and Ann Street i.New York

Phosphoric

Acid and Nitrogen

Liberate Some Potash.
with little potash, the necessity that has been the basis for so
much discussion in newspapers and

Farming

and the tomatoes will be ripe in two
three weeks. Cauliflower, cabbage,
and beets are on the way. The girls
brought beets, celery, carrots, 01 anges
and apples from Calcutta. We have had
some really good apples here this cold
season
with real taste in them. They
grow north of here in the highlands.
Tomorrow there is to be a big Hindu
festival near Dantoon. There will be a
big crowd there and we hope to get in
some preaching and sell a lot of books.
At four o’clock today we are urgently
invited to attend a prize giving.
The
Magistrate of Balasore is giving prizes
to the men who captured five traitor
Bengalis here a few months ago. I
guess you hear more about the unrest in
India than we do. I have wondered if
you are worried about conditions here. I
didn’t know that anything was happening
until I heard of it in foreign papers.
5 45 P. M.
Have, been to the prize
distribution. It was far bigger than I
thought. Thousands of rupees given out.
now
or

Jan. 18, 1916. Such a good time aB we
had last week at Dantoon. On triday
there was a big Hindu festival at Sarasauka about two miles from Dantoon.
Thousands of people came from nearby
places. It is a fine opportunity to reach
Hindu people. A whole party of us went,
Dr. Mary, Miss Barnes, Mabel Frost,
two Bible women from Balasore and two
from Jeliasore, Baston and five other
men from here. The men folks came
home on the afternoon train, but our
party stayed later and spent the night in
the dak bungalow at Dantoon. Such a
gathering is too noisy a place for much
preaching but a splendid time to sell
books. We carried a smill trunk ot
books with us, mostly Bengali gospels.
We sold somewhere around a hundred
and twenty-five of them. They are only
half a cent apiece. Some people won’t
take them if they have to pay anything
for them and others won’t be seen buying
anything so cheap, but we can satisfy
those who really want to own a book
about Christ.
One thing I never could imagine myself doing w'as selling books or giving out
tracts, but I did both that day and it was
not bad ',in a place where everybody just
crowded around and was eager to see and
hear everything.
We were up early, packed our food,

a student at Hebron
is at home for the Easter re

Hon. C. M. Conant attended the Re
publican convention in Portland Marci
23rd.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nealley and sor
guests of his father, C. W. Nealley,

were

for

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bean of Dixmonl
visited their daughter, Mrs. M. A. Haley,
March 22nd.

worked out on a commercial
seems to be necessary to- farm
with at least a limited amount of potash.
That fertilizers containing liberal
amounts of phosphoric acid and nitrogen will assist in liberating and mak
ing available as plant food some of
the potash in the soil that is otherwise
unavailable for plants, is shown by a
number of experiments that have been
Proconducted during recent years
fessor Henry G. Bell, Agronomist of
the Soil Improvement Committee of
the National Fertilizer association, and
one of the leading soil specialists in
the country, advises the use of liberal
amounts el’ fertilizers rich in phosphoric acid and nitrogen as the best
thing that can be done in the coming
season.
lie also urges that more attention be given by New England
farmers to the growing of cover crops
to supply maims to the soil, and advises the more general attention to
livestock farming and dairying in order
to build up the soils of New England
and to establish the agriculture on a
permanent basis.
is

BETTER SOIL TO BOOM
NEW ENGLAND FARMING
Farm Editor Urges Use ot Methods to Restore

Fertility.

“New

England farmers do not appreciate the agricultural possibilities
of their section of the country. writes
the editor of the New England Farms

A THOROUCiH TEST
fast Readei.

case

is

typical.

be convinced.
The testimony is confirmed—the proof

plete.
Testimony like this

com-

Wheat

up since, a few doses of Doan’s Kidney
Pills have put them in good shape.”

toning

A Second Statement.
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr. Heal said:
“Doan’s Kidney Pills have proved their worth
to me by giving me great relief at different
times. 1 give them my highest praise.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney rea edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mr. Heal has twice publicly recommended. Foster-Milburn Co.,Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Whitney in
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Hampden Highlands recently.
W. E. Whitney and wife of Newport

m

___

made a brief visit with his mother, Mrs.

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Waldo,
March, a. ]). 1916.

Augusta Whitney, recently.
Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bickford are at home from Bangor High

ELIZABETH

school for the Easter vacatioh.

Belfast, wttuln and
on the 14th day of

A! a Probate Court held at Belfast
lor the ('ounrv of Waldo, on tin
March, A D 1916.

CLOSSON of Searsport, ill said

I'L.I

County, widow of John < losson, late of
Searsport, in said County oi Waldo. eceased,
having presented a petition praying for an al-

Mildred, the youngest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs, C. M. Conant, is very ill with
pneumonia. A trained nurse is in attendance.

lowance out of
ceased.

the personal estate

<

f

week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and Mr.
and Mrs. G. H.York were dinnerguestsof
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson in Frankfort March 26tb.
Mrs. Edna Harquail, Miss Avis Harand Miss Gertrude Conant returned
to Castine March 27th after a ten days’
visit at their homes.

quail

Mrs. A. B. Barden of the village, who
had spent several weeks at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. R. L. Clements, went
to South Monroe March 25rh to visit her
I
son, Fred Barden.

X
a.
41
*”

V.CONFOKTII of Unity, in

J soil of Olive .1
Conforth. lat<
said <oiii ty of Waldo, deceased
seated a petition praying that lie.K’
ot said Unity may be appointed am
ot the estate ot said deceased.
Ordered. That Hu said petitioner
all persons interested by causing
order to he published three weeks so
The Republican Journal, a newspap
■it I
Hast, I hat they may Hpp.ar
( ourt. to be held at oelfast. within
County, ou the 11th day ot April.
at ten of the clock before noon, aim
if any they have,why the prayer ol
er should not he granted.
JAM ES Id ID.
A true copy. Attest:
Ainhnt w. Lkonaiiu,

said de

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tc
all persons interested by causing a'eopy of this
order to be published three weeks successive!}
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Bellast. that they may appear at a Prohaft
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and loi saic
lltli day
Cpunty, on the
of
\pril. \ I),
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the piayei of said
petitioner should not be granted.
J A vEiS LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
akthuk W. Leonard, Register.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett entertained
Mr. and Mrs. W. Iter Young and Mr. and
Mrs. G. L. Clarke of Brooks for the
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At a Probate Court held at Bellast, within an.
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day o;
March. A. D. 1916.
L frost ot Brooks,ill said Countv,
administrator on the estate of .Join P. H
Frost, Ute ot Brooks, in said ounty of Waldo,

If

a
Probate t ourt held at Belfast.
for tin- CouMly of Waldo, on tin- 1
March. A. D. 1916.
\ SA A. HOWES of Belfast, in sab
AL of the heirs oi Clifford B. Abbott
fast, in said County or W aldo, dect-a
At

MARTIN

i

deceased, having presented a petition praying
dieffrent States, having ptesente.i
that tiie Judge ot Probate, within and tor Hie
County of Waldo, may determine who are en- praying tor a license to sell ml c»
n at estate describee in said petit;
titled to said estate and their respective shares
tribute the proceeds thereof among
therein according to law.
heirs to which the same belongs by
T>
U
1
Jr
r-l
*C
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice U
"
il**»e- J, Dorman (>• some other
: all persons interested by causing a copy of this
son be authorized to sell aim conve.
for many years, died at his late home in Older to be
I
three
weeks
in
published
successively
estate by public or private sale.
Frankfort March 21st,Hand funeral ser- !1 The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
That the said petitioner gi
vices were held March 24th.
M. A. at Belfast, rh.it they may appear at a Probate : ailOidered,
persons interested by causing a
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Haley had charge of the arrangements. County, on the lltli day ot April, A. H. 1916, order to be published three weeks s
in The
Journal, a news.
Fred Nealley, who has been seriously at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, j lisiied at Republican
Eellast, that tm-y may appeif any they have, why tire prayer oi said petiill for some weeks at the home of his tioner
llate (ourt, to be held at Belfast, wit
should not be granted.
said County, tin the Pth day of y
father, W. P. Nealley, now has an attack
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon
A true copy. Attest:
of typhoid and other complications, which
cause, if any they have, why the pia>
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
is causing much apprehension among his
petitioner should not lit* granted.
JAMES LIHlt\
relatives and friends.
A true copy. Attest
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Mrs. R. L. Clements pleasantly enter- 1
arthi h w. Leonard,
tor the County ot Waldo, on the 14th day of
tained the Ladies’ Club and several in- j
March, A. u J916.
vited guests Wednesday afternoon,March
a. cak’1 KR of Belfast, in said CounAt a Probate Court, held at Belfast.
for the County of Waldo,-on the s*v
ty, exeeutiix <'l the last will of Henry A,
22nd. The usual time was spent at whist,
late of Bellast, in said County o. Waldo. !
day of Ma ch, A. D 1916.
and after an advertising contest a de- Carter,
deceased, having preset.ted a petiti<>4 praying
a
certain instrument, purporting
licious lunch was served, consisting of that Hemy E Babcock of said Belfast may be
A
iasi
will and testament ot
ice cream, assorted cake, cookies and appointed administrator de bonis non wild the Shales, late ot Belfast, in said Count
will
ot
the
of
estate
the
said
annexed,
a.
llerny
|
deceased, having been presented t
doughnuts.
Carter, together with her resignation astxeeu
Hanoi- B, Shales named as exccuh
.,1
i,l mill

l
i,

U.
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For Seventy-three
Years.
At the famous Rothamstead experi
meat station, in England, wheat has
been grown continuously on certain
fields for seventy-three years without

maintained with
cial fertilizer.
In

Your

The

manure

Own

Back

fertility is
and commerYard.

“Fresh carrots in vour own back yard
May fill your table needs,
And Dlease the eye all summer, too.
Where erstwhile flourished weeds.
“Close to your house, spade ud and rake
A twelve-inch strip of ground;
Three inches back from either edge,
Plant carrot seeds around.
“The feathery leaves resemble ferns.
To make the spot more bright,
I [Add poppy or nasturtium seeds
'Twill bring sustained delighi!’’
Woman’s Home Companion.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR! A

s

3H

M

j
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HELEN

U.1

Ordered, Hint the said petitioner gi\e notice to
all persons interested by causing .t copy of this
Colds, running of nose, continued irritation order to lie published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
of the mucous membrance if neglected may
at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate
mean Catarrh later.
Don’t take the chances— I Court, to be held atbeltast, within and tor said,
! County, on the 11th ay of April, A. I>. 1916,
do something for your child! Children will at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause
not take every medicine, but they will take j if any they have, why the prayer of said petitloner should not be gtanted.
Dr. King’s New Discovery and without bribing
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
or teasing.
Its a sweet pleasant Tar Syrup
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register,
arid so effective. Just luxalive enough to elim-

WATCH

CHILD’S

■

inate

the

i

waste

poisons. Almost the first
dose helps. Always prepared, no mixing or
fussing. Just ask your druggist for Dr.
King’s New Discovery. It will safe-guard
your child
froni colds.

will to

COUtiH.

:
1

|
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|
1

j

j

serve

without bond.

Ordered, that notice l»e given to nil
terested by causing a copy of this
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at I’.el fa*!
nnly appear at a Piohate Court,to it.fa*t. within and tor said County, on
Tuesday ot April next, at ten ot
before noon, and show cause, if any
why the same should not be pi.wvi
and allowed.
JAMES LILLY
A true copy. Attest:
AKTHl lt VY. I.KONAlil*.

Probate Court held at lVitast, wlttim and
the County ot Waldo on the second Tue*
day of March, A. D. it 16

At

a
tot

1,00 ss.—jn Court •»f rrohate,
l\’A
V> tast. on the 14th dav ot Mar- :. 1
Dow ltaelieidi-r,^ tiai diali of Mani
!•*■
certain instrument, purporting to
the last
late of brooks, m sft.d Coiint\, deeea
Will ami testament of A nr :11a baker, late of
presented her first ami final a -"-m
Belfast, in said County ot W Ido, dv eased,
of said M::-eelIu* J Dow t
dianship
having been presented tor i-rouate
Ordered, that notice then-ot laOrdered, That notice he given l<> all persons m j weeks
successively u. The Ut*|> u I
tercsted by causing a copy of this order to la j
newspaper publish,-u in la-lfast, in >
published three week*' successively in The lie
that all persons mt» tested ma\ alienpublican Journal, published at iViMsr, that the\
hat-- Court, to he held at bellast.
at
may appear at a 1’iobate Court, to b- 11*•
day or April next, am! show <-u,
Belfast, within and for said County,on the sr< a<
they have, why tin- >aid account *i
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the -Iocs
allowed.
before noon,and show cause, if any they have
JAMl*:s bil l'.'
why tin* same should not be pr-«\^o, appi-ve<
A true copy. Attest:
and allowed.
Alti lll'l! \Y l.Ka »N A HI).
JAMES LibI V, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leon a rd. Register,
i
A I, DO SS.
In c. mi ot Probate,
\\’
>> fast, on the 1 4th day of-March. 1
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
M. Peterson.administrator ot the cst
for the County,o* Waldo, on the second TuesPrank Peterson, late of Searsport, in
day of March A. I) 1916.
ty, deceased, having presented la* ti’
account i>f administration of said
certain instrument purporting to he the
last will and testament of Mane L. Andrews, allowance.
late of Belfast, in said county of Waldo, de easOrdered, That notice thereof he go.
ed, having been presented for probate,
weeks successively, in The Republic;-,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons a newspaper publish- d m bellast, m
ty. that till persons interested mav
interested by causing a copy of this «>rdn i<» he
published three weeks successively in The Re- Probate Court, to be held at Helfast,
of April next, and
that
at
show can*
day
Belfast,
they
publican Journal, published
they have, why the said account *)
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
be allowed.
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the secJAMES LIHIU,
ond Tuesday of Apnl next, at ten of the
A true copy. Attest:
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
A RTH Pit \V. l.KOKAKl). 1
have, why the same should not be proved, approved at d allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
D MlNIblltA lOK’S NOTICE
A true copy.
Attest:
z\ senber hereby gives notice that P
Arthur \v. Leonard, Register.
duly appointed administrator, of the «
J. H NOYKS, late of Mincolnvi
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami
in the County of W aldo, deceased,
for the County ot Waldo, on the 12nd Tuesday
bonds a* the law directs. All person*
of March, a. 1). 1916.
mauds against the estate of said deA certain instrument, purporting to be the last
desired to present t lie same foi set flA will and testament of Nelson Curtis, late ail indebted thereto are requested to
ment
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
immediately.
AUC.UST1 N M A
having been presented for probate. Neison J.
Curtis named executor in said will to serve
Lineolnville, Me., March 14 191b.
without bond.
*
DM I MS I RATIO X S NOTICK. MiOrdered, That notice he given to all persons inA el lit re by gives m-ttee that sin- ha*
this order to be
terested by causing a copy
published three weeks successively in The Re- appointed administratrix of the estatr
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
NOAH P. SaKoMNT late of M
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
Bettast, within and for said County, on the secbonds as the law directs. Alt persoi
ond Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
demands against the estate of said <!•
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
desired to present the same for settlehave, why the same should not he proved, ap- all indebted
thereto are requested t<>
proved and allowed.
ment immediately.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
MAM K. COt
A true copy. Attest:
Auburn. Me., March 14. 19H5.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
;

A‘

against serious ailments resulting !

•. <

DR. W. (’.

LIBBY,

DENTIST,
37 Main Street,

Belfast, Me.

—

E. H. BOYINGTON

V

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Wintemort, Maine.
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

AND

PROBATE NOTICES
\l/ A LDO SS.—In Court of l’rot>ate, belli at Hel\\ fast, on the 34tli day of Ward', 1916,
Horace E, McDonald, administrator de bonis
non, with the will aunexed, on tHe estate of
Emma F. McDonald late of Belfast, in said
<
anility, deceased, having presented bis first and
final account, of administration .of said estate
tor allowance.
uruereu,

uiai>

nonce

uieieoi

ue

given,

uuet

weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 11th
day of April next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said accouut should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Register.

<

a

SS—In Court or Probate, held at Belfast. on the 14th day of March. 1916. Arthur H. Gilman, administrator ou the estate of
David C. Gilman, late of Liberty, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow

WALDO

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all nersons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of April next, and show cause, if any
the) have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.

Continuously

decreasing yields.

be ignored.
W. J, Hea,l retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
Belfast, says: “I had considerable trouble from
my back and kidneys. At times my back ached
so that it was difficult for me to stoop and if 1
did do so, I could hardly straighten up again. I
had other symptoms of kidney complaint, too.
Doan’s Kidney Pills soon removed the backache and corrected
the other difficulties.
Whenever my kidney8 have needed a little
cannot

BoughS

cs

Miss Beatrice White of West Winterport spent last week at the home of hej
uncle, L. A. White.

ADVANTAGES.

following

Always

Bears the Signature of

—

The

Children.

s

and the Connecticut Farmer in the
last issue.
“Green manures, the use
of lime, the growing of legumes and
the raising of live stock, supplemented
with the judicious use of plant food,
will accomplish wonders in restoring
soil fertility.
The excellent markets
make up for the roughness of the land
in some regions."
In the three southern New England
states 92 per cent of the population
live in towns of 2,500 or over.
The
bedding, harmonium, books, lanterns,
etc., oil" to the station and took the seven i three states do not produce 30 per cent
o’clock train to Dantoon, reaching there ! of the foodstuffs they consume.
The
about half past nine.
1 went to the dak
very fact that the Now England states
bungalow half a mile away to see if we
are industrial states is of advantage
were going
to be able to stay there all
to the agricultural interests, especially
Then
I
the
night.
joined
party again and
as regards markets.
at the first good clump of bamboos yve ;
With land values low and the farms
to
eat
our
Then
breakfast.
stopped
picnic
we had
two miles to travel.
In some l in general productive and capable of
places the road was quite washed out
becoming much more productive, with
When we came to the tank it was a
plenty of moisture, seasons long
beautiful sight.
The tank itself is like a
enough to mature crops when properly
small lake, and straight across it on the
nourished and when proper varieties
bank
the
were
thousands of peosloping
are chosen, the farmers of New Engple dressed in their white garments, with
land can raise good crops and marthe usual bright green, red, yellow or
ket them at a short distance from
blue shawls. As we came near the place
we passed a little
temple where the offer- their farms. With a system of agriings of flowers, rice, cocoanuts, milk, culture established that w-ill provide
etc, were given, uloths were spread on
for the building up of the fertility of
either side of the path to receive the
the soil through a good system of roofferings. Then a few minutes later we tation that includes a cash
crop and
came into the crowd.
People with wares the raising of
crops that are fed on the
to sell were sett ng up their little shops
farms through live stock, the future
all over that hill. There are lines of fish
of New England farming will rival
mongers, vegetable shops, fruit, saris,
that of New England’s industrial progshoes, bracelets, ornaments, sweetmeats,
everything that could be sold almost. ress.
It was like a great picnic. Families were
seated about in little groups.
EAST HAS MANY
Every devout Hindu at some time during the day waded out into the tank,
New England Farmers Can Sell Prodsprinkled some of the water upon his
head and most of them drank some of the
ucts Without Large
Delivery Charges.
water.
Many carried beautiful wreaths
That the eastern farmer and particuof flowers which they put on the water,
larly the farmer of New England is
so that by the close of the day the whole
place was full of flowers, mostly mari- coming back into his own is the belief of Dr. C. D. Jarvis of the Connectigolds, the flower which they offer especially to their gods. It was an interesting cut Agricultural college. During the
day to me. There we stood under a big period following the civil war many
tree near the waters’ edee sine-in^ Chriseastern farmers were attracted to the
tian hymns, talking with the folks who
western states, and the balance of faeagerly gathered around, and selling gos- vor swung westward. Now the westpels to them, —while a little way off peoerner finds it more difficult each
year
ple were laying their offerings to the gods to
compete with the eastern farmer,
upon the water of that little lake.
who
is
at
right
the
door
of
It was rather a long day.
the best
We made
American markets and is within a few
tea beside our garry and had a bite to eat
from the basket.
hours’ run of the best exporting cenWe reached the bunters.
galow after dark that night.
Don’t I wish you could see some of
That Connecticut is particularly suit
these things! I am so well these days
ed to fruit growing and truck farming
with the energy that makes living a
Is Dr. Jarvis’ declaration in a recent
pleasure. No mail from you for two article on
the possibilities of the state.
weeks.
Last week’s mail went down on
Tobacco is one of the largest crops,
the “Persia’’ and this week’s mail is very
with an acreage of 17.000 and a yield
late.
of over 2S.000.000 pounds
annually.
With the bringing hack into produc
tive state of the thousands of acres
the agricultural importance of Connecticut will be greatly advanced.
One to Convince the Most Skeptical Belthe test that counts.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have made their reputation by effective action.

and

The Kind Yon Have

Monroe March 26th.

r.

—

The test of time is

Infants

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has borne the sign a. h
ture of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no <m<, I jj*
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations am) I ^
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger tli« IB
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.
*;“

Mrs. Julia White and Miss Erma Whit<
farm papers throughout the country, visited Mrs. George Bickford in New
may be likened to the story of the burg March 26th.
Irishman who appealed to his employer
Mrs. Ida Atwood of the village is with
her daughter, Mrs. C. E. Bartlett, foi
regarding credit to a customer.
an indefinite
stay.
“Have you given him the goods?"
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Ward of Hamp
asked the proprietor.
Upon receiving
the answer that the goods had been de- den were guests of A. G. Larby anc
family March 26th.
livered, the proprietor decided that the
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Nealley visited hei
customer should have the credit. Until
the matter of producing American pot- parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stevens, in
basis, it

[Extract, from Mis, Amy Porter’s Home Letter,.]
Balasore, India., Jan. 13, 1916. For
one thing I am unusually well. I have a
most awful appetite for this cold season.
We are having lettuce in our own garden

Conant.

recently.

ash

LIFE IN INDIA.

mos

cess.

FOR

Belfast residents should

...

Bringing long

HUMPHREYS’

■

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within anil
for the County of Waldo, outlie 14th day of
Match, A. l>: 1916.
RCIIIE P,J. EAGER,executor ofilte last will
xl of Harriet E Frost, 'ate of Be fast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual market value of
m

said dece *ed’s estate, the persons interested
in the succession thereto, and the amount of the
lax thereon, may be detenuined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the lltli day of April, A. D.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, wiiy the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
NOTICE.

The

duly appointed

NATHANIEL W. DELANO, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are
ment immediately.

requested

a

rn Date

oun nem at

Dniasi, wiiniu aim

County <»f Waldo, on the 14th day of
Match, A. 1). 1916.
H. FEHNALD (f Waldoboro, in the
Countv o* Lincoln, in the estate of Lewis
(). Fernaid, late oi Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presen ted a petition
for the

TOLMAN
pra>!ng

that John K. Dunton of Belfast, in said

County of Waldo, or some other suitable pel-on
may be appointed administrator of said de-

ceased’s estate.
Ordered, '1 hat the said petitioner give notice t<.
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in I he Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, v thin and tor said
County, on the 11th day of April, A. I>. 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer oi said petitioner should not be granted
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Aimint W. Leonard, Register.

WALDO SS.— In Court of probate, Jield at
VV
Belfast, on the 14th day ol March. 1916.
Archie 1‘. J Eager, executor of the will of Harriet K. Frost, late of Belfast, in sajd
ounty, deceased. having presented his first and final account of administration ot said estate for allow
ance.

Ordered, that notice tnereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
thftt all persons interested may attend at a Pro*
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of April next, ami show cause, if any they
have, wliy the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
a

sub-

scriber hereby gives notice that she lias
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
administratrix of the estate
been
of

At

j

to make pay-

CARRO DELANO,
Belfast, Me., March 14,1916.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber herein by gives notice that she Ins been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament
of
PARK MAN WOODMAN late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
MARY WOODMAN FOSTER.
Portland, Me., March 14,1916.

4 DM 1 N 1STR ATRI X’S NOTICE
scriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed administratrix,
tate of
AMOS F, CaRLETON, tate of I
in the County of Waldo, decease*!,
bonds as tin* law direc's. Ali pers*
demands against tilt estate of said de
desired l*> present Jin- same lor scttl.
all indebted thereto are requested to

■

out m

1*1

undiately.

K.LTA M.CAKI.

Belfast. Me.. March 14. IP.6
\s; NOTICK. The sunsc
by gives notice tliat slm hashed
pointed executrix.of the last will aim

tji

X ECU Till X

of

HORACE J. MORTON, late of
A
County of Waldo, decease*!.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired t*» present the -sip
tlcnu nt, and ad indebted ill reto an*
to make payment immediately.
ADA M. Mt
Belfast, Me., March 14, IP id.
the

in

4

DM 1 N I STK \TOE’S NOTICK

Tl

JA er hereby gives notice that lie let
appointed administrator of the estate
SARAH K. MESERVLY, late’of I
ii
the Count* of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All pers*■;
demands against the estate el said *i*
desired to present the same tor sett!'
all indebted thereto are requested t** m
meat

immediately.

BERTH. MESH

1

Liberty, Me., March 14. 19ld,
1
NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice t h.
been duly appointed administratrix
tate of
MARCELLUS J. DOW, late of B>
in the County of Waldo, deceased, m
All
as
the
law
directs.
bonds
having demands against tb‘* estate <>t
ceased are desired to present the sa iitlement, and all indebted thereto are x
to make payment in.mediately
GKACE DOW BACHKU'l
C Brooks, Me..March 14, lblti.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

j

■

^

RtCENT DEATHS.

Walton died March 18th at
Union, after a few day’s ill;sr
was the daugn,1th pneumonia. She
*5S.:
late Samuel and Sarah Rogers
Fmma

er

waS born on tne old homestead
now the home owned by her
,or,

V

3;

William Hawes.

In her early
Massachusetts to work
Iff;
»-,k
bindery and married John
‘resided in Newburyport.
ago last summer they moved
built a home near her sister,
and there spent
n Tnuraton,
Mr. Walton died
g lays.
;,nd since then Mrs. Walton
,a;y in her home, retaining her
the last. She is the last
:■ ri:
;*
children. The many nieces
|
left behind will miss
as she
iee Aunt Em, as they enjoyed
pours spent with her in her
funerai services were held
home March 21st, conducted by
l
Jackson.
ft U.

V;

;

to

rut

v

who died recently in
would have been 82 years of
:ved to April 2nd. He mar.is first wife, Hannah Nason,
In 1900 he married
in 1887.
i:.e Cole, who survives him.
,r
wife, he leaves a daughter,
Fogg of Winterport, a son,
r, of Portland, and a grandFogg of Monroe; also three
Fred,
Wilder, and George
Monroe, and three sisters,
N,son of Winterport, Miss
r of Monroe and Mrs. Alfred
f East Newport. In
the
Mr. Parker Winterport loses
Jest and most respected
an of unquestioned integrity,
'.borhooa in which he spent
nis life he will be greatly

urker,

•,

1

received of the death
Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.,
: Palermo.
He was 77 years
cause of death was neart
sisters survive, Mrs. Anf Whitefield and Mrs. Mary
Augusta; also two sons ana
rs, all residents of Lynn.
'.mi had visited his friends in
ch summer, and remarked
: he thought it would be his
iit-en

Tell Others How
Carried Safely
Durand, Wis.—“I

’tmore, one of Verona’s oldhighly esteemed citizens,
t
28 th, after a short illness of
aged 91 years. He is suror.e daughter,
Mrs. Laura
who made her home with him
-rly and devotedly cared for
is declining years; also three
■inn of Brockton, Mass.; George
s.rd of Verona.
■

ost

■

Ac

DAYS FLAG LAWS.

V F’acts Given Publicity by Daughof American Kevolutfon,

rs

f the things included in the busihe Daughters of the American
is the emphasizing of flag
bringing before the people the
", and the
publicity of directions
w to fly the American
flag,
ire all facts worth
knowing and
iurring. It will be a good plan to
for future teference the follow-

Flag Days.
gton’s Birthday, February 22nd;
f Lexington, April 19th; Flag
e 14th; Bunker Hill
Day, June
lependence Day, July 4th; EvacNovember
25th.
"iy,
How to Fly the Flag,
■

r

no

circumstances, either in raisa flag, should it be allow-

wering

■

■uch the ground.
should always he taken that the
at the top of the flag. In hang-

horizontally

tg
in

from

a

Blackstone, Mass.
Such warning symptoms as sense of
suffocation.hot flashes, headaches, backaches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
sounds in the ears, palpitation of the
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregularities, constipation, variable appetite,
weakness and dizziness, should beheeded
by middle-aged women. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has carried
many women safely through this crisis.

building.
nal flag

should be above the
when both are displayed from
staff.
a flag is
displayed at half-staff
first be raised to the top of the
1 then lowered to the
proper posin h
is half-wav between the top
middle of the staff—literally at
uarters-staif.
g displayed at half-staff as a mark
ect should be returned to the
top
staff at the conclusion of the furviceB of the person thus honored.
Memorial Day flags should be at
:’ff from sunrise until noon.
At
hey should be raised to the top of
if and remain there until sunset,
-.:s should not be allowed to remain
£ at

night.
i.aw

ver

To Lease Maine Islands.

State Land Agent Frank E Mace
called the attention of the Governor and
Council at their meeting March 28th to
some
of the small islands along the
coast, concerning which a number of
people had written, most of them with
the idea of buying the islands for summer resort
He said the Legispurposes.
lature of 1913 had forbidden the State
from selling any more islands, but he
thought there would be no objection to
leasing them. He had in mind two
islands in particular in the vicinity of
Swan’s Island in Hancock county, about
which there had been many
inquiries.
The approval of the Governor and Council was given for the
of
the two
leasing

islands.

PITTSFIELD

Mrs.

ui

me

aiate

pi

Maine,

in any manner, for exhibition
or causes to be
placed

in

W.

B. McGilvery and son, Master William, left Saturday for a week's
visit in Brookline, Mass., with her sister,
Mrs. S. R. Haines.
Word has been received that Capt. S.
P. Larrabee of this town underwent a
successful but very critical surgical
operation at a New York hospital last week.

Rev. N. R. Pearson was called to MorMonday by the sudden death of his
brother, John W. Pearson, whose death

rill

occurred Sunday after a few days’ illness
with pneumonia—Pittsfield Advertiser.
rucuug

<u

crdiioerry

isies.

Augusta, Me., March 30. It is learned from the State Insurance Commissioner that the sufferers from several
incendiary fires at Cranberry Isles have
been fully reimbursed, the amount paid

'Cription, device, advertisement or
whatever upon any flag, standard,
r ensign of the United States or
being nearly $24,000.
ag of this State, or displays or exThe young Philadelphia man, who conor causes to be
or
exhibdisplayed
fessed to setting the tires, was taken to
y flap, standard, color or enBign
a Banitaritm to be cared for.
United States or flag of this State
He will become of age in June and an
hich shall in any manner be placed estate
of $250,000 will come into his posed any inscription, device, adession.
ment or notice whatever, or atThe people at Cranberry Isles are
to or represen tsjSupon
any goods, again concerned over the acts of another
or
merchandise, any imitation or incendiary. Several small fires have re‘tation of the national flagof the
cently been set and the State Insurance
'Hates, or uses any imitation or Department has again been asked to intation of the national flag of the
vestigate. It is understood that a wol States for
advertising purposes, man is suspected.
manner
mutilates,tramples up“

herwise defaces or defiles any of
standards, colors or ensigns,

The Shoe Situation.

!t,

they

are

public

or

shall be punished by
*n live nor more than

private proa fine of not
Practically all footwear factories are
fifty dollars. pushed to the limit, producers being under pressure to fill prompt delivery orders

SSINu OF THE VETERANS.

last February,the shortest of the
3384 pensioned soldiers of the
i'V ar, and 2298 of the widows of
‘ms, are recorded as having died in
iwenty-nine days. In ,1 >: uary, the
receding month, th" loss was 3855
runs and 2104 widows.
In the two
‘hs a total of 11,641 Civil War sol"rs and their widows
passed from the
of the living.
At this rate the
rtality among Civil War soldiers and
wa would be 69,000 for the
year. On
ruary 29th the Civil War pensioners
hered 374,848, which is all that re“lnB of the more than two millions ent
r l
The diminution is more rapid
"die years go
by. Over 100,000 penI /" era will have died during the present
tfress, whose two years’ tenure ends
irch 4th next.
Congress cannot fail
.that the time to consider the
penlegislation before it is short. It
; “Id be considered promptly and disI of
definitely. Its course largely
iriifls upon the recommendations of
mittees, and these are often slow to
n°t acting at all in
many pension
"'ers, but turning them over as un-bed business for a
succeeding ConThe period is past for further deI, as:
lhis
kind
as
far
as
the surviving
ter
tt

J'J

of the
Uerr8Louis
a.

was

Civil War

are

Globe-Democrat.

for the Easter trade. There is no abatement of the demand for women’s hightop fancy boots, but, as manufacturers
find it hard to obtain the light colored
leather required, distribution is restricted. All lines of leather display continued
strength, with sole and belting stock still
leading in firmness.—Dun’s Review,
April 1st.

THE ACHES OF HOUSE

CLEANING.

The pain and soreness caused by bruises,overexertion and straining during house cleaning
time are soothed away by Sloan’s Liniment.
No need to suffer this agony. JuBt apply
Sloan’s Liniment to the sore spots, rub
only
a
little. In a ahort time the pain leaves,
you rest comfortably and enjoy a
One grateful user writes:

sleep.

refreshing

"Sloan’s
Liniment is worth its weight in gold.” Keep
a bottle on hand, use it against
all Soreness
Neuralgia and Bruises. Kills pain 26c. at your

The tiny grain kernels
period.
have just been started at this period
and require careful nourishing with
proper plant food if they are to mature
into first class grain.
The critical period for corn occurs at
the time when the pollen begins to
drop upon the silks. For potatoes the
period between the time when the tiny
tubers first begin to set until they are
fully grown is the critical period. Few
potatoes are well started, and inferior
quality results when there is a short
age of plant food to nourish them. If
a proper variety has been chosen and
if good seed is planted after the ground
has been well prepared, the quality and
quantity of the crop will depend upon
the supply >1 plant food and the weather conditions which prevail.

September.
Senator Charles F. Johnson, Gov. Curtis and Congressman u. J. McGillicuddy

Owe balance of $124.50 on a $400 Upright
Grand Piano. It ia yours for the balance.
THE GIBBS PIANO CO.,

(31 years

in

one

location)

71-73 Main Street,
Springfield, Maae.

bearing

]

j

■

in

women

the burden of

“/ suffered with backache, headache and dragging pains for
nine months, and nothing relieved me until I took Peruna.
7his medicine is by far better than any other medicine for these
troubles. A few bottles relieved me of my miserable half-dead,
half-alive condition. I am now in good health, have neither ache
nor pain, nor have I had any for the past year.
If every suffering woman would take Peruna, they would soon know its value
and never be without it.”

United States Bianch of the

Employeis’ Liability Assurance Corporation
Limited, of London, England,

WHEREAS,

RELIABLE-ECONOMICAL-PERMANENT
DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BX

SANDERS ENGINEERING COMPANY
PORTLAND,
WRITE US

FOR

INFORMATION.

MAINE.
FLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Cash

| ginning at the corner of Northport avenue and
the Perkins road, so-called; thence northerly
j on said avenue
sixteen

j

.uviiLy

auu

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

to a stake and
stones; thence westerly twenty rods to a stake
and stones; thence southerly sixteen rods to
said Perkins’ road; thence easterly on line of
! said Perkins’ road twenty rods to place of beginning, containing two acres, more or less,
! and being the same premises conveyed to said
; George A. Matthews by Hattie E. Murphy, by
I deed dated March 9, 1899, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 254,
I Page 368, and conveyed to said Josie F. Hall by
j said George A Mathews by deed dated November 5, 1907; and whereas, the said George A,
J Matthews, by his written assignment, dated
: the eighteenth day of
May, A. D. 1909, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 297,
Page 4, assigned and transferred said mortgage
deed, and the debt thereby secured, to the undersigned, Julia 1 Frye and Mary F. Frye, both
of Montville, in said County of Waldo, and
whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, we claim a foreclosure

surplus.$24,730,602 67

Losses

j

J

Total liabilities and surplus,

1916.

ftay

for policyholders. ...$ 12.584.515 59
paid in 97 years. 150,705.781 16
3w13
5>.

pany,

General

(book value).

Cash in office and banks.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable (premiums in course
of collection).
Interest accrued on bonds.
All other assets.

0.00
0 00
0 00
341,120 01
35,771 98
0 00

3,416 29
4 886 80
0.00

Pennsylvania Lumbermen’s Mutual Fire
Ins. Co., 806 Lafayette Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

assets..
items not admitted

1

Factory
Locations

and

Farms,Sites
Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring'; to
make a change ir location for a new start
in life.

Undeveloped Water

o 0o

liabilities. 1,123,737 13

Total liabilities and surplus... .$3,122,666 53
3wl3

Philadelphia. Penn.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real
1

estate.$

305.632 20

Mortgage loans..

177.724 25

Stocks ami bonds
Cash in office and

16,981.484 75
bank. 1,429,693 06
Agents’ balances. 1.719 716 98
Bills receivable.
192.74u.02
Interests anti rents.
194.018 98
All other assets.
91,977 74
Gross assets. 21,093,037 93
Deduct items not admitted.
645,378 42

Good

Farming

when

addressed

to any agent]
or to

Abstract of statement January 1, 1916
Cash capital.$2,000,000 00
Total assets. 6,234,416 32
Reserve reinsurance. 2,473.007 92
For losses unadjusted.
33,988 00
Surplus as regards policyholders... 3,570,753 42
L, E. Brainerd, President and Treasurer.
C. S. Blake, Secretary.
Boston Office, 101 Milk St.; G. E. Roberts,
3wl2
Manager and Resident Agent.

of.

the

MAINE CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

'RAILROAD,

liabilities and surplus... .$30,859,157 85
increased on January 11, 1916, to

Capital

00

3w 13

Assets December 31, 1915
estate.$
5,876 00
Mortgage* loans.
114,710 00
Collateral loans.'
0 00
Stocks and bonds.
5,570,376 60
Cash in ffice and bank.
327,919 40
Agents’ balances.
473,691 94
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
40,432 07
All other assets.
61,311 48
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

6,594,317 49
391.942 08

Admitted

PORTLAND. MAINE.

assets.$6,202,375 41
December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.$ 408.878 26
Unearned premiums.
3,478.363 48
All other liabilities
100,362 04
Cash capital.
600.000 00
over
all
liabilities. 1,714,771 63
Surplus
Liabilities

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
Ave.

notice:
Guarantee!) work in

:

Chiropody,

Manlcur

Also Facial Work
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at m;
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
32ttMISS EVIE HOLMES.
nq

600,075 45

Company.

Total

Real

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

v

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and In-

Admitted assets.$30,859,157 85
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
525.857 15
Unearned premiums.
9,812,331 47
All otner liabilities.
900.890 46
Cash capital.
2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 17,620.078 77

Total liabilities and

surplus.$6,202,375 41
3wl3

United States Branch

Hamburg-Bremen Fire Insurance Company
of Hamburg, Germany.
Assets December 31, 1915
Stocks and bonds.$1,539,735 00
Cash in office and bank.
94,589 '7
Agents’ balances. 255,713 15
Interest and rents....
All other assets.

22 410 S7
66 02

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

1,852.520 41
9,176 S3

Admitted

assets.$1,843,343 58

Liabilities December

31, 1915
unpaid losses.
109.114 00
Unearned premiums. 1.094.905 98
All other liabilities.
38,760 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 600.573 60
Net

Assets December 31, 1915
estate,
$ 36,500 00
Mortgage loans,
285,400 00
Stocks and bonds,
233.881 00
in
office
and
Cash
bank,
17,513 87
Agents' balances,
17,490 66
Interest and rents,
9,289 92

$600,075 45

Land

f. Communications retarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions

Real

_

Gross assets.$30,981,686 01
Deduct items not admitted.
122,528 16

Westchester Fire Insurance Company,
100 William St., New York, N. Y.

I have made arrangements to operate the
mammoth hatchery at the Bradford farm, formerly the Ferguson farm, anil shall be prepared to do custom hatching on and after March
1st. Those wishing to engage space please do
so as far in advance as possible.
Price 2c. per
egg. Also we have BABY CHICKS and EGGS
for HATCHING from my prize winning strain
of White Wyandottes. Eggs $2 CO per setting.
For further particulars write or phone
8tf
E L. COLCORD, Belfast. Me’

Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance
Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.

2,256 25
222,371 97
6,562 79
368,884 44

Assets December 31, 1915
estate.$ 1,170.000 00
Mortgage loans.
2,700 00
Collateral loans.
Oil.*
Stocks and bonds. 25.732.639 l>0
Cash in office and bank.
2,384,518 84
Agents’ balances.. 1.259,477 30
Bills receivable.<v.
210,689 31
Interest and rents.
116,549 81
All other assets.
105.111 75
Real

$10,000,000

AND

_Searsport
NUMUt

21

45

Powers

lei 306

519.573 95

$600,075

Total liabilities and surplus.. .$20,447,659 51
3wl3

CHAS. M. H ALL,

Indiana

3wl2

all

Unlimited Raw Material

a

3wI2

Total liabilities and surplus,

over

The Continental Insurance Company,
80 Maiden Lane, New York,

For Sale

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 779,963 80

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

capital..

Surplus

Insurance Company of North America,

|

Admitted assets.$ 779,963 80
Liabilities December 31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses.
5,816 25
Unearned premiums.
246,792 39

assets,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities December 31,1915
Net unpaid losses,

Cash

64

for Summer Hotels

|

785,222 68
5,258 88

7,781

Quarries,

Mill Sites,

Assets December 31,1915
Mortgage loans.$
63,000 00
Stocks and bonds.
552,363 75
Cash in office and bank..
119,923 12
Agents’ balances.
27,735 49
Interest accrued.
9,084 07
All other assets.
13,116 25

Grors

Admitted
assets.$3,122,666 53
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
174.884 10
Unearned premiums. 1,764.765 36
All other liabilities
59t276 94

10,523,857 59
816,838 08

"Hi

B===L

3wl2

All other liabilities
over all liabilities.

369!

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

79
71
53
00
61

3wl2

Admitted assets.$385,195 08
Liabilities December 31, 1915

Surplus

304!309

bank.
Agents' balances.

Gross assets. 3.224 567 90
Deduct items not admitted.
101,901 37

Total liabilities and surplus,
$9,707,019 51
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast

Gross assets.
385,195 08
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00

Deduct

Cash in office and

assets,
$9,707,019 51 Admitted
assets..$20,447,659 51
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses,
2,178 268 02 Net unpaid losses.
2,271,140 00
Unearned preminms,
3,662,724 12 Unearned premiums.
8,171,046 58
All other liabilities,
682.864 42 AH other liabilities.
175.000 00
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00 Cash capital.
4.000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
1.183,162 95 ; burplus over all liabilities.
5,830,472 93

Rochester, New York.

Gross

00
00
00
06
61
196 69
63
1,866
26 307 90
6 939 02

Admitted

America,

of

Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Bonds

December 31, 1915

0
estate.$
Mortgage loans.
0
Collateral loans.
q
Stocks and bonds.
948
2,515

Daltimuic, Maryland.

GrosB assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Society,

64

December 31, 1915
Real estate,
$ 724,137 32
Mortgage loans,
22,750 00
Collateral loans,
29,399 00
Stocks and bonds.
6,467,504 76
Cash in office and bank,
1,116.624 86
Agents’ balances,
1,822,846 06
Bills receivable,
2,600 (X)
Interest and rents,
82,180 90
All other assets,
255,814 69

February, A. D.
MAKY F. t-RYE,
JULIA I. FRYE.

Indemnity Corporation

Assets
Real

Assets

of

Branch of the
i- ire
Insurance

Limited, of Norwich, England.

United States Fidelity and Guaranty Com-

3wl2

D.

$12,726,400

3wl2

|

of*8aid mortgage.
Dated this second

lOrK,

Admitted assets,
$12,726,4(0
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
3,008,015
Unearned premiums,
4,831 630
All other liabilities,
1,487,212
Cash capital,
1,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,399,541

j

59

Surplus

13,398,340 64
671,940 00

rods

7.584,515

Aggregate, including capital
and

v,o. oi i>ew

vasuauy

1 26° 479 00

365.000 00
5.000.000 00

capital..
over all liabilities.

burplus

Real estate,
$1,318,833 45
Stocks and bonds,
9.563.368 94
Cash in office and bank,
389,855 26
Premiums in course of collection, 1,783.511 12
Interest and rents,
96,787 26
All other assets,
245,9S4 61

j

businesslike, profitable farming.
The gigantic feats in producing food
from the soil accomplished by the emembattled nations of Europe becomes
possible solely because they have appreciated and understood the value
and use of available plant food. History confirms the statement that available plant food along with proper soli
tillage is fundamental and brings the
largest farm profits.—Professor Henry
G. Bell, Agronomist, Soil improvement
Committee of National Fertilizer Association. in “Facts on Fertility.”
|

BRIDGES OF REINFORCED CONCRETE

unpaid losses. $

18,608 08
Unearned,premiums.loif
All other liabilities.

92-94 Liberty St., 97 103 Cedar StNew York City.
Assets December 31, 1915

Josie F. Hall of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
I her mortgage deed, dated the eighth day of
j November, A. D. 1907, and recorded in the
; Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 289,
Page 356, conveyed to one George A. Matthews
j of Thomaston, in the County of Knox and State
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Be-

southern and middle western states
proves that the judicious use of commercial fertilizers Is the key to ration-

When Land Needs Drainage.
Assets December 31, 1115
When drainage is needed (1) air canStocks and bonds.$7,369,105 31
Cash in office and bank.
not enter the soil to help make the
9,124 20
Cash deposited with Kinder, PeaInert plant food available, (2) friendly
body & Co. 118.276 98 bacteria cannot work,
(3) plant roots
Agents’ balances not overdue. 1,637,289 28
into the stagnant
Interests and rents.
or 402 89 i will not penetrate
N. Y. W. C, fund.
20,000 00 •oil and (4) planting and cultivating
are delayed and hindered.
The soil la
Gross assets. 9,152,148 66
water sealed when it should be open
Deduct items not admitted..
0 00
^and active. Wet land Is hopeless.
Admitted assets.$9,152,148 66 Drainage is the solution.
Liabilities December 31,1915.
Net unpaid losses. 2,788,563 09
The Republican State Committee.
Unearned premiums. 3,026,899 61
All other liabilities. 1,007,369 62
Statutory deposit. 850,000 00
Augusta, Me., March 30. Frank J.
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,080,316 43 Ham of this city was chosen chairman
of the Republican Slate Committee at;a
$9,152,148 66 meeting here today. Frederick R. Dyer
B. W. ROGERS, Agent, Belfast, Maine,
of Buckfield was elected secretary and
3wl4
George W. Norton of Portland treasurer.

Liabilities December 31. 1915
Net

U.

The basis of all agriculture is fertility, and the experience of farmers In
general in the New England, eastern,

al,

assets.$24.730.602~67

Norwich Union

In Use For Over 30 Years

sion.
More seasonable weather offers a
stimulus to retail trade. Jobbers and
manufacturers still busy on spring
ae-1
count, whiie fall trade presses for atten I
tion. Steadily rising prices do not check !
buying, liut speculative purchasing is a
source of some
disquiet. Winter-wheat
prospects not up to past three bumper
years. Money in better demand, tut
plenteous as never before. Strikes, present or prospective, retard but do not i
check industry. Stock markets dull and
weaker.— Bradstreet’s April 1st.

445,463

over

CASTOR IA

Activity. Trade and industrial currents
run strong after
eight months of expan-

Gross assets
.$25,176.066 51
Deduct items not admitted.
84
Admitted

Net unpaid losseB.
q 00
Unearned premiums. 57,654 23
I All other liabilities (reserved for
Berry, Waterville; John A.Cunningham, good farming. Too often we forget
taxes).
1,308 71
Ellsworth; W. F. Scott, Madison; G. G. that and
Cash capital. 200,000 00
try to skimp along, hoping to Surplus
Abbott, Belfast; George F. Mansfield, |
over all liabilities. 126,232 14
make crops grow without any plant
Jonesport.
Total liabilities and surplus.$385,195 08
Among those present from Waldo food to do it on. if plants are to grow
county were Austin W. Keating, post- ! thev must feed, just as animals feed.
master of Belfast; F. G. Mixer, Judge
If we could only see the plants’ mouths
conaon
cancasmre rire insurance comM. W. Lord of the Belfast
municipal in the roots among tlie soil particles
pany, Ltd., Liverpool, England.
court; M. R. Knowlton, ex-City Marshal; we would better understand the crying
Fred W. Brown, ex-County Attorney;
Assets December 31, 1915
need of soil fertility and we would he
Dexter Clement, Edward Wagner, W.
Real estate.$ 300.000 00
more prompt always to have it supH. Dickey, R. H. Cassens, I. V. Miller,
I Mortgage loans.
0 00
is the time to plan for Collateral
loans.
0 00
Raipn Shute, Harold French, all of Bel- plied. Now
a rich
soil
of
field
the
making
every
Stocks
and
bonds.
33
3.022,650
fast; Hiram P. Farrow of Belmont,
Peter Harmon, county commissioner soil. Animal manures carefully con- Cash in office and bank. 689,420 16
Agents’ balances. 591 212 27
from Thorndike; Hamilton Jenkins of
served, commercial fertilizers rationalBills receivable.
1,649 43
Brooks, candidate for sheriff; A. J. ly and liberally applied and green ma- Interest and rents.
53,760 58
Skidmore and Maurice Grey, postmaster nures plowed under In a proper envi- All other assets. 500,994 93
of Liberty; M. C. Larrabee, James Pills^
ronment, each or all, will turn the
Gross assets.$5,159,687 70
bury and Ruel Ward of Unity.
trick.
But plant food you must get.
Deduct items not admitted.
497,632 78
As the lawyers would say, it is the
Admitted assets. .$4,662,054 92
sine qua non—without which nothing
Liabilities December 31, 1915
doing—of good farming.—Glenn G.
Net unpaid losses.
Hayes, Editor American Farming.
186,076 59
Unearned premiums. 2,763,026 73
For Infants and Children
All other liabilities.
65,631 17
Deposit capital. 200.000 00
1
FACTS ON FERTILITY.
over
all
liabilities. 1.457,320 43
Surplus
Surplus as regards policyholders... 1,657,320 43
Always bears
Basis of All Agriculture Is Propsr Use
the
Total liabilities and surplus.$4,662,054 92 I
of Plant Food,
Signature of

State of Trade.

Assets December 31, 1915

whose letters are recorded in the “Ills of Life.” A
copy of
this free booklet ought to be in the hands of every housewife
in the United States. Read what Mrs. Lacelle
says:

» .iv

made to

Real estate.
...j 627.207 93
stocks and bonds.
20.071.148 56
Dash in office and bans.
1,876,318 32
Cash in hand of Agents and in
transit
2,332.409 02
Interest and rents.
141.769 78
Bills receivaole.
4 lgl 45
Other admitted assets.
123,031 44

America wno nas nad ner experience with this sort of a burden.
Her experience is similar to the multitude of other women

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

addressed the convention and were reDEAN VIVIAN EXPLAINS
ceived with cheers.
HOW TO BUILD UP SOIL.
Congressman McGillicuddy asserted
that any other policy than that followed
by President Wilson would result in war
and that the claim that the present prosDairying, Mixed Farming and Gardening Require Fertilizer.
perity of the country was due to the
European war is a mistake. He quoted
figures to show an increase in the num“There Is no style of farming which
ber of spindles in the cotton industry
we can hope to carry on Indefinitely
under the present tariff as compared
with conditions under the Payne-Aldricn ! without the use of some kind of ferlaw.
tilizer.’'
“In dairy farming, when a large
Delegates to the National convention 1
at St Louis were chosen and Presidential
quantity of concentrates are purchased.
electors nominated.
Three delegates
It seems possible to return all the plant
were selected from each district as fol- !
food removed from the soil through
lows:
j the manure. But in so doing we overFirst District—Gov. Oakley C. Curtis.
stock the soil with nitrogen and need
Portland; John W. Connellan, Portland; j acid
phosphate to balance it to get
VV. J. Mayberry, Saco.
Second District—Congressman Daniel i best results in grain production."
“In mixed farming, where about half
J. McGillicudy, Lewiston; H. D Maxwell, Boothbay Harbor; Arthur Wilkins, i of the grain is sold and the other half
Jav.
of the grain, with the hay and fodder.
Third District—Senator Charles F. ] Is fed on the farm, it
might he possiJohnson, Waterville; H. H. Gray, Mill- 1 ble to maintain a fair yield
by the pur
bridge; W. F. Scott, Madison.
chase of arid phosphate alone, hut the
Fourth District —Harry A. Saunders,
Greenville; F. H. Strickland, Bangor; P. I highest returns from the farm demand
the use of a complete fertilizer on the
C. Keegan, Van Buren.
The electors nominated were Lamont i wheat at least."
A. Stevens of Wells, Fred H. Thompson I
“Any type of farming or gardening
of Bath, Reuel J. Noyes of Augusta,
where the entire product is sold off
j
Aaron A. Putnam of Houlton, William
the farm demands a liberal use of comM. Ingraham of Portland, and F. Wade
mercial fertilizer."
Halliday of Newport. The last two !
Dean Alfred Vivian of the College of
were chosen from the State at large.
i
Ohio
State
university,
These alternates were elected:
First j Agriculture.
District, J. W. Meserve, Buxton; Geo. : brought out the above points in a lecM. Blake, Portland; Charles E. Valleley,
ture to the institute speakers of Ohio
Sanford. Second District, Matthew Mc- recently.
lie explained that he was
Carthy, Rumford; P. J. Fitzgerald, Phil- not advocating any new doctrines, hut
lip Howard, Rockland. Third District,
that his statements were old truths
J. J. Walker, Liberty; Harvard C. Jordressed up iti new clothes.
dan, Ellsworth; Arthur Daviau, Water- |
ville. Fourth District, F. W. Knowlton, Old Town; M. P. Milliken, StockWITHOUT WHICH THERE
holm; Harry A. Snow, Milo.
Waldo county was represented in the
IS NOTHING DOING.
organization by A. J. Skidmore of Liberty, vice president, and R. H. Cassens of
Belfast on committee on resolutions.
Plants Must Feed, Just as Animals
Peter Harmon cf Thorndike succeeds
Feed, to Grow.
Eben F. Littlefield of Belfast on the
State committee.
Thir i district committee. Sherman L.
A rich soil is the first essential to

State of Maine,

Incorporated 1819. Commenced business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, President.
E. J. Sloan,
Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $5,000,000.

backache, headache, dragging pains, a
miserable half-dead, half-alive condition, produced by chronic internal derangements. Mrs. Joseph Lacelle, 124
Glenora Ave., Ottawa East, Ontario,
Canada, is one of the fair women of

cal

next

are

surance

Mr Horn Out or Town
12

the world

COMPANY,

Hartford. Conn.,
On the 31st day of
December. 1915,
the

Thousands of the best

For the small grains
few days before the

Druggists.

concerned,

Peruna.^

flowers open until the kernels are fully
filled and begin to solidify is the criti-

It was suggested that the Governor’s
Council be abolished, that officials now
elected by the Legislature, which include
Secretary of State and State Treasurer,
should be appointed by the Governor,
that a Court of Appeals be
inaugurated,
that the biennial election in
September
be abolished and the Governor and State
auditor be chosen in November.
The vo ers were asked to stand with
| the
Democrats "in rebuking the dishonest use of money in nominating and electing candidates to office.”
Treating on State issues, the voters
were asked to see that the 54-hour labor
laiv for women and children in mills and
factories, passed by the Legislature, receives affirmative support at the polls

j

a

/ETNA INSURANCE

|3wl2_

PERSONALS.

Mrs. Vina Cole of Burnham
town Saturday.

niijuici

lay, places

!

open until April 15th,
yet there are enough fish gathered up to
warrant a much earlier opening if the
law allowed it.
More than 400 hogsheads of herring
have been brought to Eastport, bringing
from $5 to 88 a hogsnead and S2 extra
for boating them up the harbor.
Veteran Canadian fisherman say there
are great quantities of herring
to be
found. The local sardine factories are
to be open on time next month if the
supply continues as plentiful as at present.
Last season’s pack ot sardines is entirely cleaned out of this city and the
market is said to be strorg for Mainepacked sardines this spring.
The high price of gasoline here, now
selling at 25 cents, is causing some
worry among the boatmen, who are engaged in catching herring from April to
December, and it is probable that they
will ask for a small advance in prices
for boating the fish to the factories.
not

of the product
the time trom

ship.

Factories Will Open April
loth With Fine Prospects for Season.

building

a

was declared to be
th* wisest the mbst humane
a
and
the most clear-beaded statesman now
on the
stage of the world.”
“Government by and for the millionplace to government by
a,rf8."aB
and for the millions,” it was
declared,in
describing the legislation effected at
Washington under Democratic leader-

Insurance Agents,
Belfast,
Maine.

critical periods. Adverse conditions at
luch times seriously injure the plants,
cut down yields and impair the quality

President Wilson

QUIMBY,

Abstract of the Annual Statement of the

There are certain stages during the
growth of crops which may be called

*

Eastpcrt, Me.,

factories do

e

Constitution.

PLENTY OF HERRING.

Eastpop.t, Me., March 29. Quantities of excellent herring for canning into sardines have reached Passamaquoddy
Bay and Bay of Fundy. The sardine

procui

Need Available Food Then to
Mature Nigh Quality Product.

the nomination and election of
Republican candidates for important -lecttve offices, were contained in the
declaration of
principles adopted at the Democratic State convention held in
Bangor
March 29th. In place of a demand for
resubmission of the Liquor Prohibitory
w 1°
popular vote, a plank was inserted
in the platform
requesting that a convention be called for a revision of the

am

—

should be on the side away

ati

to

FIELD ft

^ckjvcKe.KosxlacKe,

STA6ES EARLY IN LIFE

“Safest and .Wisest” Statesman.
Praise for the foreign policy of President Wilson, indorsement of the National
and State Administration and condemnation of the
alleged use of a large fund

They Were
Through

the mother of
fourteen children and I owe my life to
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. When I was
45 and had the
Change of Life,
a friend recommended it and it
gave me such relief
from my bad feelings that I took
several bottles.
I
am now well and
healthy and recommend your Compound to other ladies.
—Mrs. Mary Ridgway, Durand, Wis.
.A Massachusetts Woman Writes;
I Blackstone, Mass.
“My troubles
'were from my age, and I felt awfully
sick for three years.
1 had hot flashes
often and frequently suffered from
pains. I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and now am well.’’
—Mrs. Pierre Cournoyer, Box 239,

PUNTS HAVE CRITICAL

Policy of the President Praised. Called

Change of Life.

■

M. Smith, wife of the nroir summer hotel at Crescent
March 28th, aged 52 years.
'I years she had assisted her
the management of this well-ort and was held in high re’s many patrons.
She was a
Gulden Rod Chapter, 0. E. S.,
lethebesec and Progressive
ubs of Rockland. She is sur; er husband and one daughter,
rge Clark.

Democratic State Convention.

ELDERLY WOMEN
I SAFEGUARDED

and

Shampooing.

Commissioners’

Notice.

March 14, A. D. 1916.
WALDO, SS.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable James Libby .Judge of
Probatewithin and for said County,commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the
creditors of John W. Davis, late of Northport,
in ’said County, deceased, whose estate has
been represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge
of Probate, that six months from and after
March 14, A. D. 1916, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that «e will attend to the duty assigned us at
the office of James S. Harriman, in Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, on Saturday, the twenninth day of April, A. D. 1916, and Saturday,
the ninth day of September. A. D. 1916, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon of each of said
REUEL W. ROGERS,
days.
JAMES S. HARRIMAN,
3wl3
Commissioners.

Total liabilities and surplus-$1,843,343 58
3wl3

National Fire Insurance Company
of Hartford.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
582.444 73
Mortgage loans. 1,692,326 00
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds. 10,789,399 49
Cash in office and bank.
1,506,565 50
Agents’ balances. 1,543.833 89
Bills receivable.
270,525 f l
Interest and rents.
209,074 99
All other assets.
56,662 03
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

16,650,831 14
424,746 76

Admitted assets.$16,226,081 38
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
804,567 39
Unearned premiums. 9,324.661 44
All other liabilities.
600,510 43
Cash capital.
2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,496,345 12
Total liabilities and surplus
3wl3

...

$16,226,084 38

.—— -—

r-

SEARSPORT.

Mii

■—

JACKSON.
Mr. Japeth Grant it very low.
Mrs. M. C. Stevens, it caring for Mrt. Sarah
Cook.
Mrs. Sarah Cook is very tick with bronchial
pneumonia.
Mrt. F. H. Wright, who hat been ill with the
grip, is gaining.

Barge Spring sailed March 29th for Philadelphia.
Barge Boylston sailed March 29th for Wey-

England, Germany and

mouth, Mass.
The song sparrows, robins and blackbird8
have arrived.
Mrs. C. M. Nichols returned last week from
a

neighborhood.

The small boys ;are
dozen.

now

selling flounders

at

thing, if on no other. They all prohibit
sale of alum baking powders.

on one

20 cents per

Montgomery of Bucksport
business Friday.

was

J. H.

B.

K, Mudgett of Belfast was

a

a

There must be

business vis-

9 Miss Clara Chapman of Bangor
Thursday on.business.
Miss Winifred Doyle returned
from

the

in town

Friday.

itor in town

was

last

| Capt. Elden Sbute of Sandypoint
town Friday on business.

cooperage plant.

moved Tuesday to his sumread.
Lonely Vale, on the Black
4th from Philaarrived
April
Exeter
Barge
coal to the P. C. &
delphia with 2,800 tons of

Mrs, J. ii. memniey, who
improving, Miss Lottie Nason
her,

natural

ill, it
working for

it

Merle

been

Wright, the

a

—

!

caller in FrosJ L. A. Gardner was a business
afternoon train.
pect Monday, returning by
Mrs. George M. Knox returned recently
from visits with relatives in Boston and Fall

Dana Banton
28th.

was

away

Mr. Charles Sampson
the past week.
Mr. E. J. Vose
the past week

was

on

on

business

Portland

on

business

breaking

of

cost

the

roads

I

I

$500.

Atwood announces her spring
and Saturday,
millinery opening for Friday
April 7th and 8th.
Mrs.

O. C.

Friday and Saturday of Capt. and
guest
Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle Btreet, returnlast

the John

purchased last fall.
Mrs. E. C,
Capt. Isaac Carver and mother,
Boston, reCarver who spent the winter in
turned home Saturday.
Fla has
J. C. Stowers of West Palm Beach,
Beach Daily
uur thanks for copies of the Palm
he

Post and Weekly News.
C. M. Closson has engaged the W aterand wiil
house tenement on W’arren street
Mrs.

A

in the

plainly
the

near

future.
the

visible here at 8

eastern

sky

was

o'clock Saturday in

direction of Penobscot.
and

Mr.

N. Colcord are receiving
the birth, March 29th, of a

Mrs. K.

congratulations

on

daughter, Nancy Gilmore.
who spent the
Capt. and Mrs. F, W. Treat,
winter in Searsmont, returned home Monday
and opened their house on Water street,
of Bangor was in town
with his cottage to be
business
on
Tuesday
Point the coming seaPleasant
at
constructed
J.

Putman Walker

son,
C.

5th.

fortnight’s

|
j

!

winter at the Cleaves house on Park street,
left Tuesday for her home in Somerville,

still
day, he is somewhat improved, though
weak and feeling much shortness of breath.

Mass.

Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
will be entertained this, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. F. S, Humiston at “The Stockton.” A central location for the gathering of
hostess.
a goodly number with this hospitable

who
Capt. Charles H Saunders of Orland,
visited here many times in the schooner
Northland, is to command the new schooner
Bath
George D. Loveland to be launched at

April

The

parish

6lh.

Partridge, Church street, alMiss Iona M. Nichols, who has been spenddecease of
; though slowly improving since the
and
a portion of
ing her vacation witn her parents, Capt.
| her husband, is only able to he up
Mrs. C. M. Nichols, returned to Milo Thurs- the
day. The neighborhood extend sympathy
j
day, where the iB a teacher in the public to her and her daughter. Miss Leora, in their
L.

Mrs.

M.

J great loneliness.
Hammons, formerly of Searsport,
Ellis of Sandy point
j Mr. and Mrs. Alston
died in Dixfield, Me., March 29th of consump- spent Saturday in ihe village, guests of their
survived
He
is
58
by
years.
tion, aged about
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
his wife and one brother, George W. Hammons A, Snow, Church street, and attended the
of Thomaston. Interment was in Greenwood
special town meeting, to which ladies were incemetery, Dixfield.
vited as sptctators.
Chesley Mathews, the only surviving snip
kJarly last wees Mrs. i^Hura r. n.euey, *»cb».
callers
Main street, met with quite a serious accicarpenter of Searsport, received many
and useful presents March 30th, it being hie dent, falling the entire length of a flight of
Mr. Mathews began work in stairs when starting to go down for a pail of
78th birthday.
the shipyards of Searsport in 1856. His first water.
No bones were broken, but she was
vessel was the bark Aberdeen, built for the badly bruised and shaken up, one side being
late Capt. B. F. Rice. He has worked in Bellame. She is able to be about the house,
fast, Camden, Rockland, Waldoboro and New very
Castle during his long career as a ship car- although 6he cannot go out. Fullest sympathy
penter. His last work was on the five-masted is extended by all neighbors.
schooners coming here with coal, making
small spars and other repairs.
Misses Emma ai d Nellie Hichborn, West
Main street, entertained a two-table party at
There is more Catarrh in this section of the cards Wednesday evening, March 29th, The
country than all other diseases put together, following guests were present: Capt. and Mrs.
and for years it was supposed to be incurable.
F. A. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. HichDoctors prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, born, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord and Mrs. Annie
disK. Harriman. Ice cream and cake were served
pronounced it incurable. Catarrh is a local conease, greatly influenced by constitutional
by the always hospitable hostesses and a deconstitutional
ditions and therefore requires
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured lightful evening was spent by all,
by F, J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a conThe mask ball— music by Dow’s orchestra—
stitutional remedy, is taken internally and acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the given in Denslow Hail last Thursday evening
is
offerSystem, One Hundred Dollars reward
was
largely attended. Some fifty maskers
ed tor any case that Hall's Catarrh Cure fails
were on the floor and it was a highly enjoyto cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio. able affair. Prizes were awarded for the best
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
The first was
male and female costumes.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
won by Miss Mildred
Berry (the deception
being complete) and the second by Miss
Seth

L.

Trundy. Ice cream and
sale throughout the evening.

Lizzie
on

cake

were

Dr. Charles Mitchell, formerly
town, arrived last Thursday from
Lynn, Mass., for interment in the village
cemetery. The deceased Will be remembered
by older^ residents of the town as the only
child of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell
of School street. After attending the E. M.
C. Seminary at Bucksport for sometime he
The

of

we

sure we

succeed in promoting your

convenience, helping
will be glad of it.

meet

th

^
int

9

Penobscot

Bay Electric Company
net

to
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—
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Flower

3EAVER BOARD

*

|'

WALLS & CEILINGS

Farm

I

B.

l

and

to

Garden

?
ei

E
□

:

=—Seeds—

t
1

In Bulk and Package

j

t

Rest Varieties
in all lines.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

roads.

Ask for catalogue.
&

Taken this fifth day of April, A. D. 1916, on
execution dated the twenty-third day of March, !
A. L). 1916, issued on a judgment rendered by 1
the Supreme Judicial Court for the County of
Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held on !
the third Tuesday of April, A. 1). 1913, to wit: J
on the thirtieth day of April, A. \). 1913, in
favor of James S. Harriman of snid Belfast
against Charles A. Logan of said I> !fast, for
forty-three dollars and twenty one cents, j
debt or damage, and nine dollars and eighty- j
nine cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at I
public auction at the office of James S. Barnman in said Belfast, to the highest bidder, on
the tenth day of May, A. I). 1916, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, the following described real
estate and all the right, title and interest
which the said Charles A, Logan has in and to
the same, to wit:
A certain parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Belfast and bounded
as follows.
Beginning on the easterly side of
Bridge street at the intersection of Green
street; thence east five rods to stake and
stones; thence northeasterly at right angles
with said Green street eight rods; thence west
five rods to said Bridge street; thence southwesterly by said Bridge street to the place of
beginning, and being the homestead of the late
Thomas P. Logan.
3wl4
FRANK A. CUSHMAN. Sheriff.

j

ppmt
for

uURR.NET.
The Journal.

ary

j

i

\

Waldo Pomona Grange will meet with Sunlight Grange, Knox Station. Tuesday, Ap ril [
18th, instead of April 4th.
Postponed two STAFF OF M AIN F.
weeks owing to the bad condition
of the
WALDO, SS.

i

A. A.Howes&Ct 1

Weekly
Blackington-Nelson. In Rockland, JanuPAID PRODUCE*.
PRODUCE MARKET.
19, by Kev. W. L. Pratt, Leander K. Black10 001a41
bbl,1.00;\2.90; Hay.
Apples,per
of
Camden
and
Miss Viola F. Nelson
ington
C6 !
dried, per lb.,
7| Hides.
Mr, and Mrs. Filz Patterson were the guests of Rockland.
3 75a4 00i Lamb.
gi i
Beans, pea,
Bryant-Lougee. In Wakefield, Mass., March
last week of their
76
3
75Lamb
Y.
Skins,
E.,
Beans,
daughter, Mrs. R. B. Smith. 21, F'red
Bryant of Wakefield and Mrs. Mary Butter,
8
Mutton.
28a30
Miss Ina Gray of Camden is
of
Lougee
her
Washington.
visiting
55
Beef, sides,
8£al0|0ats, 32 lb.,
Clements Conant. In Bangor, March 31, !
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Pear100
81
Potatoes,
Beel, forequarters,
by Rev. A. A. Smith, F'rank P. Clements and
Bon.
60 Round Hog,
lO
Barley, bu,
I Miss Barbara O. Conant. both of Winterport.
22 Straw,
7.00 \
Cheese,
We are glad to welcome the Morrill
Colomy-Carter. In Stonington, March 26,
!
18
26a30
post
Turkey,
Chicken,
by Rev John E. Blake, Edwin T. Colomy and Calf Skins,
office back to the store of Mr. A. B.
2 1
18|Tallow,
Hatch, Mrs. Delia Carter, both of Stonington.
12al3
201 Veal,
Duck.
after an abeence of
just one year.
Elwell-James. In Belfast, April 1, at the
3
20 Wool, unwashed,
Methodist parsonage, by Rev. Horace B. Sell- Eggs,
Mr. and Mrs, Forest White, who
5.00
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
spent the ; ers, Herbert H. Elwell and Florence
James,
3.60
18 Wood, soft,
winter here, have gone to
Seese,
Worcester, Mass,, both of Belfast.
RETAIL MARKET.
where he is employed as a draughtsman.
RETAIL PRICE.
Erskine-Luce. In Center Montville, March
1 10
18 Lime,
29, by Rev. T. R. Pentecost, Harden Erskine Beef, Corned,
Mr. John W. Pearson of Wateiville died and Miss Grace Luce, both of Montville.
6
Oat
Meal,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22
4
Ford Soper. In Bucksport, March 22, by Corn,
89 Onions,
quite suddenly Match 26th at his brother’s,Dr.
13al4
Rev. William Forsyth, Oscar W. Ford of Han84 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
T. N. Pearson, of
pneumonia and heart failure. cock and Miss Hattie M.
9
84
Pollock,
Corn Meal,
Soper of Orland.
He was the youngest of seven sons
15
of the late
Graham-Knowlton
In Greenville, March
24 Pork,
Cheese,
Thomas Pearson of this town, and was born 20, by Rev. C. H. Bryant, Frederick Graham of CottonSeed,
1.13
2
0^; Plaster.
5
Greenville
and
Miss Frances Zelda Knowlton of
101 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
•April 21, 1871. The funeral services were Belfast.
1 45
14 Shorts,
Cranberries,
held at the church March
To the
Officers of Belfast
47
28th, Rev. Nathan i $ IJones-Berry. In Searsmont, March 31, by Clover Seed,
19iSugar,
Hunt cfficiating. There was a
50
6 57 a 8 OOiSalt, T. I.,
1 hereby petitioned 'permission to erect and
profusion of Rev. J. N. Palmer, Frederick Jones of Sears- Flour,
5
Sweet Potatoes,
beautiful flowers from relatives and friends mont and Miss Yuba Berry of Center Mont- H. G. Seed,
maintain a fish weir in said Belfast >n property
ville.
15 1 Wheat Meal,
Dard.
owned by me and described as follows:
and the services were most
impressive. Three
Saunders-Logan. In Belfast, April 5, by
Passagassawaukeag River at City Point, Belbrothers, Joseph from Massachusetts, Rev. Rev. Haraden S. Pearl, Theodore Marshall
fast, Me., between the Maine Central Railroad
N. E. lrom Pittsfield and Thomas N. of Mor- Saunders, formerly of Farmington, and Miss
Belfast.
of
bridge and the carriage road bridge. The river
Marie L. Logan of Belfast.
rill were present, the latter two
at this point being above navigation is not
acting as
or
beon
will
be
received
shown on the government chart, and ie deSealed proposals
bearers. Three brothers and the aged mother i
fore May 1, 1916, at 7 o’clock p. m., by the City scribed as follows: Running east and west,
Difri).
of the deceased were unable to be
for sprinkling the city streets, for the
present. An
length 394 feet, width 238 feet.
Cleric,
adopted sister, Mrs. Mary Hunt of Parker's 1
current year, according to the following speciProposed weir to be located within two hur
In
March
fications:
dred feet of the railroad bridge on either side;
Billings,
Frank
Brooksville,
26,
Head, Maine, and Mrs. Martha Brayall and her
its entire length; High street,
H. Billings, aged 65 years.
to extend about two hundred feet into the
Church
street,
brother from Waterville, the former his boardCanning. In Belfast, March 31, Benjamin,
from Northport avenue to Field street; North- j river at high water mark, .depth of water
ing mistress for the past five years, were also twin son of John H. and Mary Ward Canning, port avenue, from end of Square to Wight about ten inches at mean low tide,
at the funeral.
MRS. LEVI CLAY.
street; Main street, from westerly line of the u,April 3, 1916.
aged 7 months and 27 days.
Carter. In Lynn, Mass., March 3, Margaret postoffice lot to Front street; Front street,
In Board of Municipal Ofpicers.
Esther, daughter of Thomas L. Carter, for- from Main street to the Maine Central depot;
April 3. 1916.
PKUSFECT FERRY.
merly of Belfast, aged 9 months.
Washington street, from Main street to Davis’
Voted that the City Clerk give notice that a
Downes.
In Winterport, April 3. Cyrenus
blacksmith shop; driveway on westerly side of
will be held on the premises Friday
hearing
the shoe factory; Beaver street, its entire |
School in this distiict will begin April 10th, Downes, aged 74 years.
afternoon, April 7, 1916, at 3 o’clock p. m.
Gott. In Brooksville, March 19, Frank P. length.
Attest: CaRLETON DOAK,
Everett Gross teacher.
The Municipal Officers reserve the right to
Gott, aged 62 years, 8 months and 12 days.
City Clerk.
3wl4
Grindle. In Bluehill, March 28, Roscoe reject any or all bids.
School begins at Mt, Heagan April 10th,
CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk.
Grindle, aged 63 years, 3 months and 25 days.
Miss Faustina Harding teacher.
Lowell. In Bucksport, April 7, Fred LowMiss Lillian Partridge of Orland visited ell. aged 70 years.
Mudgett In Belfast, March 30, Mrs, Nancy
Miss Edrie Harriman last week.
J. Mudgett, aged 94 years and 3 days.
Mies Helen Pickerirg of
IN CENTER MONTVILLE.
Milliken. In Surry, March 26, Mrs. Almira
Hucksport visited
BUILDERS, WOOD WORKERS and j
A. Milliken, aged 80 years, 5 months and 3
Miss Grace Harrison several days last week.
MACHINISTS. When applying, give ex- I OA acres, 2 fields, 2 pastures, 2 wood lots.
days.
-L-tarfv/ Buildings in good condition.
Fine
Mr. and Mrs. George O’Dea arrived from
perience and wages wanted.
Parker
In Castine, March 19, Mrs. Cora B.
Orchards yield
CAMDEN ANCHOR-ROCKLAND view. Good supply of water
Boston last Saturday and are stopping at their Parker, aged 38 years, 11 months and 15 days.
Maine.
Baldfrom
100
to
250
bbls.
of
Camden,
MACHINE
CO.,
apples, mostly
Pierce. In Chicago, 111, March 30, George
cottage.
2wl4
wins. Pear and cherry trees. Telephone, and
G. Pierce, formerly of Belfast, aged 79 years
F. D pass the house.
R,
Inquire on premises
and
6
months.
and
Mr.
Mrs. J. A. Pierce and daughter
MRS J. O. BARTLETT,
or address
Whitmore. In Verona, March 28, John WhitMinerva of Sandypoint are visiting Mr. and
R. D. No. 2, Brooks, Maine.
4wl4p
more, aged 90 years.
Mrs. W. D. Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bowen spent the weekparents in Liberty.

pri
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Corrected

end with her
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B£li-AST

MARRIED.

TK

I

KEEP YOUR JOB.

with Mrs. T. N.

PA'

prosperity—be

10

The Ladies'Aid will
Pearson April 13th.

p><

comfort; adding

in your

the

Groceries, Drugs
and Medicines.

Municipal

City

WANTED

NOTICE
I have

bought the grocery bust
of J. MrXuliffe at 39 Mai
street, ami will continue busine

ness

on

Mrs. G. W. Silver and W. D. Harriman are
the house with a severe attack of
bronchitis. They are attended by Dr. Emer-

confined to

son

of

Bucksport.
SWANVILLE CENTER.

The country roads

are

in very

bad condition.

Miss Ruby Gray returned to Pittsfield last

Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Robertson
ried 60 yearB April 1st.

were mar-

L. A. S. of Monroe Center have postponed their sociables for two weeks.
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield is gaining finely and
has an extra fine nurse, Miss Margaret Louise
The

Delano of Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Aithur Dolliber and two children left last Monday for Marblehead, Mass,
where they will reeide.

SHIP

NEWS._

AMERICAN

INQUIRE OF

rurtTS.

Arrived sch Florence &
Lillian; sld sch Gen E S Greeley, Hampton
Roads; 2, ar, schs Maud H Dudley, Stonington,
Me., Brigadier Rockland; sld. schrs Emma F
Angel), Norfolk, Charles H. Klinck, do; John I
New

A Five=Room Tenement.

A Farm lor Sale

York, April 1.

Mrs. W. C. Mason. 43 Pearl Street.
tfl4

Cottage Wanted

Penrose, CharleotonjWillie L Maxwell Macoris.
Boston, March 31. Sld sch Gov Powers, Norfolk and Bahia Blanca.
New Haven, April 1, Arrived, sch MetheA small furnished cottage at Northport for
besec, Jacksonville.
Providence, March 30. Ar, sch Mary E months of July and August, Address particulars
MRS. F. D. TALLACK,
to
Morse, Norfolk.
lwl4
668 W. 186 St., New York City.
Pensacola, March 81. Arrived sch Blanche
H King, Mobile.
San Juan, Pr, March 17. Ar, sch Eagle Wing
The subNOTICE.
Brunswick; 19, ar, schrs Charles Whittemore,
scriber hereby gives notice that she lias
been duty appointed administratrix of the esBaltimore; Edward H Cole, Norfolk.
Searsport, April 1. Ar, stm Meteor, Nor- tate of
folk, and sld 2nd for Norfolk; 3, ar, barge ExeEUDORA L, PIPER, late of Belfast,
ter, Philadelphia.
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
schs
March
31.
Stockton,
Ar,
Enterprise, bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Bar Harbor; Clara B Kennard. Deer Isle; April demands against the estate of said deceased are
2, ar, stm Millinocket, New York; sld schrs desired to present the same for settlement, and
Susie P Oliver, New York; Carrie A Bucknam, all indebted thereto are requested to make payimmediately to R. F. Dunton of Belfast,
Bridgeport; Donna T Briggs, Pawtucket; 3, ar, ment
Me., my authorized agent in the State cf Maine.
stmr Massasoit, Boston (and proceeded eastGRACE n. WILSON.
ward^
Brooklyn. N. Y., March 14,I916.-3wl4

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

_

Animal

PRESCOTT D, H. CARTE
Notice of First Meeting of Credit
In

To

the

TUESDAY. APRIL 11, 1916.
O'CLOCK F. M.,
to elect officers and transact any other business that may legally come before said meetRALPH H. HOWES, President.
ing.

was

2wI3

HERBERT L. STEVENS,
MRS. H. M. STEVENS.

MR. and

Belfast, April 4,1916-p

Trt
ln

“anK

Laforest E. V\
County of Waldo and
of

!

duly adjudicated

a

Bankrupt;

an-

the First Meeting of his Creditors v
Dunton
& '•
held at the office of
Savings Bank Building, in Belfast, Ma
the 18th day of April, A. D. 1916, a
o'clock in the forenoon, at which tin
place the said Creditors may attend,
their claims, appoint a Trustee, exanu
Bankrupt, and transact such other busu
may properly come before said meeting
JOHN R. MASON
Referee in Bankrui

Bangor, Maine, April 4, 1916.

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the neighbors and friends
who so kindly assisted us in our recent bereavement; also for the beautiful flowers.

Creditors

\

United

Unity, in the
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that, on the li
of March, A.I), 1916, the said Laforest E

AT 3

We wish to thank all who gave flowers and
also those who so kindly assisted in our late
bereavement.
ANNIE B. MUDGETT,
MR. and MRS. WALTER DECROW.
p

the District Court of the
for the District of Maine.

In the matter of Laforest
E. Webo. Bankrupt.

Meeting

of”thanks

new

price, Come in and see goods ar
1 respectfully solin'
get prices.
tel, 257 3
part of your trade,

\

The annual meeting of the Pythian Building
Association will be held at the office of James
Pattee & Son, in Belfast,

card

The stm

and of the best qualit
and will be sold at the lowest ca-

TO LET

Miss Addie M. Ginn of Worcester, Mass., is
spending a week’s vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Ginn.

strictly cash basis.

a

is all

BOAT

body of

Bancroft and child arrived Monday morning
by train, Mr. Bancroft following with the

new

\

SAVE YOUR HAIR AND

ments

for

this

studied medicine a year with Dr. P. S. Haskell, after which he left for Boston. Mr.
Mitchell leaves no family.
Mr. ana Mrs. R. H. Bancroft and child of
Cutler, Maine, are to occupy the second floor
of the Snell house, West Main street. Mrs.

2wl4

If

to your

for several

Lven the
prcponoerate.
lvah C. Treat, W. H. Morrison,,
ladies present were gallantly invited to exAmes.
In South Portland, to Mr. and Mrs.
Church street, and Rufus L. Mudgett, Sylvan
Merle B. Ames, formerly of Vinalhaven, a son,
an opinion upon the
question by raising Freeman
attend press
street, were in Bangor March 29th to
George.
of hands and mostly voted in the
affirmative.
at
Black. In Brooksville March 21. to Mr. and j
the Democratic State Convention, returning
A building committee was
appointed to look Mrs. Floyd Black, a son, Bernard Eugene.
night.
Frisbee. In Belfast, March 19, to Mr. and
after the construction of tile town
work, conThe Stockton Springs band gave a concert
sisting of Messis. M. R. LaFuriey, H. L. Hop- Mrs. George Orrln Frisbee, a daughter, Marlor
garet Evelyn.
and dance last Monday evening—a benefit
kins, W. H. Morrison, L. A. Gardner and A. G.
Friend. In South Bluehill, March 15, to Mr.
who
one of its members, Mr. Sidney Fayle,
l<eat
a:id Mrs. Watson Friend, a daughter
V* e trust the
realize
Eanguine
may
has had an unusually trying season of sickness
Moore
In Flllsworth, March 26, to Mr. and
their most pleasing expectations and no
pre- Mrs. Arthur Moore, a son.
in his family.
dictions of evil he verified. The town
I
need;
Ray. In Ellsworth, March 29, to Mr. and
Miss Lillian A. Simmons arrived last Satursome lucrative
employment, like all communi- Mrs. John*E. Ray, a son, John Estey.
Tillock.
In Bucksport, March 23, to Mr.
| day night from Boston to spend her usual ties.
and Mrs. Gharles Tillock, a daughter.
j spring vacation,-with her sister. Miss Mabel
White. In Bucksport. March 20, to Mr. and I
F. Simmons, School street. Old neighbors reAirs. William White, a son.
MORRILL.

April
for
sister, Miss Nellie, left Monday morning
The Merry Twelve met with Mrs. Frank ! Belfast to resume her position in J. H. Howes’
afStudley last Thursday and a very pleasant
! dry goods store.
ternoon was spent. Cake, ice cream and other
Mrs. Sidney Fayle, Seaview street, was in
served.
^refreshments were
j Bangor March 28th to accompany her young
Steamer Meteor, Capt. Burranger, arrived son, Master Alfred, home from the Eastern
Saturday from Newport News with 3700 tons I Maine General Hospital, where he recently
of coal to the P. C. & W. Co., finished discharg- underwent an operation for appendicitis.
j
ing Sunday and sailed for Norfolk.
I
Mr. Noah S. Twiss, Church street, suffered
Burof
wife
Capt.
Elias
his
Mrs.
Burranger,
a severe ill turn last week from
quite
who spent the
At this writing, Monranger of the steamer Meteor,
chronic heart trouble.
convention, held

ran

company works for

Messrs.

Nichols, Capt. W. V, Nichols, i joice to see her.
went to
M. A. Cook and Sidney M. Webber
Miss Emma Hichborn, West Main street, afState
Bai gor as oeleg. tea to the Progressive
1
visit in her old home with her
ter a

Capt. D.

high last week, feeling being strong both ways relative to the proposal j
that the town raise $5,000 to meet the
require-

vulc

lighted

which

fire

Enthusiasm

a

«.

weeks.

result.

energetically

of Mr. Edward Lawrence of Rockland
location of an up-to-date, well conTens of thousands of men are losing their
ing Saturday night,
hair daily and are ignoring the fact. Many a
ducted sardine factory at Merrithew’s
pointman has lost his job because he lost his hair.
Mrs. w. H. Morrison, Church street, and
wharf, spur track, water and highway furnishDust and dirt make dandruff and dandruff
Mrs. L. A. Gardner, Middle street, were in
ed at point, thus assuring a lucrative business makes heads bald and bald heads are the
first
for shopping and looking
29th
March
to the village for men and women. Increased
to go when business is poor.
Bangor
j
Wash
hair
at
least once a week with
over the spring styles.
your
taxation and running the town in debt were
any pure soap and every other night apply
Miss Nellie Hichborn, West Main street, 1 the great arguments against undertaking the
Parisian Sage rubbing it thoroughly into the
entertained the Current Events Club Wednes- enterprise. Much was to be said both ways, the scalp.
the host- and even the
Parisian Sage will save your hair; it will reladies, such as cared to listen, i
day afternoon. Canada, selected by
move every trace of dandruff and banish
and study.
scalp
were invited to be
els, was the topic for reading
present at the special town itch and make your head feel fine.
The cost of a large bottle is trifling but the
Nickerson, after a two meeting Saturday forenoon. An unexpectedMiss Hortense
ly large number of voters assembled—226— benefits are very great as every druggist well
her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
w eeks’ vacation with
knows.
A. A. Howes & Co. cheerfully guar
left Monday and after considerable debating the result of antee Parisian
Leroy Nickerson, Church street,
Sage to you.
the
vote
was
announced
in
Fittsas
C.
I.
follows: “Yes, 147;
to resume her studies at the M.
79.
No,
were
Many
fioln
astonished, expecting a
BORN.

Clement are expected to
in Daytona,
arrive from their winter home
Fla., about April 17th.
Belfast has moved into
I Michael Berger of
which
B. Black house on Oils street,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

move

street
and Mrs. George M. Knox, West Main
recently returned from his winter’s-employment in Millinocket.
was the
Mr. Warren C. Lord of Hampden

^

We want everything electrical that you have installed to be a complete success. Bring all your
electrical troubles to us—we camand will solve them

River, Mass.

Freedom

men at our

--

March

away

was

in

business

large force of experienced

business ,the more painstaking must be the effort to
--;-render good service.

The school in the center of the town will
begin Wednesday with Miss Elva Hasty of
Thorndike as teacher. Mr. J. H. McKinley, F.
B. Edwards and Alfred Bailey will convey the
scholars.

Mr. Archie McLaughlin, School street, acMr. Fred N. Flye has gone to Brighton, !
corr.pained by his father, Mr. John McLaughlin, Mass., for the summer.
Jellison.
was
W. Co.
brought home Sunday from the Tapley
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hawes, Cape
Miss Florence Cross visited her cousin, Miss
been confined to
her parents, Mr. and hospital in Belfast, where he had been a
were Sunday guests of
J H. KDeeland, who has
patient j Winnifreti Dodge, recently.
for three weeks since
enduring an operation j Mr. Florine Small was the
his’ home for several weeks, continues very Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street.
1
guest of his uncle,
for a dangerous case of appendicitis. An im- Dr.
Small, in Bangor last week.
poorly.
The garage of Mr. Albert M. Ames, opposite J
minent
fatal
of
termination
is
not
a
shows
signs
pleasing
The ice in Opeechee stream
Mr. Norman Danforth from Fairfield is visit- !
his Church street residence, is being compietcontemplation, out the danger past, we are ing his grandmother, Nellie Banton.
water below the
weakening as there is open
J ed by Loring Griffin, assisted by Mr. Ames.
thankful for the convalescence and hoping that
Thomas Williams from Houlton visited his
bridge.
Miss Frances Kimball of Brookline, Mass.,
all may be well in the future, as in the
is visiting
past. sister, Mrs. A. M. Small, March 29th.
visit
Miss Lewene A, Nichols of Boston
arrived March 28th fora week’s vacation
At this writing, Monday, the patient is in
M.
Nichols,
bed,
School
Mrs. Fred Vose from Houlton visited her
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C.
with her aunt, Miss Mabel F. Simmons,
but doing finely,
considering the long drive mother, Mrs. Fannie Johnson, last week.
Water street.
street.
|
home,
to
our
Congratulations
young neighbor
and Mrs. Samuel Bryant from Vassalboro
ISbl, the
of Capt.
In the great snowstorm of April 2,
Mr. Arnold Knox, youngest son
j his anxious wile aDd parents is this fortunate areiVlr.at their
home in
Btorm was

The more

Mr. Charles Card and John Dunivan of Dixare cutting shovel
handles at Ralph
Thorndike’s and board at H. E. Chase’s.

household goods in one of W. H. Morrison’s
motor boats.
Mrs. B. is a twin sister of Mrs.
W. H. Morrison, Church street. Mr. and Mrs.
Dunaver, until recently occupying the second
floor of the Snell house, moved Thursday to
Sears Island, where he has employment.

a

m

Miss Mabel Johnson, who has been attending
Business College in Portland, is spending
her vacation at home.

nor

FREEDOM.

cottar,

in town after the

We have

command, each one an expert in their department,
and their expert advice is yours free for the asking.

past week.

New York

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

undertake.

has been

Miss Nina Crocker of Dixmont haa

visiting her sister, Miss

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

|

Keene

us to

are

E, H. Fletcher, in Pittsfield last week.

un-

made of cream
a

prepared to do electrical job work of any
description, there is none too small or too large for
We

mont

W. T.

Nathan

is

product, and contains no alum
other questionable ingredients.

of the grip, continues to improve slowly.
to Rockland,
Fred Swift, Jr,, has moved

mer

found to be

Mite Margaret Boody, little daughter of D.
Boody, is sick.

Roy Roberts has moved his family to the
Pattee place in Jackson Village.
Mrs. H. E. Chase visited her niece, Mrs.

for this.

food

to
N. West, who has been confined
her heme with a bad cold, is improving.
the winter in
Mrs. Ella Mowry, who Bpent
last Saturday.
New Jersey, returned home
an attack
C. Runnells, Esq., who had

s

reason

of tartar, derived from grapes,

Mrs. W.

in

was

Royal Baking Powder

in

evening
Mrs. C. E. Adams returned Friday
from a week's visit in Boston.
Mrs. H. D.
Miss Lucy A. Sargent is visiting
few
for
a
days.
in
bangor
Eaton
home last week
Mrs. F. S. Dyer returned
from a visit of ten weekB in Portland.,

employed

good

B.

healthful.

week

was

a

It is because alum

in town

visit in Boston.

where he is

We Are Prepared

Mr. H. S. Morton is sawing wooii in the

visit in Boston.

on

I-

a house, stable, about 3 acr<
and a half interest in a good mill pm
Would make an attractive summer home
sell on account of sickness, Brice $400. AC

In

by

Belfast,

letter.
tfl3

Address
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